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Follow the Crowd to Ding-Dong
and Dance Under the Big Tent
OVERNIGHT

THE BOHEMI

CABINS

GF SAIN j GEoRoE

ADMISSION TO DANCE FLOOR—GENTLEMEN, 50c; LADIES, 25c.

■i-.' At the Sign of'
"g! North National Bank

The Courier-Gazette

LOANS

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Character as Collateral
In Most Cases

North
National
Bank <-

Confidential Loan Co.
Two
Offices Two
Office Hours; 9 a. m. to 5.30 p. m.
431 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Telephone 190
MORTGAGES OF ALL KINDS
59-tf

Until one adopts the sys
tem of paying everything
by check he never knows
the convenience.

TAXI SERVICE

Your Checking Account is Welcome

♦ ♦ * *

Go Anywhere, Any Time,
Day or Night
• • • •

4 Per Cent Internet Paid on Savings Accounts

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

We run several times daily to
Ding-Dong and easily with pas
sengers to Tenant’s Harbor, Long
Cove and Port Clyde. Call—
• * * *

Kittredge’s Drug Store
Corner Main and Park Streets
79-81
Telephone 201-M

If we could first know where we are, and whither
we are tending, we could better judge what to do and

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable io
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation
and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1840. In 1874 the Courier was established
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882.
The Free Press was established in 1855. and
in 1891 changed Its name to the Trlnune.
These ns cent consolidated March 1" i«97

A COINCIDENCE

Which Finds Its Rise From
Lindbergh’s Paris Flight.
Mis. Alice Strong of 170 Franklin
street.- Arlington, Mass, has this
paper’s thanks for a copy of the
Arlington Advocate. In it, under the
caption of “An Interesting Coinci
dence." appears the following article
which will have a special interest for
Knox County readers:
* . • •
In a recent date of the Boston
Herald appeared the following with
the above head line. It was written
by the daughter of the late John
; Townsend Trowbridge, who for the
past winter has been living in Cali
fornia. It is of interest to Arlington,
| as this was the home of the well
known poet and author, and his beau
tiful estate on Pleasant street still
attracts the attention of those in
terested.
To the Editor of the Herald:
In connection with the arrival -of
Capt. Lindbergh in America, would
it not interest your readers to know
that this ideal Darius Greene has
made his marvelous flight in the
lOoth anniversay year of the birth of
the author, John Townsend Trow
bridge. who wrote the poem. “Darius
Greene and His Flying Machine?”
In some aero clubs there are photo
graphs taken at the first aviation
. meet In America of Graham White,
greeted by my father, J. T. Trow
bridge.
As this is another epoch in avij ation, Lind'liergh having dropped
“like a chap from the moon” at Le
Bourget field, it seems to me many
will be thinking at this time of all
the prophecy the poet put in Darius
Greene so many years ago.
Edith Trowlu idge Von Ilaur.
La Jolla, California.

\-—Abraham Lincoln.

how to do it.

AUTOMATIC
MOTION PICTURE

CAMERA
PROJECTOR

Ano,
As wc do not know what the future has in store for

The
Automatic
Camera

us or what our needs may be, it is good policy for us to

guard against such uncertainties.

Take and show your own movies
with Pathex. Because of its wonder
ful simplicity and perfection of de
sign. Pathex assures you better
movies, easier—and at much lower
cost.
Easy as snapshots—and better.
Let ns give you
■ FREE demonstration of
Pathex Camera,
Projector, and
selections from
Pathex FOm
Library.

B> opening a Savings Account and consistently
adding thereto wc are following a Safety First pro

gram.

t

Security Trust Co.
Resources Over $4,000,000
CAMDEN

>

VINALHAVEN

UNION

i

The
Motor
Driven
Projector

House-Sherman, Inc.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

585 MAIN ST.

WARREN
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ROCKLAND

LET’S GO!
See Page Six
V. P. H.
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STORY OF COMMUNITY CHEST

Some Recollections of Charles F. Prescott’s Great Eastern Intimate Facts Concerning the Organization So Helpful To
Shows, Which Finally Surrendered To a Rainy Sum
Rockland—Only One In Maine.
mer, After Many Adventures.
The problems of waste in Industry, upon our fellow workers this year
have received the attention of the to complete the goal.
In deciding upon the amount of
most skilled engineers until today,
your subscription—REMEMBER that
out of what was formerly waste and tilts Is eight appeals In ONE—and if
refuse are reclaimed most valuable successful none of these eight agen
products, in some cases often of cies wifi appctl to you again this
greater value tiian the original year for maintenance. GIVE ONCE
—BUT GIVE ENOUGH FOR ALL.
article.
Out of our modern civilization What the Community Chest of Rock
and social life comes waste product
land Does
of men. women and children who,
The Rockland Community Chest
because of environment, sickness,
unemployment and kindred causes, for the year 1927-28 Is undertaking
to support tho following organiza
j cannot keep tip In the struggle for tions: Home for Aged Women, Sal
a livelihood and become a charge
on the community and a menace to vation Army, Red Cross, Dental
our very safety. To prevent this Clinic, Civil War Memorial Associa
condition and reclaim this wastage, tion. Children's Playground. Rock
we have developed a variety of land Boy Scouts and Rockland Giri
social-welfare agencies, each highly Scouts.
specialized and working in its own
Home For Aged Women
particular field.
Tlie Home for Aged Women, in
Rockland has eight social-welfare Rockland, is a very popular raraibic
agencies grouped under the Com of the Chest. Located on North Main
munity Chest, and prepared to care street, It has cared for Its aged
for almost every phase of social women for twenty-six years. It is
mal-adjustment. They are constantly a well-equipped home, and Is man
and continually engaged In efforts aged by an efficient board of which
to lessen poverty, prevent delin Mrs. J. E. Stevens is treasurer and
quency, safeguard health and pro Mrs. Fred S. Rhodes, president. At
mote good citizenship.
the present time there are six
... *
Inmates br4ng cared for, and Is doing
Tho Community Chest finances the splendid work In making the lives of
activities of these eight agencies unfortunate women enjoyable.
through one annual campaign. As
Salvation Army
a Community Chest subscriber, you
are entitled to draw great Inspira
Rockland's Salvation Army Is
tion from I he fact that In more than rapidly progressing In the amount
| three hundred American cities, the of work they arc able to do and this
l’p and down the coast went the
Community Chest plan is financing Is because the local heads can give
glittering hand eart and the* few
social-welfare work to the extent of their entire time to serving the
drab wagons which carried the
more than fifty million dollars. This community, free from the worry of
paraphernalia. Back through miles
j is a great movement, with splendid securing funds
of forests, to the Canadian border,
Sixteen major activities of the*
accomplishments and
tremendous
the picturesque procession wended,
pussihilitles for good.
Army are:
encountering storms and travel con
Moreover, thc Chest plan has a
Evangelistic work, preaching the
ditions which would have dismayed
certain distinct advantage. It costs Gospel in diction suited to the
a less indomitable spirit than that
i far-less to raise the necessary money simplest of God's creatures.
of Charles F. 'Prescott. Those were
Christmas dinners served to poor
! in one campaign, to collect and
not the days of the “Roaring For
[ administrate thc funds from one families.
ties,” but they were the days of the
single office than it did when each
Fresh air camps conducted for the
Nervy Nineties: days when the next
agency did these things for itself. benefit of poor women and children
stand seemed beyond reach of man
Freedom from perpetual fund rais of the cities.
and beast; days when salaries were
Children's Homes where orphaned,
ing has enabled the participating
Charles F. Prescott
due. and not a dollar in sight. The
agencies to . concentrate on their dependent and neglected children are
end of the dream came after four
tasks with much more efficiency and cared for.
weeks of rain when audiences were
Business-like
Missing Friends Bureau which
serious casualties the first act of the satlsActory results.
slim, and tho circus treasury slim
for
missing
persons
circus men was to tip the first or methods arc. assured hy the Chest searches
mer. The teamsters finally broke
plan. An impartial Budget Commit throughout the world.
under the strain and quit cold. gan-grinder'they met. It was the tee passes on the budget. Monthly
Prison work which helps men and
superstition of the road that this
Maine knew the Great Eastern Cir
financial reports are submitted and women re-enter thc world with a
would bring good luck.
cus no more.
Leaving his native County Pres yearly audits are made. Further desire and Intention of becoming
Mr. Prescott was born at 44 Win
cott the showman began a tour of more., every subscriber's effort goes useful members of society.
ter street, Rockland, April 4. 18'67, a
Slum
settlements from
which
the coast towns, giving performanc infinitely farther than It did In the
son of the late Stephen P. Prescott.
es in many small places to which a old days. He now gives,once but temporal and spiritual heJp are
One of his boyhood chums was Wil
tent show was alien. The publicity enough for all, and his act keeps radiated to the families of the
liam Gray, who now resides in New
up to that time had consisted of in operation the whole machinery of community.
foundland and together they played
Industrial homes in which the
1 hand-bills, and it was always a mys- welfare work.
circus, an old canvas tent handed
• . • «
unfit are re.habilltated.
, tery to Mr. Prescott how the resi
down from another generation serv
Workingmen's hotels which pro
dents in the widely scattered hamlets
The question Is sometimes asked
ing as the “big top.’’
ever got word that the show was why agencies "which are not chari vide poor men with clean beds and
The hoy grew into young manhood
coming.
The circus played Mill- ties" are included In the Chest. clean surroundings at a nominal
with the circus germ still develop
bridge, July Fourth, and reaped the Soeinl-welfare work Is of two general price.
ing and as a partial unit for his
Free employment bureaus to help
benefit of the first poster advertis types — remedial and preventative.
hobby he followed the state fairs,
ing which had been attempted. The The former being the most obvious, Ihe unemployed.
and as a souvenir of the several sea
Work among service, men which is
posters were gorgeous affairs and is naturally established first. As the
sons which he spent in that man
when pasted onto barns and board work grows, the need of stemming extended to the present forces of
ner he has the “baby rack” which
fences they created as much of a the tide of misfortunes becomes the government and will remain i
he operated. His patrons paid for
sensation as the first airship did.
evident, and preventative work is permanent policy toward the Army
the privilege of hurling soggy base
So it came to pass that everybody launched.
No more constructive and Navy.
balls at rag-babies mounted on a
Young women's boarding homes
in Millbridge flocked to behold the effort for overcoming weaknesses has
rack, and if they were so fortunate
marvels which the dead-walls had been devised than preventative work where girls away from home find
as to knock the required number of
promised. All of the seats were ear In Its various phases of health, edu suitable lodging and homelike sur
‘babes” from their perch in a given
ly occupied, and then the ushers cation, recreation, character building roundings at a cost within their
number of throws they received a
“stood ’em up” until the walls of and citizenship. Without It, the com means.
reward in the form of cigars which
Rescue homes where fallen women
the* tent fairly bulged.
munity is deliberately feeding its
nobody was willing to smoke in
• • * *
hospitals. Its almshouses, its reform or those with a tendency to go wrong,
close quarters.
On the strength of this bonanza atories and its prisons, for whose are reclaimed through Christian sur
“There was good money in it,”
Mr. Prescott paid two weeks’ bills support the community must provide roundings, kindness and teaching.
says Mr. Prescott, “but you had to
Maternity hospitals where the girl
I which had been accumulating and additional tax funds. The inclusion,
have a line of guff to keep the boys
left town with $175 in the treasury. therefore, of character building who has been betrayed receives
coming, and with it a cast iron gall.”
In Addison the circus made a hit agencies in a Community Chest is attention and humane treatment.
In 1895 Mr. Prescott fell in with
Anti-suicide work, which has prac
by loaning its hand leader to the as logical as Ihe inclusion of prevent
Eddie LaBarre, who ’had been trav
lines. tically demonstrated Its value In the
town band, which was composed of ative work along health
eling with Lucier’s Minstrels, and
women, and which was making its “Better character formation now reduction of self - murder through
the desire to be circus magnates
spiritual anil physical encouragement
initial public appearance. By way than reformation later."
suddenly blazed forth in both of
The Community Chest is directed to the depressed.
of reciprocity tlie women of Ad
them.
Training colleges where young men
dison boosted the circus, and there by an executive laiard of twelve
* * * *
could be only one result when wo representative men. They are leaders and young women qualify themselves
As a nucleus for a tent show Mr. men got to boosting in unison.
in business and professional life. for officershlp in tho Salvation Army.
Prescott had a 30-foot middle piece
Their young people’s work and
Transporting the performers had They give freely and generously of
which had originally serv.ed as a been somewhat of a problem up to their time in order to guarantee to Sunday school are larger than ewer
merry-go-round tent. This was ad this point, so Mr. 'Prescott bought the people of Rockland a wise, Just, before. Relief work, Christmas bas
ded to. and a "big top” 50x80 was the barge “Annie Rooney” which efficient and economical administra kets, donations of food, clothing, coal,
the result, with seating accommo would carry 25 passengers comfort- tion of thc Community Chest fund. wood, and lodgings and baths given
dations for 400 and standing room at I ably.
The* paraphernalia of the Every participating agency is gov to passing strangers, have been more
either end. Scarcely more than a Great Eastern Circus at this time erned hy a competent board of than doubled this year. The relief
dressing room in these days of big consisted of 25 performers, 12 hors directors. This safeguards subscrib work Is as always an important and
shows, but destined to have a duly es and four wagons.
ers against wastage or Ill-Judged valuable service which tills organiz
awe-inspiring effect upon the small
ation Is well equipped to render.
Aroostook county proved the most welfare efforts.
communities where the tent show fertile territory, for t*he reason that
* • • •
Captain Hawkins heads the local
had never penetrated
it had not been visited by a tent
During the last year the Com corps.
An “ad” in Billboard found plenty | show in 14 years. LaBarre was not munity Chest has made and is
During the past year the Salvation
of “stars” ready to cast their for I unknown to the people of that sec developing a closer co-operation Army has done the following relief
tunes with the new enterprise. tion. however, having traveled there between the agencies which makes work In Rockland: 548 Christmas
Sifted down to the final analysis the with Whittier’s Circus in former for more effective service and better dinners, 90 transient meals. 345 sup
Great Eastern Circus had five fea days.
citizenship. This lias led to a group plied with soup, milk, bread, etc,
ture acts.
Thc town of Stratton was one or thinking and group aetion, and is 2167 garments given away, 249 pairs
There was Ed. Brown who was a those which had never seen a cir becoming more effective in individual of shoes, 390 persons were given
wizard on the single trapeze and in cus, and Prescott did the prove’ ’
work from day to day where they lodging. 3>4 tons of coal given and
the manipulation of Indian dubs. I “land office” business there. Every are learning to depend more on each 25 feet of wood. From the above
He fitted glasses on the side, and i place of business closed in honor of other for service. The Community fist of relief work it may readily
>ften made more at that than he did the occasion and Mr. Prescott had Chest is also correlating and inter he seen the value, of the Salvation
as a circus performer, for the reason to fairly coax the village blacksmith locking the activities of the agencies Army’s work In our community.
that glasses cost only a few cents I to shoe his horses.
This summer the Rockland Post Is
with the activities of the Poor
a pair.
In the Rangeley Lake region there Department of the city, the civic to send 25 children to a camp at
Victor Mazzclo and wife did the | was no suitable site for a circus clubs, fraternal organizations, schools Christmas Cove for a 10-day stay.
‘Flying Sailor” and a perch act. ground and Mr. Prescott had to show and churches, and in this manner are This Is a new feature of thc organ
Victor “clowned” his wife’s act and in a man’s dooryard.
becoming acquainted with the fields ization for Rockland and should he
the crowd was always in good hu
The first serious accident of the of service and problems that arise much appreciated by the under
mor when lie finished. "He was one season occurred in Island Falls, in thc rapid development of this privileged child.
of the squarest men I ever had any where a hale ring broke, letting fall community and arc not covered, and
Red Cross
thing to do with” says Mr. Prescott. the trapeze in which Mr. and Mrs. they are trying to find ways and
Willie Barker and wife performed Barker
Our Red Cross has conducted its
were
performing.
They means of solving them.
on the flying rings and double trap managed to jump clear of the heavy
This 1927 campaign is everybody's activities In an excellent way anti
eze.
trapeze and escaped without broken Job. It is one great effort upon which this year has served as a clearing
Eddie LaBarre, Philip Jason and bones.
all unite without regard to creed, house for many cases, and been of
• • • •
Victor Delmar performed on the
natfonality. race or economic status especial service In avoiding duplica
Roman ladders. Jason was a Rock
Hotel bills were eating up money It is one great movement which tion of relief work. They have
land hoy, who afterwards won fame faster than the circus could earn it. addresses itself to the well being of
as a roller polo player. He is now and the Northern Maine atmosphere, all the people. It is upheld by social
residing in Boston.
(Continued on page four)
was becoming uncomfortably chilly, idealism, but Its methods are scien
The entire company did a tumb- so Mr. Prescott closed his first sea tific. It represents a unity of the
’Ing act. which was c’owned by La son in Hanover, and started back best feelings and the best thought YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Barre and Delmar. The latter a’
over the road. The advance agent of the entire community. It Is a
did a contortion act balancing a found that the joke was on him, for genutne Investment in humanity, the
THE UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY
lighted lamp on his forehead.
he continued to hill the show way dividends of which are prosperous, Heaven is full of stars tonight ; the earth
There was a brass hand of eight up into the White Mountains and healthy, law abiding and contented Lies hushed, as she shall lie some day, per
pieces, led by Frank Cash of Bridg learned only by accident that the jig citizens.
il apt*.
life and death no longer trouble her;
ton. Joseph Pray of Rockland was was up and that the Great Eastern
The officers and directors of Rock When
Xo voice, no cr> in the whole countryside.
one of the musicians, playing tuba. was hitting the home* trail.
land’;; Community Chest and Its The empty road rambles through field and
His present home is in Bath.
thicket,
Before reaching winter quarters, constituent agencies may well feci
The Great Eastern Circus, un however, the Great Eastern paused proud of the service records during And in the road are prints of hoof and foot: •
mindful of the familiar adage about long enough to give two perform the past twelve months. Not only Along tlie surface of this lonely planet.
Xow naked to the hunger of the stars.
the prophet, opened in Mr. Prescott’s ances at the fair ground in Read- has this great enterprise been con Man and beast, on the old pilgrimage,
home town June 8, 1895. This date fic*ld. The business of Mr. Prescott’s | ducted along economical business They passed together here—not long ago.
fell on Saturday—the day on which circus had suffered not a little this fines, but the amount of material
What was it they were looking for, I wonder*
all circusf'.s open, for reasons which season from the fact that some relief that has been dispensed as Or
if themselves they knew*
Where were
have never been explained.
they going?
shows which had preceded it had well as correctional and preventative
“We took in $125 in four perform ■ taken the people’s mone.V without work, make an imposing standard Footsteps—always footsteps going some
where—
ances,” says Mr. Prescott and didn’t 1 regard to value received or due re for future effort.
What country Is It that they all are seeking.
have enough money to pay the Rills. gard for conscience, he says, in one
In asking esch contributor to give Who up and down the work! by night or day
Wc* took to the road with Tenant’s town it was found that the Prescott as liberally as possible and to Move with such patience, always to one end?
Harbor as our first stand, and I shows and another circus were billed Increase the gift this year, it is with
Not the least sound. Not the least leaf dissaid to myself that if we lasted the for the same day.
An amicable i certainty that the growing needs of
turbe
week out we would he doing well.
The
immemorial majesty of heaven.
a growing city make it necessary to
The afternoon performance netted
raise the money, and also to insure Footprints—only footprints going somewhere.
Wherever the) were going, they are gone.
us $20, and the stray quarters and
(Continued on page four)
lhat no additional demands be made
. -John Hail Wheelock,

Whenever a circus comes to this
city one of flip first on hand to see
the wagons unloaded, and to see the
“big top’’ round into shape, is
Charles F. Prescott, farmer and
wood dealer. Half a century ago—
a lad of 10—he played circus with
the other kids, and today—a man of
60, with iron gray hair, the lure of
the tent show with its spangled per
formers and its tallyhoo artists is
still strong upon him.
Oldtimers know, but the present
generation does not, that Prescott,
himself, was once a circus magnate:
that for two seasons, and a short
period of an ill-fated third, his
Great Eastern Shows visited Maine
shores and penetrated the Maine
wilderness,
carrying
joy
and
laughter to communities which had
never known a circus, and to which
the gay posters on the town’s deadwalls were like a glimpse of another
land. These posters, like those of
Barnum's day, portrayed scenes
which were never visualized, but
what matter? The trapeze artists
were there, the trained horses went
through their paces, t’he clowns were
always funny, and after partaking
inordinately
of
posse
peanuts
and pink lemonade, the patrons of
the Great Eastern were sincere in
their declaration that it was the
grojit(«4t day the town had ever
known.
• • • •

Kirk's Orchestra Thursday Night

c

GOOD

THREE CENTS A COPY

Tuesday
Issue

halves didn’t seem a drop in the
bucket. Right there came a turn in
our fortunes, for the whole town
turned out to the evening perform
ance and after all bills had been paid
we found that there was $100 in the
treasury.
“We were out 14 weeks that first
season. One of our earliest encount
ers with the weather was in thc
town of Washington, where we
showed on the fairgrounds.
A
squall struck the tent, blowing in
one side of it, and the whole lent
would have collapsed If one of the
performers hadn't shown presence of
mind enough to grab the main guy
and fasten it to a convenient tree
It thundeicd and lightened all tin
afternoon, hut the show continued,
and the women in the audience al
ternately laughed and shrieked.
Coming through the storm with no

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMESA-WEEK
Rockland, Maine, .Inly
1927.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle, who
on oath declares that he is Pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that Of the
Issue of this paper of July 2, 1927 there
was printed a total of 6428 copies.
Before we,
FRANK B MILLER.
Notary Public.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, I uesday, July 5, 1927.
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GREAT HOLIDAY bASEBALL

-

WASHBURN’S

BERMAN’S

WASHINGTON
«

WEEKLY

Rockland Captures a Scalp In Belfast But Lost Close Con
test At Our Greenland Park.

The store where you get your money’s worth. Absolute Satisfaction and an iron-dad guarantee with every
piece of merchandise purchased. Here you find only standard goods backed up by the reputation of the larg
est manufacturers in the country.

This Weak's Games
Wednesday. July ti—Camden at Bel
fast.
Thursday, July 7—'Rockland at
Camden.
(Friday, July 8—-Belfast a: Rock
land.
Saturday, July il-nRockland at Bel
fast.
• • • •
The League Standing
Jlockiand brpke 1^10 the percenUgv
column yesterday. ,hjid had ,lt possesstd a little piore punch yesterday
afternoon the teams would haye beert
well hunched. As a ijaatler of fact
each home team lost yesterday. The
standi ng
Won Jxtst P. C.
Cabiden ............................. 4
.800
Belfast ...................
2
.500
Rockland ........................ 1
.200
• • • •
Rockland 7, ,£»M>at.8
A big crqwd saw an exciting morn
ing game at Belfast 'Fourth of July.
Gray held iRelfast to four singles, but
was a bit free with passes and Aube
was sent in to save .Rockland's pre
carious lead. A home run by French
helped Rockland overcome a threerun leaiL Merewether late of the
Providence (Jraiys played his first
‘game (or Rockland and figured in a
peach of a dquhle play. The score:

tin (unassisted); Jones and Martin;
Klosek, Jones and Martin; C. Small
and E. Small; Cogan, E. Small and
McGowan. Umpires, Stanwood and
McDonough. Scorer, Winslow'.
• • • •

Be careful for nothing; hut in every
thing by prayer and supplication with
By R. M. Washburn
thanksgiving let your requests be
made known unto Goc
And the
peace of God, which passeth all
understanding, shall keep your hearts
Camden 2, Rockland 1
The younger LaFollette was never
and minds through Christ Jesus.—
A holiday crowd saw another thrill
of robust health. He had a very seri
Philipplans 4: 6. 7.
er at Community Park yesterday
ous illness at one time. His father;
afternoon. Two errors, coupled with
never left his bedside. Perhaps lie
hits by Laflamme and Chnmarde,
Secretary Hoover has written a pulled him through. The V°V i” a
^i/e the visitors their two scores,
letter of appreciation to a man who hard liver, by which is meant, simply,
while Rockland earned its one run
that he goes hard into his wo: k and
is retiring after fifty-five years of play. One has simply to talk with him
,on a double by B.vrue and a single
continuous service In ihe lighthouse In his office, and to see his energy, to
by Walsh. Camden skated on thin
jee jn the last three innings, but
division of the department of com lie satisfied of the whole-way interest
Rockland, while hitting free y, was
merce. The secretary does not with Into which he throws himself into his
not
hitting
safely
and
w/s
work. He is very fond of dancing
hold his words of praise. Nor should where no curfew Is rung or respected.
Cotton
always
Just
oue Jump
behind,
he. We who live upon the coasts H he were wise he would slow up
Thus French’s triple early in the
N'ckeied
eights .went for naught and of
have some knowledge of the men for that necessary rest of mind and
Black or Tan
three men on in the ninth none
Buckle
whose lives are spent upon these body which would restore him to fit
condition. He lives with his mother
scored. Walsh and Wooles did some
lonely outposts of the sea, shut off some distance up 16th Street, lie is
classy fielding. The score:
from participation in the activities with one exception the youngest man
Camden
which lend variety and happiness to ever elected to the Senate, that ex
ab r bh tb po a
ception
being
Henry
Clay.
He
is
1 he newest weaves and patterns. .
the dweller in city and town—a hardy
Wooles, ss ......... 4 0 0 0
somewhat impetuous and when Mr.
race, sturdy and upstanding and of Dawes makes a ruling he does not
Unquestioned Tailoring Ztyle
Jones. 2b .............. 5 0
Macklay, cf ....... 3 0
loyal devotion to a duty upon which like he is apt to say: "Let’s go for
Value
Fine patterns and colors.
McMahon. 3b .... 4 0
defends the safety of lives and prop him.’’
Strong,
rugged
ar.d
dur

Ail sizes. Regular dollar
Lee. c .................. 4 0
• * • •
erty bound up in the traffic of the
Martin, lb ......... 4 1
It may perhaps he alleged at this
able.
The
kind
that
wear.
value.
seas. We have known some of these late day, accurately and safely, that
Opier, If ..........
3 0
Chpmar-de, rf .... 3 1
lighthouse* keepers in person, others the financial credit of tile late Daniel
Lafiamme. p ..... 3 0
by reputation, and it lias in our Webster was not good. And yet there
Rocklltnd
is
a
bank
in
Boston
named
after
him.
mind with what pride we have en
33 2 5 5 27 13 4
If Mr. Webster hud lived it is prol>-'t
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGUBONINO EVENTS
July 9—Annuel flower show of Thomaston
tlankn Club, Congregational vestry.
July 11—Annual campaign for Community
Chest Fund.
July go- tteriial by Misses Adelaide Cross
and Mailon Marsh at I'nlveraallst Church.
July 20—Midsummer fair at M. E. Church
July 20—Annual fair of Littlefield Memorial
Church.
July 2# - Thomaston, Waits ball, Knox' Me
morial public nteellng with noted speakers,
Aug. ltl-lfi—New Belfast Fair.
Aug. 23-27— dtangor Fair.
Aug. 311-Sept. 1—Ellsworth Fair.
Aug. 30-Sept. 2—Waterville Fair.
Sept. 3-7- Bluehlll Fair.
Sept. 5-8- Lewiston State Fair.
Sept. 13-13—Monroe Fair.
Sept. 27 20 Xorlh Knox Fal-, Union
Oct. 4-6—Lincoln County Fair. Dautarls
cotta.
Oct. 11-13—Toiishatn Fair.
Oct. 18 -Special State electlun on primary
law.

FAMILY REUNIONS
Aug. 4 Ingraham family. Penobscot View
Grange ball, Glencove.
Aug 10 Descendanta of Ebestezer Hall.
Penobscot View Grange ball. Glencove

Weather Thia Week
'Weather forecast for the week In
North Atlantic States: Generally
fair except a period of showers mid
dle of week.
Warmer In interior
Tuesday, and normal by Wednesday.
Cooler toward end.
______________
4
The six new stalls at Knox Trot
ting Park were dedicated yesterday.

Extensive repairs are being made
upon “'Holman's Oaks,” Ingraham
Hill.
An Illinois car numbered 1,107,018
caught ihe watchful eye of Max Dyer
Sunday.

MauTlc.e B.. fferrj--ht»s leased and
will soon occupy the apartments In
the 'Everett L. Spear block over The
Courier-Gazette office.
■ i ____

Mr. and Mrs. Seymour M. Bal arJ
of New York are g-uests at the Sam
oset. Mr. Ballard Is senl-.r secre
tary of the New York Life Insur
ance Co.
Stephen Gould goes this week to
New York to attend Columbia* Law
School. His roommate thpre will he
Supt. Frank Rowe of the WarrenUnion district.

Capt. and Mrs. Joseph F. Wlnteis
formerly In charge of Salvation Army
Work herp, but now ip Bath, are re
ceiving congratulations .on the birth
of a daughter, Juiy 2.

L. Dow Jones stepped on a rolling
stick when lip alighted from Ids
automobile Saturday and broke a
ligament In his right ankle. He is
now mastering the art of walking
wilh four legs
Nothing—unless it is a ^re—more
interferes with the routine of a news
paper office than a holiday, especial
ly The Fourth. If The Courier-Ga
zette fails to reach its readers on
time today, or escapes omitting con
tributions, its readers will know why.

The county commissioners’ room at
thp Court House la being dulled up
in fine style, antj when the work is
completed similar improvements will
be made ta the clerk of courts'
quarters. When ihe Maine clerk of
courts hold theif annual convention
here the latter part of the month
Clerk Griffin will not have to make
apologies.

Frank McGuire of Stoning
ton Looks For Revival In
Maine Granite Industry.
The granite industry of Maine
which was flourishing Just before the
outbreak of the World War is due for
a comeback in the opinion of Frank
McGuire of Stonington, a veteran'
quarryman and general manager and
local superintendent of the Deer
Island Granite Corporation of New
York.
"Would you be willing to be quoted
to that effect?" queried the repre
sentative of the Sunday Telegram.
"Of course 1 would,” quickly re
sponded Mr. McGuire.
"You (jon't
think I would put my last cent into
the business unless 1 thought so, do
you?"
"1 had always been led to believe,"
persisted the reporter, "that concrete
had replaced granite. Is that so?"
"Not on your life,” declared Mr.
McGuire with emphasis. “Concrete
will never replace granite. There
Is as much difference between con
crete and granite as there is between
a real diamond and paste. Our quar
ries are just as valuable today as
they ever were. The only tiling that
has been holding us back is the fail
ure of Washington to provide for
the construction of new buildings.
• • • •
The Public Buildings Bill recently
passed by Congress and signed by
President Coolidge will put us on
our feet again. This bill provides
for new postoffice buildings and
other Federal buildings in scores of
cities throughout the United States,
including many near home, and once
these contracts have been let, you
will see something doing.
The reporter then had the temerity
to inquire whether or not the Deer
Island Corporation, controlled by Mr.
McGuire and his two brothers,
Thomas and James, had any con
tracts in sight.
Mr. McGuire hesitated a moment
before replying. "Yes. we have some
big contracts in sight, but, of course,
I am hot at liberty to say what the
contracts are. As a matter of fact,
1 expect to receive word any day to
the effect that we have landed one of
these big contracts. If we land the
bigger of these contracts, it will turn
the old town upside down. Real es
tate will go up, stores will be In de
mand and our chief difficulty will be
In housing the men."
There are four big quarries In and
around Stonington and three of these
are active at the present time. The
Settlement quarry, located between
Stonington and Oceanville, is "flat"
and has been since It completed the
job of furnishing granite for the New
York County Court House.
It is
owned by the Rodgers Granite Corpo
ration but the Rodgers family "passed
out of the picture” with the death
of J. C. Rodgers who was the moving
spirit In the corporation.
• * • •

William Weed has bought the
Rev. O. W. Stuart had a very busy
house at 11 Pleasant street for his
holiday season. On Saturday he
own occupancy.
married Eben Davis of this city to
On (Sunday
The Trainer Downyflake dough Miss Nellie L. Day.
nut machine made z61>5 dozens of morning he performed the ceremony
for Earl C. Perry and Miss Lillian
doughnuts Saturday.
H Dean, both of >hls city, and on
The Boys Band will give a concert Sunday afternoon joined Walter
in Postoffice square tomorrow even F. Hastings and Miss Dorothy W.
ing at 7 o’clock. Drew a big crowd Cushman, both of Thomaston.
____
•
last time.
The holiday season was a very
Henry B. Bird, president of the quiet one around Central Fire Sta
Maine fanners' Association, was tion, though the boys were ready
toast-master at the luncheon of that with extra help on hand. There was
iiov business at all until just curfew
organization In Portland last week.
titpe when calls from opposite ends
The radio operated by House- of the city 9eot the engines bally
Sherman, Inc. for the benefit of the hooing. Laler a box alarm from 36
public was distinctly heard by Harold took the whole department to the
Wall and Raymond Bragg at 384 Old Berry field fire where hay had he:
come Ignited, possibly from a falling
County road the other night.
rocket.
A fair, supper and dance under the
The annual picnic of the W. C. T.
auspices of Forget-Me-Not Chapter,
O. E. S„ will be held Friday night XJ. will be held in the West Meadow
at South Thomaston Grange hall; chapel tomorrow. Those who go bj'
supper at G o’clock, and music by electrics, should take the car that
leaves the station at 10.10 a. m.
Kirk's Orchestra.
Friends Invited. If stormy the pic
Fifty-tv i convicts are engaged In nic will be held the next fair day.
the ihighw y construction betufleen The superintendent of flower mis
West Rockport and I'nlon. Major sions has decided to have Flower
Ralph W. Brown ia in charge of the Day July 9, when bouquets are made
camp, except for the ensuing two for those ln the State Prls<
and
weeks when tiie Coast Artillery is on others. All those .who have b wers
The John L. Goss Corporation has
its annual touF'of duty at Portland. and are wrilling to donate them please
a big quarry on Crotch Island owning
Warden Baker has personal charge send to the First Baptist Church Sat
one-half of the Island. The company
meantime.
urday noon or call 48-W and ar is an active one and ships rough
rangements Will be made to get them. stock to ail parts of the United
There will he many arguments as to
States. It employs about 60 men the
the proper pronunciation of D»|n
The concrete roof for the Lawrence year round and experiences no dull
.loan, the great picture whlcti will be Portland Cement Company’s new pt'.iods.
seen at Strand Theatre Wednesday, machine shop and supply room was
Tiie Benlsch Brothers Company
Thursday and Friday. The Spanish poured this week, and work will be have been operating a quarry on St.
pronounce the last name Whan; and gin Monday on the annex which is to Helena Island for the past 15 years
cultured English people call in Jew- contain the heater and other equip buying out the Thayer interests.
on. Regardless of pronunciation he
ment
Workmen are cutting back They have about 70 men on their
sure and see one of the performances.
into the woods for a distance of GOD payroll and is known as a progressive
enterprising
concern.
This
feet, where a cold storage plant is and
Lewiston Journal: Rockland had
to he located. Between four and five company hopes to land one or more
better make no more rash statements
big contracts, and, ip anticipation of
about its rose erabapple trees. Evi miles of track have been laid on the this, are to erect a big new cutting
grounds
by
a
Maine
Central
crew,
dently the State is full of them—If
shed. 235 feet long and 85 feet wide.
tiie owners of other trees know that which will complete its labors for It will be one of the biggest cutting
they are right. Word comes that on the time being, at least, and will pull
sheds along the Maine coast and will
the lawn of Edward A. Maxim at out next Wednesday. Two cranes, be modern in every detail. It is re
Madison is a Betchel’s flowering crab another gas locomotive and a Marion
ported that the company intends to
18 feet high, which is a beautiful excavating machine are on the road
spend $100,000 on improvements.
sight when in bloom. Last year Mrs. and will make notable additions lo
The Deer Island Corporation lias
Estelle Fogg, also of Madison planted the Impressive equipment already as
been in business for about four years,
one of those lovely crab trees, which sembled.
purchasing the interests of the Benis growing well, bet’s hope it blos
venue
Granite
Corporation
as
soms next year, anyway, whether it
The machinery of Rockland’s Com
stated above, it is controlled by the
munity Chest is ready and waiting three McGuire brothers, Tom, Jim
Is supposed to or not.
for opening of next week's great and Frank. Tom is the president, Jim
When the grade news from the campaign. The work this year will
the treasurer, and Frank the general
different schools was published last be under the direction of a local
manager and local superintendent.
week the report of Grade a, Pur man, Edward R. Veazie, and every
. • • •
chase street, was not given. Miss penny raised will remain in Rock
They are at present engaged in
Fuller regrets that she neglected to land. This is the only Community
pass it in to Supt. Toner's office Chest in Maine and its marked suc getting out granite for High Bridge
with her other reports, and asks to cess in administering the several lo which is being constructed in com
have it given this week. The pupils cal charities has aroused wide com pliance with orders of the |War De
have been much Interested In the mendation. lender the Community partment in order that the upper
Citizenship Department of "Child Chest Idea all the city's charities Harlem River may he made naviga
Life," a magazine for children, pub unite under one corporate head ble for large steamers for the delivery
lished in Chicago. The names of the which finances them all oil budget, of freight to tiie terminal of the New
following children were published ln raising the necessary funds In a York State Barge Canal in the lower
the honor list of the May and June single campaign and freeing the ex Bronx, as well as to docks expected
numbers of this magazine: Dorothy ecutives of the several organizations to he erected along the Harlem River.
The bridge Is 1,450 feet long and
Dimick. Thelma Freeman. Constance to devote their full time to theit
Snow, Luelia Snow, Margaret Spof work. The preliminary meeting will connects ‘ 125th street, Manhattan,
ford. At the last session of school be held next Monday evening in with Aqueduct avenue, near 170th
the class decided to present these Temple hall, the campaign opening street, Bronx. Under the terms of
the contract the bridge must be com
two copies to the boy and girl who the following morning.
pleted during the summer of 1928.
had maintained the highest stand
Mr. McGuire states that his com
aril of citizenship in school life dur
A lamentable accident took place
ing the year. Charles Perry and near the Atlantic Highway Garage pany has been shipping about 1,000
tons of granite every two weeks via
Thelma Day received the largest late Saturday night when Mrs. Mel
barges operated by the Bee Line
number of votes.
vina Cole was run over by an auto Transportation CompartV. The com
mobile owned and driven by A. K. pany has been shipping since last
Farmington, a Franklin County Wilson of Thomaston.
At Knox fall and expects to be kept busy for
town of 3.200 inhabitants In the Hospital it was found that both of
another six months. The company is
Rangeley Lake region, will receive Mrs. Cole’s legs were broken and also making big shipments for the
approximately $1 tu.OuO from the that she was also suffering from
Cathedral of St. John the Divine in
Commonwealth fund toward the pon- multiple bruises and cuts. It was
New York. About 1000 tons of rough
structlon of a modern hospital, ac first thought that the accident would
stock are shipped to New York each
cording to an* announcement made
result fatally, but the latest word month for general contract work.
at the New York headquarters of the
from the patient's bedside Is en
• • « •
fund. East 57th street. This is tiie
couraging.
Miss Phyllis Vultlgzo.
Sincg
its
advent
Into the granite
third of a series of rural hospitals
planned under a cooperative program who with Mrs. Cole and two other game, the Deer Island Corporation
which contemplates the building of women were walking toward Thom has handled some big jobs. Including
aston at the time of the accident, granite for the Roosevelt avenue
two such Institutions annually In se
lected communities throughout the was also taken to the hospital, but Bridge, New York; the Jersey Central
United States with the object of im her injuries were not serious enough Bridge across Newark Bay, the
proving health and the conditions of to keep her there. Dense fog and Farnham Mausoleum of Newark. N.
medical practice in county districts. blinding headlights of an approach J., and furnished the coping for the
As with the other communities ac ing car were responsible for the ac New York County Cotirt House.
Mr. McGuire is one of the leading
cepting the terms of these grants cident. Mr. Wilson, who Is an em
Farmington wllL contribute a third ploye of the Burpee Furniture Co., figures in the granite business. He
of the cost and will assume the op and is a careful driver, passed the was superintendent of the Bay State
erating expenses, while the Common car ahead of hint and as he did so the Quarry in Milford, Mass., one year
wealth Fund will donate the re lights of a car coming from Thom and was superintendent of the Set
mainder of the capital cost and will aston so dazzled him that he did not tlement Quarry for some 20 years.
If Mr. McGuire's forecast Is correct
provide plans and specifications for a see the four women in the street.
It means that Stonington will again
50-bed hospital, meeting the highest
take its rightful pla -e as the leading
modern standards of construction and
CAMDEN POSTMASTERSHIP
granite center in the countiy. Ston
equipment.
Ington is equipped to handle big
The death of Postmaster Reuel business; Stonington is ready for hig
Community Chest Campaign Next Robinson has left a vacancy in the business; let It come!—Stonington
Week—July 11-15.
80-81 Camden office, which at least three correspondence in Portland Tele
citizens are said to ibe willing to fill. gram.
MONHEGAN ISLAND The names now mentioned ln this
connection are George Boynton,
Freight and Passenger Service
Very special price reductions art
Leslie D. Ames and 'William G. offered b# Fuller-Cobb-Davls on the
Steamer Gov
Douglas leaves
Thomaston daily except Sundays Stover.
large lot of merchandise left in the
at 6.30 a. m. for Monhegan and
wholesale paper department which is
Boothbay Harbor.
There Is a rare bargain in used being closed out. Inquire at Base
TEL. THOMASTON 36
bricks at the Snow-Hudson Cq, ment
Department.
Futier-Cobb74-T-Th-tf
Davis.
79-80
plant. Telephone $96.
79-81

ti

That horse racing has lost none of
its popularity in Knox Couqty w.as
very evident yesterday when a crowd
of nearly 2000 saw the three fine
events pulled .off by the Knox Trot-j
ting Park Association. With Earle
Ludwick as starter the races began
at exactly the advertised moment,
and there were no long delays, such
as characterized the average trot.
In the stand with Mr. Ludwick
were the judges. J. C. Hobbs, A. Mc
Donald and Fred Redman: and the
timers. George M. Simmons, Charles
A. Mitchell and Virgil Morton. Band
master Kirk headed the drive which
furnished music.
AH of the races were closely con
tested and an extra heat was neces
sary in the 2.27 class. The crowd
was wild with enthusiasm.
The
summary:
2.18 Class—Purse $200
Mary Aberdeen, b.m., Frank
Butler, Rockland
1 1 1
Dorland Cook, ch.g., James
Brown, Camden,
2 2 2
Capt. W. H. C’ark3
Mrs. W. H. Clarke
Peter Pan, b.g., IM. Frank
Donohue, Rockland,
3 3 3
Capt. and Mrs. William II. Clarke . Band of that city. Captain Clarke
Bell Boy. b.g., Dan Andrews,
have been .appointed to take charge Ibj,s been in Rockland on two pre
Rockport,
4 4 di
vious occasions, each time being
here as a member of the New EngTime, 2.20, 2.21, 2.23.
Aimy aftec having been stationed land staff Hand from Boston, here
2.23 Class—Purse $200
At Fitchburg, Mass., for the past | for the flag raising on the new buildKing Rrino, b.g.. John Wincatea months. The combined Salvation 1 ing. and later to give a band conpaw. Friendship.
Army service of Capt. and Mrs. I cert. The* Captain is a veteran of
Don
Marque, b.g.. James
Clarke, takes fifty years, in fact, the World War, having seen two
Brown. Camden.
4 2
the Captain’s association with the ■ years service in France and BelJoe Hal. b.g., J. H. Hobbs,
organization started at the early «age«,gium out of a total service of 3*4
Camden,
2 3 4 of six years, and has been continu years, with the Canadian forces. In
Belle Giltner, b.m., John Fish,"
ous since that time. Fopr of their greeting the citizens of Rockland.
Cam don,
3 4 3 five children will be here with thorn. Capt. and Mrs. Clarke pledge them
Stevie Gtty, Fred Knight.
One other son, living in Cambridge, selves to serve one and all to the
Rockland,
5 5 5 Mass., is a member of the Arnfy best of their ability.
Time, 2 2214, 2.22%. 2.22%.
2.27 Class—Purse $150.
DOCTOR HINCKLEY
e"ct*’n
“ now e?,ta,Ke;
Unknown, L. Allenwood, Cam
Ihe institution is supported whel
den.
2 111 ps
i • i i
” r>
r '-V by tlje contributions of interested
Bowdoin Honors Founder or ft lends and the income from heBraden D., blk.g., M. Frank
Donohue, Rockland.
12 2 3
Good Will Home For BoyS| '
Helen Russell, b.m., Fred
Blackington, Rockland.
3 3 3 2
Community Chest Campaign Next
and Girls.
Haywood, b.g., James Brown,
Week—July 11-15.
80-8-1
Camden,
4 dr
At the recent commencement ex
Time, 2.2«%, 2.24, 2.2G%, 2.26%.
Most people wouldn’t want their
ercises of Bowdoin College, the honown way if they could have it.
Mokolite, owned by Henry Jordan,
• degree of Doctor of Divinity
was taken sick just before the last
was conferred upon G. W. Hinckley,
race and cbuld not start.
If a penniless man has nowhere
the founder and head of the Good else to go he should go to work.
Will Homes and Schools at Hinckley.
HERALD PLANT BURNED
Thi^ gracious honor conferred by a
During the late afternoon Saturday neighboring institution upon one
MICKIE SAYS—
whose life work has been devoted to
fire was discovered in the Washing
the* realization of an ideal and who
ton street plant of the Camden Her has seen a development from humble r
ald. the blaze having gained consid beginnings to an institution of more |
I'VE SAID IT BEFORE AMD I
SAY rr YEYss-lF YOU WAMT T&
erable headway before the alarm was than state-wide fame and influence. |
gives evidence of public appreciation '
BE THE FAIR HAIRED BOY ROUMD
sounded. The department made an ex for the achievements and success '
THIS OFFICE, 6RIU<5 IUYOUR.
cellent stop but not before much dam which have attended Mr. Hinckley’s,
COPY FOR -TH' PAPER EARLY.
age had been done. The Herald crew labors.
LAST AAlklUTE COPY BREEDS
It was in 1XS9 that the first hoy |
was promptly at work restoring or
n auwry words-- so
came to the first Good Will cottage
der from the chaotic condition cre on what was then a farm of modest
Please brimq 'em iu
ated by water and heat and will proportions on the hanks of the Ken
EARCf
make every effort to carry on. Tiej nebec. where* the seed was planted
for the institution that should give
cause of the lire was not definitely deserving hoys and girls a chance in
established nor has the damage been life which would otherwise not he
theirs. Since that time, tlio in.-lituestimated as yet, such an estima
ttyn
has enjoyed a
continuous
being difficult to make in a printing
growth, with facilities for rendering
establishment.
a constantly greater service.
At the present time, the Good Will
Home Association, witli an endow
WARREN
ment of three-quarters of a million
dollars and directed by leading bus
Jason Lfbhy has given up his po iness men yf Maine. New York and
sition as boss spinner at Hie Georges elsewhere,
maintain:'
a
plant
River mill and on 'Sunday morning equipped to care for 150 boys and 60
his household furnishings left town girls, on a splendidly situated sile
in a Westbrook moving van.
bf xjver 1600 acres a-nd equipped with
land were weekend guests of rela modern facilities for giving the hoys
tives here.
and girls A wholesome, happy life
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Spear of Oak- ind a thorough education through
Miss Lilia Manner is visiting Mr. high school.
and Mrs. Lloyd Simmons.
The cottage system of living Is
Mrs. F. E. Mathews is the owner employed—fifteen hoys or girl . each
with its own matron or house moth
of a new Buick coupe.
Mr. and Mrs. William Robinson of er, being located in etch cottage.
Gardiner as motor guests of Mr. and It requires about $400 a year, or the
Mrs. Henry Robinson of Massachu income from $6,000 to add one more
setts were calling on old friends and boy’ or girl, while $1.5,000 provides
neighbors here Friday.
JThe lot given by the owners of the
Georges River mill from their Main
street property as a site for our
new public library was staked out
Friday morning opposite the G. A. R.
hall.
Burdeen Simmons has been unable
to work the past week on account of
illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Sltortell. Miss
Mary Shortell, Francis Shortell. Mr.
and Mrs. James Shortell and child
ren Rosamond. Mary and Betty,
opened their home here for the week
end and holiday. Mrs. Joseph 'Shor
ten and Miss Mary plan to spend the
greater part of the season here.
'My Experience'' is the topic for
the mid-week social service at the
Baptist Church.
Miss Bertha Starrett is the guest
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Aaron
Starrett for the summer vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Winfred Robinson,
Percy Robinson and friend. Mr. Drew
who have been guests of relatives
here, have returned to their home in
Sutton, Vermont.
Mrs. 'Howard Bachelder and three
children of Weymouth, Mass., are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Spear.
Mrs. J. R. Glover and Mrs. Georgia
Mathews who have been recently
entertained here by Mr. nnd Mrs.
George Newhert. have returned to
their Camden home.
Miss Corinne White of Bangor was
the guest of her sister. Mrs. Ralph
Wentworth over the holiday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Newhert mo
tored to Bath Sunday evening, where
they met their daughter. Mrs. Glen
Reever and two sons. Carl and Gerald
of Beverly, Mass., who will lie their
guests for several weeks.

//

1927 Essex Coach
Low mileage; perfect
condition

1925 Essex Coach

1926 Essex Coach
1924 Jewett Touring

1924 Nash 4 Coupe
1923 Hudson Coach

1924 Lt. Six Studebaker
1923 Overland Touring

1923 Dodge Sedan
15 Cars from
$25.00 to $75.00

1924 Ford Touting

SNOW-HUDSON CO.. INC.
712 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 896
sn&sj

GOtS
When you buy your next tires make
up your mind to get more fur your
money.

Come to us for
U. S. Royal Cords
Royal Cords are built by the
Flat Band Method from Sprayed
Rubber and Web Cord.
These are the greatest new
developments in tire making.
They were all invented by the
UnitedStatesRubberCompany.
They mean more mileage.

Geo. M. Simmons

Reed Furniture

with

MEANS

COMFORT

BEAUTY
ECONOHY

Suites $37.50 up
We take pleasure in presenting to
you a fine line of—

BORN

REED CHAIRS and ROCKERS

Munro—-Rockland, July 3, to Mr. and Mrs.
Sidney F. Munro, a daughter—Oiarln (e Edl'li
Burna—Cambridge, Mass . June 29, tn Mr
and Mrs. -Ralph A. Bums, a son -Robert
Edwin.

All finishes, Grey, Walnut, etc.
Handsome
Cretonnes,
Strong
Springs, Stout Frames. Priced at

MARRIElfl
Hastings-Cushman—R'sk'.antl. Ju'.y 3. Ii>
Rev. <>. W. Stuart. Walter F. Hastings and
Dorothy W Cuahman. both of Tticniasion.
Perry-bean--Rockland. Ju'y it. by Rev (1
W. Stuart, Karl C. Perry and Lillian It. Ilian,
both uf Rockland.
Davie-Day—'Rockland. July 2. by Rev. I) W
Stuart. Filien Davis and Miss Nellie I,. Pay,
loth uf Ruekiand.

DIED
Richards—<St. .George,

.....

Richards, aged 58 years. 1 in-onth. 3 days.
Funeral Thursday at 2 o'clock from Maynard
Kinney’s residence.

Community Chest Campaign Next
Week—July 11-15,
hO-Sl

$9.75

Stonington Furniture Co;
L. MARCUS, Proprietor
313-319 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND

TEL. S80
"9-SO

Every-Otliir-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, July 5, 1927.
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STORY OF

COMMUNITY

THE

CHEST

GOOD OLD

(Continued from page one)

QUOTAS TOR PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS IN THE
ROCKLAND COMMUNITY CHEST ASSOCIATION

agreement was used whereby the
two shows pooled issues and divided
thfe revenue.
It was a hard winter after the
Great Eastern's first season, but with
spirit undaunted the proprietor built
a new tent, 60x100 feet, and made a
section of reserved seats which
would accommodate 400. The winter
advertising brought more than 400
answers from circus men and wo
men who were anxious to cast their
lot with the "Down East" show. The
most valuable accession, however,
was Prof. William Bristol's trained
horses.
Again Mr. Prescott opened the
season in his home town, and this
time instead of entertaining only a
handful of half skeptical patrons he
took In 3600. The date was May 16.
1896.
On the bill this season were other
new entertainers, among them the
McGinleys, who did a double trapeze
and iron jaw act; and Alberta the
singing clown, who was one of the
hits of the show in every town the
circus appeared. Al. Beverage of
Rockland was with the band this
season.
• • • •

The Great Eastern was out nine
weeks in 1896.
From Rockland It
moved to Camden, and again the
dollars rolled into the treasury. In
Bangor the circus was struck by n
tremendous gale which blew the tent
over into the railroad yard. In Old
Town the proprietor was warned
that river drivers were on a rampage
and might make serious trouble for
him.
"Let 'em come!" was all that Mr.
Prescott said.
But he went and unleashed a 135pound dog which had been present
ed to him early in the season, and
had him ready for possible trouble.
T he dog was devoted to Mr. Prescott,
who has a way with dogs, but he
had inherited an unhappy streak,
and when he showed his teeth and
bristles there was not much loafing
in that vicinity.
The river drivers came with oath
and jest, and were apparently in a
mood to take possession, as Mr.
Prescott had been warned. When
they became too boisterous the pro

president and Mr. J. N. Southard,
treasurer, with Mr. John AV. Thomp
son, Scout Executive and Secretary
of the Pinetree Council.
There are now seven troops and 201
scouts registered.
The ambition of Rockland is to not
only enlist the boys of this city in
this splendid work, but to extend It
throughout the adjacent towns. In
the communities visited, much fav
orable interest has been found and a

prietor mildly asked them to be
quiet.
The brawny river drivers laughed
in his face, and became more dem
onstrative than before.
"Here Tige!" said Mr. Prescott,
and in response to h:s words the
mammoth animal bounded from one
of the tents, eyes blazing and with
a ferocious growl in his throat.
Under
ordinary
circumstances
lv.
your Maine river driver is afraid of
neither man or beast, but when
this group caught sight of "Tige." it
did not pause to see what else there
might be in the menagerie. The
circus played Old Town to good bus
iness and without disturbance. .

Circusing in Aroostook was always
interesting because the circus was
an absolute novelty In many of the
towns. But it was also a strenuous
undertaking because of the long
hauls over roads which had not
yet met the demands of motorists
for Improvements. The longest haul
Mr. Prescott had was 40 miles, but
there was another of 36. Matinee
performances were out of the ques
tion those days, and one night it
was 9.30 o'clock before the show be
gan
But most of the audience
stayed.
One of the. busiest men on Mr
Prescott's staff at that time was
Charles M. Cook of Rockland, who
officiated in the triple capacity of
drum major In the band, vocalist in
the concert, and doorman at the side
show. Mr. Cook is now in business
on Tillson avenue and follows the
fairs regularly every season. He is
widely known to the "profesh" and
has a imputation all over the circuit
for being four-square.
When the circus reached Lime
stone there were but two canvassmen on the payroll, the others hav
ing quit the show while on a spree.
And it was here that a rube substi
tute cast off the main* guy at the
wrong time and was nearly killed
when the pole fell on him.
The circus was costing Mr. Pres
cott 3800 a week at this time. One
of the places billed by the advance
man in Aroostook County did not
have so many inhabitants as there

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY CHEST ASSOCIATION, INC.

Cash Receipts and Disbursements for Year Ending June 1, 1927
3153 50

Cash on hand June 1, 1926, per former account
RECBIPTS:
Subscriptions applied on 1924,
Subscriptions applied on 1925,
Subscriptions applied on 1926,
Miscellaneous,

5
723
14,748
22

00
13
85
00
15,498 98

Total Receipts,

315,652 48
DISBURSEMENTS

EXPENSES:
Administrative and Campaign Expenses.
Stenographic Services,
Printing, Postage. Stationery, Advertising and
Incidental Expenses,

3390 00
62 50
303 80
3766 30

Total Expenses.
I’AID PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS:
Home (or Aged Women,
Salvation Army—Rockland Branch.
American Red Cross—(Rockland Branch,
Dental Clinic,
Civil War Memorial Association,
Children's Playground,
Boy Scouts,
Girl Scouts.
Radc’.tff Fund.

$1,672
3.429
4.808
548
466
300
2.992
382
142

00
50
48
64
00
00
00
37
50

314.741 49

Total paid Participating Organizations,
Total Disbursements.

315.507 79

Amount Pledged.
Collected.
,

Unpaid.

144 69
1926
316,373 50
14.748 85

3

Balance on Hand,
1924
316.200 00
15.968 21

1925
317.660 97
17,006 90

3 231 79
3 654 07
*3 1.624 65
Respectfully submitted
C. A. EMBRY, Treasurer.

I have audited the accounts of the Rockland Community Chest Associ
ation, Inc., for the year ended June 1, 1927. and I hereby certify that the
foregoing statement of cash receipts and disbursements is correct and in
agreement with the books of the said Association.
SAMUEL S. LORD.

• Receipts from June 1st to June 16th amount to 3514.50, leaving a
balance of 31.110.15 uncollected on pledges for 1926.

OFFICERS

For the Year Ending July' 1. 1928

Jonn M. Richardson. President

Proposed Budget as follows:
American Red Cross .............................................................................. 3
Dental Clinic ............... ■......................... -................................................
'Salvation Army ......................................................................................
Home for Aged Women ........................................................................
Civil War Memorial Association .... -..............................................
Boy Scouts ........................... ....................................................................
Girl Scouts ................................................................. ••............................
Children's Playground .........................................................................

Walter S. Rounds, Vice President
4 370
580
3 000
2,000
300
3.050
400
300

00
00
00
00
00
00
01
00

Audrey E. Orff, Treasurer

Samuel S. Lord, Secretary

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

W. A. Glover
314.000 00
1.200 00 J. M. Richardson
800 09 J. W. Robinson

Total ................. .................................................................................3

DAYS

(Continued from Page One)

brought competent assistance to the troop has already been organized in
sick, helped to straighten out the Thomaston.
tinancial affairs of many unfortunate
I ast summer a temporary camp
families, and secured medical aid was established on Rackliff Island
where greatly needed. This work Is and operated for four weeks with
carried on by the two Red Cross about 40 boys at the camp. This year
nurses, which the Community Cheet a permanent camp site is to be
enables them to engage. Mrs. A. F. looked for on inland waters if pos
Lamb Is the secretary, A. W. Gregory sible.
the president. Nurses, Miss Louise
The scouts have served as ushers
Sawyer and Miss Eliza Steele.
during the different entertainments,
One of the important functions of conventions, etc. held by local or
the Red Cross is the school w'ork and ganizations. and are becoming indis
for the past year they have visited pensable assets to the community.
school buildings 85 times covering
To fashion our boys into citizens of
243 school room visits. They have the highest type, which the Boy Scout
given complete examinations to 1323 organization does,—we count as one
nnd partial examinations to 898.
of the most worthwhile objects of
During the year the nurses took our Community Chest campaign.
rare of 90 patients which necessi
Girl Scouts
tated 859 visits. The cases were
The youngest member of the Chest
85 prenatal and 7 tuberculosis. In
addition to this 839 babies under 1 Is the Girl Scouts of Rockland, which
year old. 309 pre-school age and 184 is. by the wav. the first council of
of school age received the attention Girl Scouts In the State of Maine.
The leaders in the movement here
of the nurses sometime during the
have been schooled by a trained exe
year.
The Baby Clinic has progressed cutive of the Girl Scouts nnd have
very successfully during the past secured four troops which are all
year, with Dr. Warren Sanborn, baby working for the interests of the city.
These earnest girls intend to prove
specialist, who conducts a similar
clinic in Augusta and who is con that they can become more worthwhile
nected with the hospital there, in citizens of the community and their
charge of the work. The clinic is efforts will make a elose appeal to
held in co-operation with the W. C. ^e hearts of the men and women of
T. U. the first Monday in each month. our
Many babies now owe their lives to | Leadership is essential to the
the fact that attention was given growth of the work and that is where
them at just the right time at these the Community Chest will assist
clinics. That is their purpose, and them, by securing the funds for a
for the correcting of wrong habits trained leader so that the machinery
and improper feeding or diet.
may be set in action.
So many deaths are needless if
Resume
mothers only understood.
The outline of Community Chest
A fee of 25 cents is charged each
mother, so that any idea of charity is covers a • program which has a
breadth of appeal unequalled. Baby
avoided.
The Community Chest makes this Clinic, Dental Clinic, Children's Play
ground. School Nursing, Boy Scouts,
possible.
Girl Scouts, Veteran relief. Mothers'
Dental Clinic
Perhaps one of their most import Aid. Bedside nursing and finally the
Home for Aged Women.
ant activities Is the Dental Clinic.
Each and every one are worthy of
Dr. Lloyd Richardson was the
dentist in charge of the work this the heartiest support and real work
past year and 32 clinics were held, on the part of all.
with 212 patients. The work com
The Campaign Direction
prised 452 fillings. 126 extractions and
One of the features of the Com
88 cleanings with 8 emergency treat munity Chest Campaign for 1927 is
ments. Much preventative work has the fact that its entire administrative
been done in the schools and the machinery is being handled by the
work is of immense value to the
Chamber of Commerce same as last
community.
year.
Civil War Memorial Association
The first two years the active plan
The Civil War Memorial Associa ning and direction of the campaign
tion is a participant in the Rockland has always been given to paid ex
Community Chest.
perts from away, but the directors
This memorial belongs to the citi have faith to believe that the local
zens at large and not to any organi Chamber of Commerce can carry the
zation, and as the building Is in need drive through to a successful con
of considerable repairs to put it in clusion thus effecting a saving of ap
condition to be self-sustaining, it proximately 31200.
seems only just that the public,
President Coolidgs Endorses the Com
through
the
Community
Chest,
munity Chest Movement
should contribute to this purpose.
The
following statement by Presi
It is their sincere wish to become
self-supporting and if the associa dent Coolidge, endorsing the Com
tion- trustees can carry out their munity Chest plan as the best method
plans it will be made so. The presi yet devised for financing local be
dent of the association is Mrs. Mary nevolences, was received under date
of Oct. 27. 1926, by Allen T. Burns,
B. Cooper.
Executive Director of the American
Children’s Playground
Association for Community Organi
The Children's Playground * has zation:
proven its value to the community
The White House, Washington.
under the splendid direction it has
I believe that the Community Chest
had.
The youngsters who gather
on this lot are from every class, and plan of providing for local benevo
all are equally benefited by a chance lences is the best which has been de
to play where excellent facilities are vised. By eliminatirg much of the
provided, and a play director has cost of collection it increases the
amount actually available for charit
charge.
The president of the association is able purposes and makes for a wiser
John M. Richardson. The play di and more equitable division of funds
rector this season will be Mrs. Pau in accordance with the needs and op
line Rogers, who has had a wide ex portunities of each. The very fact
that the American people stand ready
perience in this type of work.
It is the maintenance of this play at all times to aid a worthy cause
ground during the summertime that tends in itself to increase the number
has reduced the street accidents In of benevolences dependent for their
volving children who formerly had existence upon annual contributions,
no place to have organized play. No so that there is a real danger that the
charges of any sort are made for the fine objects of each may be secured
Playground activities and all children by the problem of maintenance and
are accepted on absolute equality the true spirit of benevolence chilled
with a special effort to interest the by an endless succession of pressing
The Community Chest
underprivileged child. Many mothers demands.
avail themselves of the Playground idea makes possible the inclusion of
a definite sum for charitable contrlseats daily.
butio: s in the family budget and by
"feoy Scouts
a concentration of efforts focuses the
Tlie Rockland Boy Scouts, havejthought of each community at one
firmly established their worth to the time on the duty and the privilege
community since their organization. which is theirs to aid the deserving
A trained executive of high calibre and to relieve suffering and mis
has been in charge since that time fortune.
and wonderful results have been ac
complished. Mr. George B. (Wood is
—Calvin Coolidge.

Administrative Expense
Contingent Fund ..............

CIRCUS

16,000 00

W. C. Dadd

State participation in the cost of
public education varies from 76.1 per
cent in Delaware to 1.6 per cent in
Kansas, as shown by Bulletin N 1.
22, 1926, published by the Bureau of
Education, Interior Department. F01
the United States as a whole approx
imately three-fourths of the total
cost is borne by local school units.

W. C. Bird

F. T. Veazle
W. J. Sullivan

E. D. Spear
A. L. .Miles

H. P. Blodgett
Charles A. Emery

AV. S. Rounds

CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE

Pleasure before duty means that
duly will lose out.

Edward R. Veazle, Campaign Chairman
Audrey E. Orff, Treasurer

HAVE YOU SEEN

The KITCHEN-KOOK
The World’s Greatest Cook Stove
it is not an oil stove—nor a gasoline stove. Kitchcnkook is a gas
stove—giving City Gas Convenience without City Gas—manufac
turing its own gas as it burns, from any good grade of motor
gasoline. Exceptionally well built, durable, with no complicated
mechanism nor adjustments—no wicks, no chimneys.
Three and four burner stoves—with and without ovens, cabinet
styles or plain—a design to meet every need and every taste.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE FOR DRIVE
P. P Bicknell
H. B. Bird
W. C . Bird
E. b. Brown
F. C Black
H P. Blodgett
W. T . Cobb
b. B. Cook

C. H.
F. W
W. O.
W. A.
H. E.
J. N.
O. B.
V. E. Wotton

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE HOLDERS

juire about the Ready-Lite
La^erns and Lamps.
Cost
than oil—25 times as
much fight.

Kendall & Whitney
69 Years a Seed Store

PORTLAND,

MAINE

THE ROCKIAND COMMUNITY CHEST ASSOCIATION
Incorporated

Chamber of Commerce, 447 Main Street
Rocklajid, Maine

were people in the show. At Castine
tlie teamsters struck and the season
came to an abrupt end.
"Al. Kelley and Jim Tuttle were
loyal and efficient teamsters" says
Mr. Prescott, "but the others evi
dently thought that they were on a
sightseeing tour at my expense."
Mr. Prescott was game for another
try, however and on May 22, for a
third successive year, the Great Eas
tern opened in Rockland.
The fates were not propitious. It
rained the next day nnd nearly every
day thereafter for nearly four weeks
Tr insportatlon was expensive, bus
iness was at a minimum, and when
the show reached Bangor the disgus
ted proprietor called the turn.
The circus had been literally and
figuratively 'drowned out."
Mr. Prescott leased the tent to a
Portland man and camo back to tlie
more prosaic duties of farming and
teaming.
Thirty years have elapsed since tlie
meteoric career of the Great Eastern
Circus came to a close, hut Mr. Pres
cott has never forgettro the inci
dents, and often as he sits in the
chimney corner, smoking, medita
tively he dreams of the eventful
days on the road.
"You simply cannot help making
money with a small wagon show," is
still his opinion

GASOLINE PRICES
Gov. Brewster Comments
On Re;ent Cuts By the
Dealers.

Telephone Directory

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Call 170

People’s Laundry

11

10

12

13

It

16

15~

17

Telephone Connection

Gilchrest
Monumental Worke

11

ZZ

u

ZO

23"

24

%5

26

17 28

30

32

5T

17 Limarock Straet
Wa do ail kinda of Laundry
Work. Family Washing •
Specially. Wet Waah. Rough
: Dry.
Finish Flat Work.
5hirta, Collars.

8

H

33

37

Main Street
Thcmaaton, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

To BOSTON

2?

34

By Steamer

35-

38

Special Reduced Fares
Leave Rockland daily at 8 P. M.
Eastern Standard Time; due Boston
7 A. M. Daylight Time.

39

41

40
44

43

To BANGOR
Via Camden,
Northport, Belfast,
Bucksport and Winterport.
Leave Rockland 5 A. M. Eastern
Standard Time; due Bangor 10 A. M.
Eastern Standard Time.

46

To BAR HARBOR
Blue Hill

(©. 1925, Western Newspaper Union.)

Horizontal.
1—To examine thoroughly
Governor Brewster at a banquet
5—A thin cake or biscuit
of New England hotel men at A'ork
10— Serious
Harbor Tuesday night discussed the
11— To form by instruction, prac
price of gasolene in Maine and its
tice or guidance
reduction by most dealers. He said
IS—To ramble
14— a mountain in Thessaly (Greek
in part:
myth)
"As Maine prepared to' welcome
15— Unfavorable
more than a million visitors who
18—Man who has others under his
would leave behind them 3100.000,000
bidding
in cash, the State was interested
20— Point of compass
21— Softly bright or radiant
that they should be hospitably re
22— Point of compass
ceived and fairly treated in all the
23
— **Tvvelve months (abbr.)
purchases that they should make.
24
— ft»ne
A differential of nine cents in the re
26— Prefix meaning two
tail price of gasoline at various New
27— Of ag« (Latin abbr.)
England points was not accounted
30— Right tx^br.)
for by a three cent tax. This nat
32—Uiving things
35— Thus
urally gave concern to citizens of
36— Discovers with the eye
Maine and early visitors as we'l
38—Pipe or tube bent to form legs
since a continuance of this policy
of unequal length to lower
throughout the Summer seemed to
liquid
mean an unjust imposition of sever
40— To set out in a ship
al million dollars upon citizens of
41— Choice
42— Woody plants
Maine and an unfavorable impres
44— Hands, doubled up
sion upon visitors to our state.
45— -To let fall
“It seemed abundantly clear, how
4<— Immersion in liquid
ever, that this policy would be con
tinued unless stern steps were tak
en without delay.
“The price now seems rapidly to
MOUNT PLEASANT
be approximating 20 cents and It is
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Carroll and
well that both the citizens of Maine
Henry visited
relatives in
and other sections should realize and son
appreciate Just
how
this was Bucksport, Orland and Verona Sun
day. Mrs. Carroll’s brother * Austin
brought to pass.
“Primary credit must be accorded Burgess returned with them Tor a
to The Lewiston Evening Journal visit.
Jessie. Laura and Frank Calderfor informing and arousing the peaP e of Maine as to the situation wood of Union and Ruth Bradford
that prevailed. This paper assumed of Friendship called on relatives in
the responsibility of not only reflect this place Sunday.
Richard Russell is working for J.
ing accurately the current nc.vg of
the day but took the leadership in F. Calderwood in Union.
Capt. Charles Bushon of Barge 785
accordance with the best newspaper
practice in a survey of conditions of the Bee Line Transportation Co.
throughout this section of New Eng spent Wednesday and Thursday a.s
land and rendered most valuable ser the guest of Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Cai
vice in placing the information se ro M Fairmont Farm.
Frank Butler, Herbert and Clar
cured as to conditions at the dispos
al of the Attorney General of the ence Butler are working at the New
state who was conducting an inves England Cement Plant. They ride
tigation under the direction of the to and from work in Herbert’s car.
Mrs. T. J. Carroll visited her
Governor and Council.
“The Attorney General made a daughter Mrs. Eckart Colburn of
most searching inquiry and laid Rockland last week.
Frank Green of Boston visited his
this information and the legal situa
tion before the Governor and Coun father David Green at the home of
cil and the Federal Trade Commis Mr. and Mrs. Alton .Russell last
sion, which is now conducting an week.
Mrs. Russell is caring for Mr.
investigation in this state
"Affixing responsibility for price Green who has improved in health.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Carroll
maintenance on what seems an un
fair basis is so difficult that relief and son Henry. Austin Burgess. Ruth
might not have been secured either Lermond and daughter Cynthia mo
by the publicity campaign of tlie tored to Long Cove Thursday. Cap
Lewiston Evening Journal or by the tain Bushen returned to his barge
investigation of the department of with them.
the Attorney General if Charles G.
Murray, one of the largest indepen
dent dealers in gasoline in the
CLARK ISLAND
State, and a member of the State
Barge 701 is loading paving from
Highway Commission had not cut
the price of gasoline to 20 cents at John Meehan & Sons for New York.
Mrs Lilia Clark is caring for Mrs.
retail at ail his filling stations
throughout Eastern Maine and fixed Seymour Tapper and young daugh
his wholesale price to filling sta ter Louise Evelyn Fuller.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Baum are re
tions on a basts that would permit
them to charge 20 cents if they so reiving congratulations on the arri
val of a new son Saturday at the
desired.
In taking this action Mr. Murray home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
was obliged to incur the possibility Henry Crockett.
The Burnt Island Coast Guard
of very serious loss if the great oil
companies whose
resources arc men are on the lookout for a strange
drawn from ail sections of the Unit man who they think might he a
ed States should elect to enter into tramp in the woods at Clark Island.
ruthless competition in a liniitol
Venice. California, patterned after
territory and were not prevented
either by an aroused public consci its Italian namesake, is to drain he.
ence or by legal enforconent of fair canals, till them in. and pave them.
practice to the people and dealers of It was inconvenient, walking back
from gondola rides.
the State as a whole.
"The price cf gasoline throughout
Eastern Maine is now rapidly be
ing stabilized at 20 cents. It is r.ot
'onceivable that points which are 50
to 100 miles nearer the source of
supply and equally . accessible to
water distribution can be charged
differential over the price received in
Eastern Maine.
This Is not a question of attempt
ing in any way to take advantage Down to 98 Pounds—Finally
of the large distributing corpora
Restored to Health by Lydia
tions but is simply asking that they
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
shall give to us the same treatment
Compound
that is being accorded to other sec
tions of New England at this timi
Cleveland, Ohio. — “After hav
it is of very real importance to our
ing my first baby,
citizens that this matter should lie
I lost weight, no
completely adjusted without delay
matter what I
both in order to prevent the levying
did. Then a doc
of a tribute of several million dol
tor told me I
lars throughout the coming season
would be better
upon the citizens of Maine and also
if I had another
to show to our visitors that we are
baby, which I
capable of looking after their inter
dkl. But I got
ests as well as our own."
worse, was al
ways sickly and
BUSY WHITE OAK
went down to 9S
pounds. My
White Oak Grange of North War
neighbor told me
ren held its regular meeting Friday
night, and elected these officers for about Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege
the corporation: President. Warren table Compound, as it helped her
B. Gardner; vice president, Austin very much, so I tried it. After tak
ing four bottles, I weigh 116 pounds.
Kellock; secretary, Alma Jameson;
It has just done wonders for mo
treasurer, Fred O. Jameson; trustees.
and I can do my housework now
Willis A. Moody, Hei'bert W. Whltz without one bit of trouble,”—Mrs,
and Judson E. Benner.
M, Riessixger, 10004 Nelson Ave.,
White Oak has Just completed the Cleveland, Ohio.
degrees on two candidates, ballotted
If some good fairy should appear,
on one application at Friday's meet
and offer to grant your heart's de
ing and received four more applica sire, what would you choose?
tions. White Oak plans to have an
Wealth? Happiness?
exh’bit at North Knox Fair and is
Health? That's the best gift.
also planning for its own annual (a'r Health is riches that gold cannot
some time in OctoOier.
buy and surely health is cause
enough for happiness.
Most men find it easier to take two
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
steps backward than to take one for Compound may be the good fairy
ward,
who offers you better health,

SHE WENT FROM
BID TOWORSE

Vertical.
1— To establish the genuineness of
2— To talk wildly
3— Excessively (U. S.)
4— To exist
6— Preposition
7— Freezes
8— Point of compass
9— Gets up
10—To take hold of firmly
12—Nostrils
16— Small fish packed in tin
17— Printing measure
18— This person
19— Deviation from the common
rule
25— High point of & wave
26— One who bails
28— Spirit
29— Ice cream containers
31—Former P.ussian raler
33— Part of “to be”
34— Like
35— Kind, or variety
37—Yari-colored
39—Chopped-up meat and potatoes
4 3—Thus
4 4—Note of scale

Leave 5 A. M. Daily, Eastern Stand
ard Time, calling at way landings.
Due Bar Harbor and Blue Hill at 11
A. M. Eastern Standard TimeConnections at Boston with steamer
to New York.
Reduced fares on automobiles.

EASTERN
STEAMSHIP LINES

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.
SI MMER ARRANGEMENT
IN EFFRCT JINK 2ft. 1927

VINALHAVEN LINE

Steamer leaves Yinamaven daily except
Sunday at 7 ftft A. M. and 1.00 P. M. Ar
riving at Rockland at 8.30 A. M. and 2.30
P. M
Return—Leaves Rockland at 9.30 A. M.
direct for Vinalhaven. arriving at 11.00 A. M.
Leaves Rockland (Tillson’s Wharf) at 3.00
P. M • and Maine Central Wharf at 3.13 for
North Haven and Vinalhaven.
• June 27th to September 24th. inclusive.

Solution will appear In next Issue.

Solution to Previous Puzzle
—— —

STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLAND LINE

Steamer leaves Swan’s Island daily except
M., Stonington at 6 30.
North Haven at 7.30 ; due at Rockland about
3.50 A. M.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1 30 P. M..
North Haven at 2.30, Stonington at 3 40 ; due
to arrive at Swan’s Island about 5.00 P. M.
B II. STINSON. General Agent
Sundays at .“>.30 A
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MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland

j
I
I
j
I
,

i

STATE OF MAINE

for

Augusta, t9.40 a. ni., fl-lOp- n’-, to.40p. m.
Bangor, fi>-40a. m., fl. 10p. m., |5.40 p. m.
Boston, tO.50 a. in., fi).40 a. m., fl-lOp. m.,
J5.40 p. in.
Brunswick, f6.50a. m., 9.40 a. m., fl.lOp. m.,
J5.40 p. m.
Lewiston, f6.50 a. m., fUO p. m.
New York, jl.10 p. n., J*5.40 p.m.
Philadelphia, C*5.40 p. m.
Portland, fO.50 a. m., f9.40 a. m., 11.10 p. m.(
15.40 p. m.
Washington, C*5.40p. m.
Waterville, f9.40a. m., tl 10 p. ni., {5.40 p.m.
Woolwich, t6.50 a. m., 19.40 a. m., fl-Wp. m.,
t ».40 p. m.
t Daily,except Sunday. J Daily, except Saturday.
* Carries no coaches. Pullman passengers only,
except coach between Rockland and Portland?
C Daily, except Sat. to July 4, inc. and Aug. 23 to
Sept. 25, inc., Tues., Thurs. and Sun . July 7 to
August 21, inc. Will not run Sun. July 3.

County of Knox. ss.
Rock’and, Me., .lime 1 1 1924.
To the Hon<rable Justice of our Supreme
Jmlic’a! Court tiert to be he’d at Rock’and
In ami for said County of Knox on the sec
ond Tuesday of September. 1927.
Florinda Irene Phil ips of Rockland. Maine,
w f. uf Marvin Ade'bert Phillips, whose last
and usual place of abode ’mown to your
-">m»’aiuant was Steubenville, Jefferson Coun
with
ty, Ohio, and whose present whereabouts are
to your complainant unknown, respectfully
•epresents that her maiden name was Floreneia Irene Savage: that she was lawfully
married to the said Phillips at Rockland. Me ,
Dentists
September 12. 1925, by Rev E. V. Allen : that
they lived together a.s husband and wife in
PLATE WORK A SPECIALTY
Massachusetts, in Steubenville, Ohio, and In
Kocklandt Me., until October. 1026, since
which time your complainant has continued
to, reside in Rockland, and the residence of
aid Phillips has been unknown ; that your
(Successor to Dr. T. I,. McBeath)
comp'ainant has always conducted herse’f
'•ovard her husband as a faithful, true and
affectionate wife: ne\»• ■tlieless said Phillips
Osteopathic Physician
has treated his said wife with extreme
cruelty.
By Appointment Only Tat. 136
Wherefore your complainant prays that a 35 Limerock Street
Rockland
divorce be decreed between her and tlie said
Marvin Ade’bert Phillips for the cause above
Graduate of American School of
set forth ami that the respondent he orde ed
Osteopathy
to pay to the comp'ainant the sum of one
hundred dollars to defray fees and costs in
this proceeding.
FLOREKCIA IRENE PHILLIPS.
State of Maine. County of Knox. ss.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
Osteopathic Physician
fourh-enth day of June. A. D , 1927.
IL. S.J
Graduate
of American School of
BN SIGN OTIS.
Osteopathy
Notary Public.
STATE OF MAINE
By Appointment Only Tel. S23
I Sea If
Knox, ss
38 Summer Street
Rockland
Clerk’s Office. Supreme Judicial Court,
In Vacation
Rockland. June 15. A. D., 1927.
I'pon the foregoing Libel, O dered. That the
Libellant give notice to said Marvin Adelhert
Phillips to appear before oilr Supreme
Attorney
Judicial Court, to he holder at Rockland,
within and for the County of Knox, on the Announces opening of office In Odd
second Tuesday of September A. D. 1927, by
Fellows Block, Opp. Poatoffica.
puh'ishing an attested copy of said Libel, and
Room 6-8-7
this order thereon, three weeks successively Tel. 470
:n The Courier-Gazette a newspaper printed in
«6.tf
Lou'; and in our County of Knox, tiie last
pub Ication to bo thirty days at least prior
to said second Tuesday of September next,
that he may there and then in our said court,
apperfr ami show cause, if any he have, why
the prayer of said Libellant should not be Office Hours: 1 to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M.
gi ar..
(TIARLBH P BARNES
Residence until 9 A. M.. and by
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court.
IL S.|
Appointment. Telephone 184
A , ue cipy of the Libel and Order of tlie
Court thereon.
THOMASTON. ME.
Attest:
MILTON M GRIFFIN. Clerk
74-T-8O

DR. F. E. FOLLETT

DR. BICKFORD

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter

C. S. ROBERTS

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney and Counsellor at
Law

Dealers

Telephones—Office 468; House 6S3-R
431 Main Street

Rockland

L. R. CAMPBELL
Attorney at Law

GUARDIAN MEMORIALS
of Everlasting 'Seauly

Knox County Court House
ROCKLAND. MAINE

Also Scotch, Quincy, Westerly

Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson

and Maine Gray Granites, Ver

Dentist

mont Marbles.

4C0 Main Street
Rockland
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 339-M
Hours: 9 to 12—1 to 6
Evenings by Appointment

Satisfaction Guaranteed

W. E. Doman & Son

A. C. MOORE

East Union, Me.

a'TKlarkevety gmv&

J

Piano Tuner
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, July 5, 1927.

VOYAGING AROUND THE

WORLD

Some of the Things Seen By Miss Hilda George On Her,
Tour With the Floating University.
[Third Paper]

■Steamship Rhyndam, five days
from Japan.
I simply can't believe that it was
•only two weeks ago that I wrote
about Hilo. My power of description
will fail me long before this trip is
over, I fear.
I suppose ft really was last Monday
that we arrived in Honolulu's beau
tiful harbor. From early morning
we saw pale blue gigantic islands to
the east of us. Oahu appeared like
what 1 remember of Madeira—great
piled up mountains, cloud capped,
an enormous volcano, the ocean bril
liant blue and green, white breakers
■dashing on pr^-ipltous sand colored
cliffs. Streaks of wine red earth on
lower slopes; jagged tooth-like moun
tains of dar^ rock with black clefts,
almost perpendicular. And Honolulu,
clean, sweet, radiant with blossoms,
spreading about a tiny bay, over the
slopes to the very palisades.
More singing dark-skinned girls
with "lels."
Another welcoming
band. An auto trip. !We passed the
business district, then residences,
embassies, a Bhuddlxt temple,etc., into
a ravishing canyon, up and up to a pass
in the mountains. An abrupt stop at
the edge of some cliffs where we had
the most exquisite view 1 ever saw.
it seems to me. We wefe in the midst
of a great semi-clrcteWf ten to twelve
thousand foot mountains. At our feet
liy a hollow, partly cultivated,
spreadlrg to the sea, with here and
there peninsulas of small volcanic
cones reaching put Into the deep.
But the colors! The sea was a fireopal. The rest—how can one tell
about It! And always there were
flaky, broken clouds.
• • • •

cloaks of olden days. It was worth
going to, If for no other reason than
to see the different types of Hawaiian
people in the play and in the au
dience.
Tuesday Kay and I went to tlie
museum, a very Interesting collection
of Polynesian art, natural history,
etc. Wie saw the famous feather
I robes there. A very interesting Ha
waiian lady, once a lady-ln-walting
l to the Queen, exhibited these prec
ious garments and told us about
them. They are of tiny yellow and
red feathers, with crescent design
predominant.

Then we went out through a poorer
section of the city, where our citi
zens of Chinese and Japanese de
scent live, to a pineapple grove—
and if those fresh pineapples didn’t
taste delicious! Then the other way
to Waikiki Beach, which was a bit
disappointing, for the houses come
too' near the beach. But the surf is
lovely.
In the afternoon the Governor, Wal
lace Farrington, a Bangor man, and
one time a resident of Rockland, gave
us a welcome speech, and another
man gave the most interesting histor
ical sketch of the islands, illustrating
It by manuscripts, crown jewels, por
traits, quasi-letters, etc. It was kill
ing to see dark skinned buxom na
tives dressed in court costumes of
Queen Victoria's time, portrayed In
oils.
I went to a reception at the late
Queen’s palace where my chief In
terest lay in a talk with the very
attractive Hawaiian girls who sang
for us. I gave them some Indian
pictures and told them about the
Pueblos, and some of those girls asked
me for addresses, so that they could
write. 'Wasn't thit nice? I did so
want to visit their school, but couldn't
find time.
In the evening some of us went to a
Hawaiian operetta. It was based on
historical settings and facts. The
scenery, the costumes and the danc
ing and singing were marvelous, but
the acting was the most amateurish
and awkward I ever saw, and the
words were so stilted. Borne young
girls did some hula dancing which
was corking. The voices were love!y.
The robes of the king very effec
tively represented the feathered

CONQUEST OF AIR

Amazing Progress Made By
Man, Climaxed By Lind
bergh.
When Charles Lindbergh comes to
Washington he may visit a spot
which is historic in the annals of
aviation and emplvtsizes the amaz
ing progress man has made in con
quering the air,’’ says a bulletin
from the Washington, D. C. head
quarters of the National Geographic
Society.
“For it was at Fort Myer, Vir
ginia, just across the Potomac from
tlie Capital, that Orville Wright’s bi
plane rumbled down a creaky launch
ing rail that looked like a chute-thechute at a country fair, wobbled a
hit in the air, and cruised around for
57
minutes.
“That happened in September,
1908, less than 19 years before Lind
bergh was able to fly across the At
lantic Ocean.
Has Tried Since Classic Times
“Man never before achieved such
progress in any engineering problem
as ho has attained in Ills conquest
of the air.' Since classic times he
has dreamed of doing so, and for
centuries he tried In vain to add a
third dimension to Ills travels.
“Yet, within 15 yesrs of the
Wright brothers' first flights tho
United States Navy's NC-4 crossed
the Atlantic in the air, an array
squadron flew from New York to
Alaska, two army birdmen spanned
the continent by a non-stop flight
from New York to San Diego, and
our air mail pianos had delivered
letters in New York 26 hours and
11 minutes after they were post
marked In San Francisco.
"The 15th anniversary of the
Wright brothers' flight has been
' called tho 'golden flying year' for, In
1923, a navy aviator set a new dizzy
speed mark of nearly 267 miles an
hour, a faster pace than man had
ever traveled; also a Frenchman as
cended a milo higher than Mount
Everest's unsealed summit, farther
skyward than man had ever climbed;
and two American military aviators

For the
Kiddies
»
a

Keep your children healthy anil rosycheeked by preventing colds, colic,
indigestion, worms, etc. Give them
“L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine. The econ
omy home remedy, 50o »ud 15c.
Trial size by mail, if not at yonr dealer'*
Gsaraataad Satiifaetorr by

L. F. MEDICINE CO., PortL.d. Maiae

« * • •
In the afternoon seven of us hired
a big car, top down, and went on the
most gorgeous ride I ever remember
taking—through that same steep
pass, down a zigzag road on the other
side, presenting one stunning vista
after another. A road winding about
the surf-torn coast at the foot of the
Jagged mountains; here and there
a native hamlet; huts In sugar-cane
groves; darling oriental babies; halfnaked me.i paddling on a little
stream; toilers in flooded rice-fields.
The sunset
with
great golden
rays
and
glowing
mountain
tops, the toll moon, spray, mist
pounding surf, crinaiy beach, cres
cent shaped. Suddenly an exquisite
Mormon temple of a simplicity of line
that brought it Into immediate rap
port with the peaceful mountains,
hlne pools like steps In front of it.
Below, a small town—brown, laugh
ing faces at the windows, a man
dreamingly strumming a guitar, lit
tle half-naked children of Japanese
parents, adorable, almond-eyed.
A modern hotel farther on—swell
dinne. — an hour on an enchanting
beach. Moonlight, more mountains,
a last look at the sea. over another
less picturesque pass with a Sangrade-Christo-like range to
tlie
north—a military post, l'earl Harbor,
singing, laughter, fun. And we are
back in Honolulu. It Is 10.00 p. m.,
but we must see some hula-hula
dancing if that is possible. So our
driver does some Investigating in a
native house, and we go into a large
enclosed veranda.
And there we had a treat. An old
man, two women and a little girl
performed for us for one and a half
hours. Their grass skirts were worn
over pink silk dresses for our bene
fit (there being in our party three
girls) and the old man wore his
trousers underneath, but believe me,
that did not prevent us from seeing
the powerful and snake-like con
tortions of his body. The old man
was a marvel—and how he loved it!
The music was of guitar and ukelele,
nnd part time the mere slapping of
an enormous gourd or calabash in
an amazing fashion. Oh. if you could
have seen it!
Then we went In swimming at
Waikiki, by moonlight. It was the
best fun I’ve had yet—the whole day,
I mean.
Friday morning I,went out witli a
sociology group into a poor section
of the city. At a huge public school
Hawaiian children sang to us. and we
saw Orientals, Polynesian, Filipino
and whites, ail mingled in happiness
together. We saw such quaint na
tive quarters of all nationalities. We
sailed at five, a royal send-off, sunset
a blazing glory about us. Such
friendliness I've never known. It is
Ideal in many ways. I have a strong
leaning to return there some day.
made a new duration mark of more
than 36 hours in the air, longer than
man had remained aloft before.
“The requirements of flying brought
manj- collateral inventions.
An Epochal Flight
"In March, 1924. [wo U. S. Army
aviators flew from Dayton to Mineola
without seeing ground for 450 miles
of the 575-miie trip. That flight
was epochal for it marked tlie suc
cessful testing of the earth-inductor
compass, the turn indicator, and the
incllncmoter. instruments which now
enable the aviator to navigate amid
the fog or above the clouds, inde
pendent of railroad, river, or high
way marks
“It was Lhe earth-inductor compass
to which Lindbergh credited his suc
cess In keeping his course.
Longest Air Mail Route
“The dependability of the airplane
has been demonstrated notably Ir
the United States by the air mail
route from New York to San Fran
cisco—the longest air service line
in continuous operation.
"In 1922 air mail planes achieved
aggregate flights of nearly two
million miles without a single loss
of life; In the following year they
carried more than sixty-flvo million
letters, traveled more than a million
and a half miles, and completed a),
but 111 of the 7.847 trips attempted.
"Lindbergh was a mail flyer, end
he has paid generous tribute to the
inventions of tlie Army and NavyAir Services which made his flight
possible."

MAINE CENTRAL FIGURES
Maine Central Railroad freight
revenue for the month of May In
creased $110,539 over a correspond
ing month of 1926, passenger rev
enue dt-creased more than $55,000,
while total railway .operating reve
nues showed a net increase of abnnt
$26,000, according to the regular
monthly statement of the Maine
Central Railroad Co., issued from
the office of the Prcsidcnt.A deficit of
$25,596 Is also shown, which rep
resents a decrease of about $67,000
from the surplus of May, 1926. For
the period Jan. 1 to May 31. 1927,
inclusive, total railway operating
revenues amounted to $8,634,826. an
increase over the figures or the cor
responding period of 1926 of more
than $277,000. Surplus after charg
es, on the other hand, with a total
of $241,220, for the first five months
of 1927, fails by’ more than $13,000 to
equal the surplus product-1 in the
corresponding period of the previous
year.

FRED S. MARCH
Cemetery Memorials
PARK STREET, ROCKLAND

Children Cry
For “Castoria”
Especially Prepared for Infants

and Children of All Ages

QUARRY AND KILN

THE BUSY GRANGERS '

Bulletinettes Gathered Frorti Showing What lhe Farm Or
Around the Plant of the
ganization Is Doing In
Old R. & R.
Other States.
]■
Hydrate Mill
Lester Plummer and his night
crew had the scare of their lives the
other night. The pulley on the ele
vators came off the end of the shaft'
and struck on the Screen below with
hairraising results.
Quite a few of the gang are plan
ning to attend the Firemen's Muster
in Bangor, Aug. 27.

In Connecticut tlie Granges are
conducting a conservation campaign
of education, seeking to reduce tlie
annual forest fire loss in that state.
The state fire warden and othi from
this department are speaking at
many Grange meetings and intense
interest among the rural people is
being awakened in this Important
subject.
• • • •

Mother! Fletcher’s Castoria has
been in use for over 30 years to re
lieve babies and children of Consti
pation, Flatulency, Wind Colic and
Diarrhoea;
allaying
Feverishness
arising therefrom, and. by regulating
the Stomach and Bowels, ahis the as
Gas Kilns
In
Massachusetts
lofi
Grange
similation of Food; giving natural
Albert Nystrom, Sr., was overcome young people are now ir. college or
sleep without opiates.
by the heat last Friday while work other educational institutions because
The genuine bears signature of
ing on the belt.
of tlie assistance furn'shed by the
No. 8 is being given a got d u-yout Educational Ail Fund conducted by
under its new sysiern.
the Massachusetts Stat.
Grange.
Work is progressing rapidly on No. The latter fui.d now exceeds $40 Odd
9 kiln. Snows’ crew is now working and is loaned on very easy terms to
on the frame-work of the bul'.ding young people who are Grange mem
between kiln and storage shed.
bers, as an aid in getting an educa
■Charlie Histeen felt right at home tion beyond the High School. Mere
OLD AGE CENSUS
Sunday when he tackled his Job on than 350 deserving young "e,it,l» have
State Wishi-rs to Know How Many the Murphy furnace. fie operated been assisted by this practice i ante
the same furnace when It was at the plan.
Pensioners There Might Be.
» • • »
Gregory shed.
Grube B. Cornish, secretary of the
The
mutual
fire
insurant
empany
Quarries
state department of public welfare,
conducted by the Grange in Dela
and Charles (>. Beals, state commisJames Curtis is suffering from a
siono.’ of labor, who were directed fractured rib which lie received Iasi ware is carrying nearly $5,090,000 of
Insurance for its members, making a
by a legislative order to take an old Friday from a fall.
gain of nearly a quarter of a million
age census of Maine prior to the next
Fred Anderson U now working in the past 12 months. Fire Insurance
session of tlie legislature in 1929, the crew at Crockatt 'No. 3.
rates on farm property ha
been
belltA-e that they have received a
The Hard Rock Quarries were shut materially lowered In Delaware be
large order.
down over Saturday.
cause of the existence of . igorous
The census is to include all per
Dr. Foss has changed his day nt
sons of 79 years and over together the Quarry. He is now on duty’ from Grange company.
• * • •
with some information as to their fi
s to 9 a. m. Wednesday’ instead of
nancial status and their desire and
A
great
series
of conferences of
Monday.
■ iglbiilty to share in old age pen
Grange workers is now in .iroyr in
sions In case the state should enact
Rockport
New York state, covering pra ., illy
such a law.
William Wellman has entered the all the countioE and bringing t getner
The legislative order for the sur employ of the Company and is work hundreds of roasters and lecturers to
vey was introduced by Senator Smith ing days on the O. P. Kiln.
study methods for making the work
of Skowhegan, who in 1923 and 1925
Leon and Maurice Poland leave on of the organization in their home
was the proponent of old age pen
communities more effective the com
sion bills, which were unfavorably Saturday for Fort Williams where
New York is the big
they will spend two weeks in train ing year.
received.
Grange state of the Union, with over
Secretary Cornish and Commis ing under the National Guard.
Ad. Paw n has started hauling' 900 subordinate units and upwards
sioner Beals have not yet formulated
J of 140,000 members.
their plans for carrying out the pur wood to the Kilns from his newly
• » • •
required farm at “Bogmere.” His
pose of the order, as it does not h ■
In Lenawee County, Michigan Ju
come operative until July 16, but they son “Bull" who is spending his va
anticipate that it will mean a large cation with Dad is acting as horse venile Grange day is one ■' ie !>|g
events qf the year, with all sorts
amount of work, much of which will chauffeur.
Ivarl Harju has left the Carleton of sports, pageants, drills and recre
necessarily be in the nature of per
Quarry crew.
ation features, that draws to the
sonal interviews.
county seat at Adrian, a great crowd
Commissioner Beals has for some
of people. J anile Grange work in
weeks been carrying on correspond
A THIRD TICKET
Michigan has gone forward rapidly
ence with the few states which have
the past few years and rural ,'e is
old age pension laws and also with
Canada and Alaska, in order to be Is Threatened By “Drys" If, proportionately brightened and en
riched.
come familiar with the details of the
the Old Parties Go Wet.
• « » •
class and types of persons who share
their benefits.
Ample
proof
of the healthy nature
A Wash I ii, ton despatch says:
He has also been receiving numer
As the drys In the South would of the Grange is furnished in the fact
ous letters from Maine people who rather vote for an independent dry that, in spite of the depressed condi
gained the idea that the last legis Democratic candidate for President tion of agriculture in many sections
lature passed the law, and they are than a dry Republican, if Gov. Smith for a number of years back, the
ready to apply for pensions.
is nominated, the Anti-Saloon League Orange membership has shown a
Messrs. Cornish and Beals expect will give them a chance, according stfady net Increase every year, and
the roster of the Maine Three-Quar to an announcement by Wayne B. especially so since January 1927.
• • • •
ter Century Club to lie of consider Wheeler, counsel for the League.
able value to them in finding and
Moreover, Mr. Wheeler states, if ' Two states where noteworthy gains
listing the men and women of their both the existing parties nominate in Grange membership are being research, although there is a live year wet candidates or adopt wet plat curded tills year are Wisconsin and
gap to be bridged.
Their census forms, "we will meet the situation Sou‘!i Dakota. The former reports
must begin at 70 years, and the and demonstrate to such candidates an accession of more than 30 per cent
Three-Quarter Century Club starts or to the party with a wet platform ^nce .fan. 1st, whtie in South Da
of course at-75.
that there Is punishment after death." kota Grange prospect- are considered
This announcement, it was expect fetter than at feny previous time in
■lb years.
That 1,743 word sontence written ed here, will encourage those at
• « • •
in an annual report hv Nicholas tempting to start a third party move
the
Murray Butler is even more won ment in the next Presidential cam- . State Master Pal’, 1...
derful than was at first supposed. paJgi. with the object of bringing the Orange in iG.-egon has re ,-nitv com
It makes no mention of the weather, wet and dry question well to tlie fore. pleted an inspection tool if Granges
It was moreover pointed out by a in his state covering well to-arus
baseball scandals or prohibition.
leading wet Republican that this 2000 miles by automobile md includ
ing the dedication of three new
What ever tbecame of the old- might liptp the ambitions of .William Grange halls rnd addresses before a
G.
McAdoo.
fashioned girl who used to spend Sat
Mr. McAdoo, wiio has been in great number of rural meetings in
urday
mornings
breathing
Into
Washington
recently, is reported to Several counties.
lamp chimneys and cleaning them
have
said
that
even if he did not get
with an old newspaper?
In Michigan the Grange joins with
the Democratic nomination he would
not give up until he had kt any rate Various other farm organizations in
creating a "Federated Farm Commitprevented Gov. Smith from getting
Shawl Uni
tee," which devotes careful attention
it.
Whatever effect Mr. Wheeler's an to safeguarding the fa, . --s' inter
nouncement may have it was pre ests, particularly In matters of editDesign
dicted here that it could surely do cation.
• • * •
no harm to President Coolidge's can
Evening
The
Grange
in
Rhode Island
didacy and might react to his ad
te of its bestvantage. The plan, recently rumored mourns the passing
here, of a national dry convention known leaders, Frank E. Marchant,
who was master of the S.ate
-ange
to be held before the regular Demo
cratic and Republican conventions for 10 years and actively Identified
probably will be fortified by Mr. with every tram oent makn _, for
Wheeler’s view.
This convention agricultural progr-ss and improve
Is’- iu.
would have for its object the picking ment In Rhode...
*
of two dr’-’ candidates for the Presi
In connection with the session of
dency and Vice Presidency regardless
the National Grange to he he.d at
of party.
“The Anti-Saloon League," said Mr. Cleveland, Ohio, next N-veto .eanWheeler, "will use its well established umohile parties are hi .ir •■ ,le up
and successful methods in the coming in various sections of th ■ _ii, try tc
make the entlie trip by machine:
'lolitical campaign. That means the
drys will be organized in both politi some even planning to go in that
cal parties to nominate satisfactory way who live 1000 miles dista.t from
candidates for President and Con Cleveland. Scores of such parties
gress and on State and local tlekets. are being made up In New England,
If we fail in one party we shall ask New York and New Jersey in partic
the voters of that party, except in ular, and In some cases a number of
states where the law prevents, to cars will go from a single community,
scratch the ticket and vote for a makl' - qtihe a “neighboring parly"
good man on an opposite party to att nd the big Cleveland session.
ticket rather than a bad one on their The laiter promises to eclipse in at
tendance atnl enthusiasm any pre
own.
i
"To vote a straight t!hket with cor vious annual meeting of the rational
rupt or bad qnndidates.on it Is crooked Grange, with the possible exception
politics. There will be at least one of the great record-breaking event of
of the national dominant parties that 1920 in Boston, when T6.9OO members
will have a satisfactory candidate for of tlie organization were ' sent and
ved the
the maintenance and enforcement of almost 10.000 of them it
the Eighteenth Amendment. There is Seventh Degree of the Order. Tlie
a possibility that both will be satis Cleveland convention will be held
factory. Then the league keeps in the big auditorium where Presi
dent Coolidge was nominated, and it
hands off.
“If Gov. Smith is nominated and is expected that the class of initiates
the drys in the South would rather into the highest degree of tlie Grange,
vote for an Independent dry Demo will nearly or quite approximate ! ;it
cratic candidate for President than a of Bob-toil In 1320.

que In

For

dry Republican, this would give them
a chance to register their protest.
The party collar is worn more lightly
than in years. We won the fight for
constitutional pronibition by the use
of these independent methods. There
will doubtless be no need of a third
party candidate this next year on tills
issue. If troth dominant parties do
nominate wet candidates or adopt
wet platforms we will meet the situ
ation and demonstrate to such can
didates or to the party with a wet
platform that there is punishment
after death.”

Louise Fazenda
HIS elegant shawl is worn by
Louise Fazenda, famous War
ner Bros, comedienne. It is a blue
and vhite combination, bound with
long blue fringe. Strange designs
on the upper part of the shawl give
it a uniqueness that.makes it so
much more attractive Because of
Three Crow delicious Flavoring
the fact that the shawl covers the
Extracts are pure and profitabde
gown completely. Miss Fazenda is
able to wear a dress of any shade
to use.
without fear of creating aa anda-

T

.sirable slash of color*.

•

Ptige Five

V. F. Studley Co.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

283 MAIN STREET

REAL ESTATE
76 Homes; all size Lots; also some acreage with
them

22 Cottages, almost any location

Several House and Cottage Lots in good Iccati n.
Several

Properties. Florist land and
Buildings
Very small down payments, tho rest as rent.

Business

1 Spocial Farm with store, gravel pit, 1C0 acres
land with wood, 5 acres blueberries. L w price,
$2350.
1 Cottage, fine location, Crescent Beach, with
bathroom and fireplace. To be so'd at once, $1400.

H^use, 7 rooms, garage, cellar, electric lights;
good location; to be sold at once, $2?C0.

A wonderful buy at Spruce Head, near shore, 7
room house and garage, good cellar; to be sold
at once.
In Waldoboro, near school and store; Farm, good
buildings; 85 acres land; plenty wood and hay;
f» cows. 3 horses, 3 hogs, all farming wagons and
sleds; all farming tools; gardens all planted. Must
be sold at once; will take mortgage.
House, 7 roems, barn, large hen hcuses, fine cel
lar, 3 hardwcod floors, electric lights; 2 acres
land; house in fine condition. Almost opposite
Cement Plant entrance. Thomaston road. Party
moving soon. Will sell very low at once. Small
payment.

35 Farms, all sizes, almost any location.

Tell us what and where you want your home or cottage. If wc haven’t it we can
get it. List your property with us for quick sale. We will pay cash lor any
property that is saleable.

BROKE ALL RECORDS

ream

reports show there

was 2’£ rence was through tlie newspapers.

three days. ! And then they have* turned haught
Tlie roads were atrocious, of course, ily to something else.

inches

precipitation

in

Round Trip Trans-Conti I and at times it seemed more like | Will, did Lindbergh really l,y
driving through swamps than on, from San Diego to St. Louis with
out stopping? Di<l he tlien fly from
nental Record Is Hung Up highways.
“Out worst trouble came on the St. I.ouis to New York without stop
By Chrysler.
last leg of our trip between Albu ping? Did he then span tlie Atlan

querque and Gallup, New Mexico, j tic and land at Le* Bourget in Paris
‘Coast-to-coast and back again! where the going was tougher thin without stopping? Was he mobbed
A round trip transcontinental auto .anything 1 - ever experienced before. by admiring throngs, did he wean
tiiat borrowed suit, did he receive
mobile record was bung up June 7, Bridges were down. Hoads were imhomage and decorations from kings
when «. Chrysler Imperial “80” phae | passable. We were forced to make and ministers? Did lie return on the
detours of 89 miles through the l‘i tri
ton driven by its owner, L. B. Milter,
fled Forest, and there were times Mcinpliis? Was he tlie centre of an
arrived in Los Angeles at 9.59 a. m.,
when nothing but tlie marvelous per amazing demonstration at Washing
167 hours and 59 minutes out ef San
formance abilities of tills Chrysler ton? Was it really he who was yes
Francisco—by way of New York.
}c,ar stood between us and Quitting. terday the guest of this hero-wor
The time for the double transconti
We were in the wildest imaginable shipping city?
nental trip was just one minute less
Feu who saw tlie parade and
oohntry and both of us were on the
than seven days. Miller started from ’point of exhaustion after the terrille che(*;ed the young paladin had seen
San Francisco Tuesday, May 31, at
him take off from tlie Long Island
strain.”—u<Jv.
10 a. m. His primary purpt se was
field. Still fewer saw him in Eu
rope. Not many had beheld his trlto establish a round trip African
“NEWSPAPER TALK”
i.anidi at Washington. The informa
record, but in doing so, he also broke
tion
which animated
tlie vast
the one-way cross-country automo
New York Times Robukce Thooo throngs came from the press. The
bile record, which 'he himself bad
Who Use the Term Slightingly
press, in general and as usual re
made last August. He arrived in
ported faithfully these tremendous
New York Friday, June 3, having
Newspaper workers who labor to happenings, and it pursued tlie same
driven the 3385 miles of the Lincoln
Highway in 79 hours and 55 minutes. present to the public accurate* and i arc and devotion in reporting others
This was three hours and'17 minutes complete accounts of human hap of far less consequence nnd much
faster that he covered tlie same route penings may well have found some more ephemeral.—New York Times.
justification for their toil. For those
last year.
WHAT “BOBS” HAVE DONE
•Not content with thus breaking all millions gathered and cheered a
one-way transcontinental records, young man for an exploit of which
Shingling and bobbing have creat
Miller watted in New York only one their only knowledge hvas gair^d ed jobs for 10,000 additional lharbers
minute, no longer than was needed flom tlie press. “Newspaper talk.' in England in the statistics just
to have his time card officially which so often receives the* sneers compiled by the British Hairdres
stamped to verify his arrival at 8.55 oif tlie disaffected or tlie cynical, sers’ Association. There are now
p. m. and hjs departure at 8.56, and was tlie sole cause of tiiat vast as more than 42,000 barbers and hair
then he was on his. way back to the semblage.
dressers in England compared with
Pacific Coast. On the return trip he | Recently an oratorical prize* was 32,000 a few years ago. In 1914 one
awarded
to
a
young
person
who
aU
took a southerly route by way of the
out of every live barbers died of
National Old Trap’s, and over a dis ■ticked the newspapers for inaccur consumption. This dentil rate has
tance of 3336 miies he reached Los acy, bias and general mendacity. h- oil greatly decreased since the
.Often statesmen, ..confront*•! with
Angeles 1n 86 hours 20 minutes. The
the press record of a fact un plea sing war due to shorter hours that bar
entire distance covered on this un to them, have announc’d that they bers arc required to work, and to
precedented trip was 6721 miles. The don’t believe it; that the only evi tic? healthier conditions prevailing
’lapsed time between the departure dence they have had of its occur in the barber shops.
fi «m San Francisco and the arrival in
Ix)s Angeles was one minute less than
seven days.
“I made a one-way transconti
nental record two years ago by driv
ing from New York to San Francisco
in 110 hours,” said Mr. Miller, after
. arriving in Los Angeles. “This rec
I ord was broken, but last August I
got it back again. Now I’ve broken
my own record, and the other fellows
, have something to shoot at. The
rew mark we made going east this
time will stay put for tlie one-way
trip, I guess, and this round trip rec
I ord is going to tax the abilities of
any one to better.
j "Mighty few drivers can sit seven
days and nights at the wheel without
a wink of sleep, and there are even
fewer cars rugged enough to stand
the terrific punishment of the 6700
mile grind involved in this sort of a
trip. It’s one thlhg to make long dis
tance records over smooth race tracks
I or indoor treadmills, hut it’s alto
gether a different thing to drive the
I same great distance in all kinds of
| weather and all over all kinds of
roads—city streets congested with
traffic, mountain roads, concrete,
gravel, kick, dirt, mud and gumbo
I roads such as you get in the different
sections we have gone through with
tills Chrysler.”
• Miller was accompanied in his
gruelling ordeal by J. E. Wieber of
Portland,Ore., who was his com
panion on the one-way record trip
last August. 'Neither man was able
to sleep more than a few minutes at
a time during the week and their
only , nourishment was black coffee
and orange juice carried in thermos
bottles, supplemented By an occa
sional brick of ice cream picked up at
filling stations under orders wired
ahead. In spite of lack of sleep and
inadequate food, both Miller and
Wieber ‘were in excellent physical
condition on their arrival in Ix>s An
geles, apart from the loss of a few
pounds of weight, a fact all tlie more
remarkable in Miller’s case, as lie is
in liis 54th year. This absence of
in. his opinion, is strik
OUR GRANGE CORNER exhaustion,
ing proof of the unusual riding eatfe
of the Chrysler car.
Since early in the spuson, when
“1 ivAs offered cars by several au
the roads became safe fur travel with tomobile companies when they heard
autos, Knox and Lincoln Pononas I vzas planning a new trip but 1 was
have become very neighborly, ind set on making an owner-driver rec
EUGENIA GILBERT
many new friendships hue beet, ord and I bought one to suit my own
r HOLLYWOOD, CAL.—Eugenia who enjoy fishing and hunting whe«
formed. Tuesday, Lincoln Pomona ideas of what I needed,” he said. "I
Gilbert, I’atlie Serial star, has won it is in season.
held its regular session wih Pro knew by experience just what speed
Over her fireplace hang the ant
gressive Grange at Wi lews Mills, and stamina i must have to cross the the championship in movie circles
and Knox County retu.
1 Uncoln continent in record time. I felt con
for killing rattlesnakes. She has lers of the first deer she shot, and
Pomona's visit of two weeks lgo. It fident I was getting them, hut never *hot six of the biggest in Southern she has reliable witnesses for alt
California. One of them measured her trophies, which are many. Her
was a happy crowd that lef'. South did I dream there was such a car as
over six feet in length. It had aim is sure and she refused a posi
Warren at 9 a. m. and equally at the Chrysler. 1 have never seen its
twenty-one rattles and a double row tion as demonstrator for a firearm*
Jo-lly a crowd that lef Winslow's equal.
company, before she became a star.
Mills at 4 p. m„ ami all c me down
"My maximum speed on tlie trip was pf fangs.
Recently it became necessary for
Miss Gilbert lives on North Elm
the line togethtr.
85 miles an hour. From San Fran
They had a good meeting, go.,J cisco to New York we averaged fet (Drive, Beverly Hills with her her to travel East to play the lead
dinner, and a good program. Th-ise ter than 42 miles an hour. Across mother and naturally she did not in “Crimson Flash” which was be
shoot the rattlers there. But she ing made in New York at the Cos
who -t tended from Knox C-unty Iowa and Nebraska, in hail, sleet and
mopolitan Studio. She was taken
were Mr. and Mrs. Oscar C r and, driving rain, we kept up our steady Owns another home in Ventura,
about forty miles from Hollywood. for an entire day shopping along
Mrs. laiura Copeland. Mrs Belle pace. From Kimball to Central City,
It is built on uncleared homestead crowded Fifth Avenue, buying
Mills, Mrs. Letitia Montg imery, Mrs. Neb., we drove 315 miles at night in
Jand,
and snakes and wild game arc striking screen cl ' -s.
John Spear, Mr. anil Mrs. Warren a hard rain and hail storm, over gum
fjy
no
means uncommon. Loving
The average girl .ould have been
Gardner, and Mrs. Albert Averill. Mr. bo roads. The 200 miles east of Fort
and Mrs. Carroll loardman, Mr. and Wayne, Ind., we made in 209 minutes, put of door life much more than she delighted to spend money in the
Mrs. Oscar Copeland, Mrs. Gardner and the first 100 of them were over docs jazf and supper club atmos smartest shops. But not Eugenia.
“If I had to do this ag^kt, I’d
phere, Eugenia steals away to this
and Mrs. Averill all assisted with ihe wet pavements in a light rain.
“hunting ranch” every w eek end tlie pass out" she exclaimed “I can’t go
“Just before we reached Kansas
program. Their next meeting will be
director will let her off, and she back W est quick enough. I don’t
at Cooper's Mills and Knox County and while we were in the state, that
takes with her the dogs, the gnus, see HOW people can live here,
will again be well represented, and sectiftn had the worst rainstorm
and a congenial crowd of friends without a ltorse, a dog, of a gunl"
by invitations.

SHE KILLED SIX BIG
CALIFORNIA RATTLERS
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women, is no more popular In Eski
mo land, than anywhere else.
Seal meat, Polar bear, Cariboo
duck, geese and ptarmigan, with
musk ox, which is like beef only
more tender, comprises their menu.
After the day’s hunt the com
By Harold Noice, Arctic Explorer, on the Staff ol The Pathe Review pany gathers round the fire in the
hut where Mrs. Eskimo has the
NOTE:—Harold Ifoiee commanded the Btefaneeon pot boiling. After the meat has been
Relief Expedition Io tha Arctic. Ha it • member of the cooked, she takes it out, with a long
Ejplorere Club and one of the foremoet antkoritiee an bone fork, and sets it on a board
the Copper Eeldnoa, among whom he lived like a native to cool. She then pours into the
lie hae recently joined the Patke Review ataf, aa part of broth, liquid blood of the animal
ite policy to engage men of note along eelentifie and and stirs it around until it forms
ethnological line*.
a very delicious soup.
•
W'c have all of us a very ha2y idea about the Arctic,
She gives the best cuts to the
gathered from the old geography book. It taught us children, next the honored guests
that Eskimos build ice igloos and live on blubber. are served, and last she and her
But when you have been adopted into one of their husband take the less flavored bits.
tribes and speak their language you find you have to When the guests have eaten the
learn a lot of facts over again
meat, they drink the blood soup,
which is served in hollow musk ox
horns.
Less than one third of the Eskimos know how to build a snow
After the meal, there is dancing;
hut
singing and the telling of tales,
They eat blubber, sparingly, as we do butter.
for they are not a stolid race. Even
They are the greatest living argument against vegetarianism,
their religion is full of feeling.
and the meat in front of the caribou’s ear is the sweetest in the
Marriages are arranged by the
whole world.
families when the children are
It is bad luck for an Eskimo expectant mother to sew baby clothes.
, young.
There is no wedding ceremony among them.
There is no marriage ceremony.
But both husband and wife have equal rights in marriage. He
The young woman simply goes to
beats her, if he is the stronger, and she beats hi™ if she ia the
the hut of her husband to be. If
huskier.
the union turns efut unsatisfactory
If a couple live together the first year, they keep on being happily
they agree to separate. Instances
married. In other words, in the Arctic circle as well as elsewhere,
: have even been known—to the scan
the first year is the hardest.
dal of the missionaries—where Eski
No matter how distinguished the guests at the fsaat, eh+ dUldren
mo couples have gravely and with
are served first.
due deliberation on the merits of
Huskie dogs are not ferocious, but no missionary can keep a cat
the case, swapped" wives, with the
with)" a mile of them.
utmost good results.
When an Eskimo dies a Weeping Festival is held. And if you
But, in one respect, the inhabit
happen to be in the neighborhood, politeness demands that you
ants of the Arctic circle resemble
join in, and try your hardest also.
their cosmopolitan brothers. Mar
riage “changes” may be operated
niu*ua^ consent, and this is conI lived for many months among milkweed, some six or seven feet ■
stdered proper and carries no hard
the Copper Eskimos in the tar long, cast a cheerful glow.
Nearly all Eskimo dishes are boil-1
but anY preparatory flirtanorth where the going is so rough
that the Mounted Police wait until ed and they live almost entirely t!On carrle^ on the stde usually ends
there are half a dozen murders, on a meat diet, varied in the Spring 1 in ® tragedy.
, uniajl beings at heart are mucn
before taking the arduous trip re by gull and goose eggs, which are
is
more
inquired to round them up. But ever considered a great delicacy, and a,a ll£e'. Nothing
terestmg than to study this fact,
in those primitive surroundings I parsnip like vegetable called
mahu.
found life enjoyable.
Breakfast consists of raw fish or in tte far off regions of the world,
In the first place, temperature in meat, but it is frozen to a point whether you are sent there as an
the Eskimo hut averages 60 degrees, where it really tastes very good. explorer, or to obtain some oj steal
not bad for the Arctic circle, and After breakfast, all the men ot the and rare bit of photography for the
there is a raised platform, covered village go hunting, the same as we Pathe Review.
with furs where one can sit out go to business, and it is their busi
of the drafts. The pot is always ness, both for obtaining furs and
It is not difficult for a young man
filled with an appetizing stew, while meat for the community. A lazy to earn a good living if he has a
lamps, having their wicks made of man who sits by the fire with the rich dad.

WHAT WE HAVE TO LEARN
OVER AGAIN ABOUT ESKIMOS

■lumps rimer and family of South
Lulu Payson of Waltham,
Cushing spent the weekend and holl- Mass., is the gued of her mother,
day In town.
■ Mrs. H. L. Payson for the summer.
('apt. Russel Gray is spending two I Trygve Heistad was at home front
weeks In summer camp at Fort Me- Hinckley to spend Sunday with his
Klnlcy.
pa Trails. Mr. and Mrs. H. Heistad.
William Tarbox of New York is
Melvin Conary and son Jasper of
.passing his vacation with his moth Sunshine were guoits of Mr. and 1
er, Mrs. L. W. Watts.
Mrs. ('. E. Rhodes over the weekend. '
Mr. and Mrs. Sanford Comery and
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur I<. Walker
son of Belmont are visiting his moth and Mrs. Olive 'Walker motored to
er Mrs. Dora Comery.
Washington Sunday where the..'
Mr. and M*rs. Percy Merry of New- were guests of relatives.
Ion Highlands, Mass., have spont the
Mr and Mrs. Benjamin Griffin of
weekend and holiday with his par Haverhill, and Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Merry.
Huntington of Danville, N. II., are
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Shaw are occupying tiie Griffin cottage on
spending a few days with H. B. Spear street.
Shaw and family.
Dr. and Mrs. 1,. C. Miller of Wor
Mr. and »Mrs. Knight and Mrs. cester. Mass., were guests of Mis.
Slader motored to Maldort recently Frances Carleton last week.
to attend the wedding of their niece.
Mrs, Elsie Gilbert of Waterbury,
Miss Merry.
Conn., is the guest of her mother,
Woodrow Wilson has a lucrative, Mrs Annie G. Gardiner for the sum
.position with E. L. Hewett & Co., of mer.
•Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs Eugene Mahoney
Mrs. Leon Buker ami Errol Bil and daughter Peggy of Portland are
ker of Skowho^an spent .the week guests of Mrs. C. W. Richardson at
end with Mrs. Truman Sawyer. Mrs. tiie home of her molitc, Mrs. Min
Errol Buker is now the guest of her nie Crozier on Central street.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Truman Saw
Tiie Fred A. Norwood Relief Corps
yer.
held a food sale Friday at tile G.
The Thomaston Garden Club will A. R. hail witli Mrs. Annie Clark,
meet with Mrs. Levi Seavey Thurs president of tiie Corps in charge, as
day afternoon at 3 o’clock.
sisted by the following committees:
Charles Beverage and Mr. and Frankfurts, Mrs. Inez Grant. Mrs,
Mrs. Frank A. Beverage of Boston Nellie Alexander; food table, Mrs.
spent the Fourth with their parents Lintliel Line- Mrs. Blanche Steward;
’ on Green street*.
punch. Mrs. Cacildia Cain. Mrs. Em
Arthur Bean of Lawrence, Mass., ma Torrey; candy. Mrs. Millie Well
spent tlie Fourth at his home here.
man. Mrs. Amelia Coombs.
Mrs.
Miss Lois Hallowell of Brockton, Emma Torrey was in charge of the
Mass., is visiting her sister, Mrs. program which included piano solo,
•Oret Robinson.
Mrs. Florence Knight; singing. "Am
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Line-kin spent erica.": vocal solo, Mrs. Freda Sim
the weekend with their sister, Mrs. mons; readings, Mrs. Eliza Jones,
Arthur Henry.
M^s. Harriet Grinnell Coid of Phil
Miss Mary Carter has returned adelphia. Mrs. Coid was formerly
from a visit to Mrs. William Boyn one of Rockport's talented young
ton, Middleboro, Mass. Miss Carter women, and her many friends were
has u posotion with Fuller-Cobb- glad of another opportunity of hear
iDavis, Rockland.
ing her. The proceeds amounted to
Eleanor Butler who .has been at 13-1.60.
tending school the past year In Wen
Mrs. Crissie Whitney of Bucksport
ham, Mass., is at home.
Miss El was tiie guest of Mr. and Mrs. Wil
eanor lias made her home while liam Whitney over tiie Fourth.
there with her uncle, Charles Fales.
Mrs. William Grinnell and Mrs.
There* will be a union service of Harriett Coid of Philadelphia are
the churches at the Baptist vestry guests of Mrs. C. E. "hodes this
next Thursday evening at 7.30.
week.
Mrs. Josephine Stone has returned
Friday evening at the corps meet
from a visit to her sister. Mrs. Har ing tiie president, Mrs. Annie Clark,
old Watts in Belmont, Mass. Her will he installed into her depart
son Forrest brought her home.
ment office by Past Department Pa
Mrs. Edwin Anderson had these triotic Instructor and Department
COLD WATER PAINT
guests over the Fourth of July. Mr. Chairman
of
the
Americani
and Mrs. John Borscak, Mrs. Ralph zation, Mrs. Minnie Wellman, and
On real eitate. First
Stone and Miss Valmer Ayer of the Past Department Instituting and National Lime Association
or second mortgagee.
I
have
nice
Chickawaukie
Ice
Freeport.
HARRY
BERMAN.
Installing officer, Emma Torrey, act
Ralph Oxton and Mrs. Oxton, who ing as conductor. It is hoped that
ready
for
delivery
anywhere
in
Offers
An
Interesting
123
Main
Bt..
Ream
3.
RaaMand.
Til. 3»9.
have been at the Oxton home for
Rockland.
large number of members will lie
Recipe.
33-tf
a few days returned to Boston Sun present to extend honors from the
J. F. WHALEN
day night.
Department to the President of the
Tel. 367-3
Herbert Hoeppner of Lawrence. Corps who performs her duties so
‘ Ask anyone why they paint their
Mass., William Priestley and Wesley efficiently.
house, their garage and other out
Tummens of Lowell, Mass, spent
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Shibles and buildings around their place and the
Sunday in town.
son Neil of (irono have been guests
The Glorious Fourth in Thomas of his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Edgar reply that will be given by nine out
ton was a very quiet one. But few I1. Shlbies for a few days.
of ten will bo because it adds to
flags were floating in the breeze.
Dr. Raymond Everett. Misses De-1- their appearance, few of them real
Tiie slumbers of the people were not la and Louise Everett and Miss izing that next to lire insurance.
disturbed hv the clang of thte bells. Nelson of Waltham, Mass., are
int is the best insurance for build
Rockland was the mecca of most of among the recent guests at the Ev ings,” says the National Lime Asso
Thomaston pleasure seekers.
ciation.
erett cottage. Spear street.
At the Baptist church Sunday ev
‘Loss through fire is accidental
Albert Payson of Concord. Mass.,
Come in and Look the Reo Flying Cloud
ening a patriotic program was pre is a guest at Mrs. H. L. Payson's. and unavoidable and cannot be presented which enlisted much interest. Main street.
ented by insurance, which merely i
and Wolverine Over.
The display of flags was instructive
Mrs. David R. Rayner of Reading. reimburses for financial loss; but
Mass.. Miss Mary Gould of Middle- ot. rust and general deterioration j
town. Mrs. William Phelps and of buildings can be prevented when
V1NALHAVEN
Also Chrysler and Hupmobile and Reo
Benton Phelps of Winthrop, Edwin all surfaces exposed to the weather
Mrs. E. (5. Carver and daughter
Kaese of Lynn. Mass., were weekend ire* protected,” continues the asso
Trucks ,
Celeste have returned from a trip to guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Bow ciation, wrfich adds:
the White Mountains and Niagara
“
Oil
paints
are
expensive,
hut*
as
den.
We are going to clean up our Second Hand
Falls. Enroute they visited relatives
Elmo Crozier of Bar Harbor spent expensive as they are in first cost
in Waltham. Mass. They were ac the holiday with his mother, Mrs. their cost ultimately is more than
Cars regardless of cost; also Second Hand
companied home by Mrs. Carver
saved in the preservation of the
Minnie Crozier.
milding
they
cover.
However,
tiie
Trucks
brother. Albert Annis.
Miss Elsie Lane who has been
Mrs. Grace Conway returned Frl teidiing in Barrington. R. I., and high first cost of oil paints can be
day from Boston.
lias been tiie guest of her parents,' largely saved by the use of what is
Some good trades in Team Wagon Jiggers,
Mrs. W. F. Lyford, daughters Ma Capt. and Mrs. George Lane for the known to builders and to many
owners
of
houses
as
‘
Cold
Water
Dump Carts, Road Wagons, Grocery Wag
rion. Ruth and son Waller returned past week. left tlr'ie morning for
Orono where she will attend summer Paint,’ which may be used success
Saturday front Atkinson.
ons, Stanhope Wagons.
fully on the exterior and interior of
Mr. and -Mrs. Kenneth Raymond of school at the University of Maine.
Albert and Carl Robinson of buildings of all kinds. Its preserva
Boston arrived Saturday and are
Row Boats, Speed Boats.
guests of his parents, Mr. and Mrs Brunswick are visiting their grand tive qualities are not as great as
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robinson. those of oil paint, but its cost is
Frank Raymond.
so
much
less
that
its
use
is
being
Mrs. E. C. Dunbar of Lowell,
Harness of all description, new and second
Mrs. Frank Jones left Wednesday
Mass., is the guest of Mrs. K. Al. greatly extended.
for her cottage at Northport.
“
‘
Cold
Water
Paint
’
is
easily
made
hand
Frederick Palmer arrived Friday lumbar and Miss Helene- Dunbar for
mil easily applied, in addition to
from Boston and is a guest at the a few days.
being far below the cost of oil paint.
Farms, Houses and Land, House Lots.
home of Mr. aad Mrs. F. K. Coombs.
Any man can make and apply ‘Cold
Mrs. Hall of Camden and Mrs and groom in appropriate and im Water Paint’ to any building around
Two Nice Cottages at Megunticook Lake.
Pendleton of New \ ork are gue-ts pressive words. The following pro his place.
Various colors can be
of Mrs. Della Annis at Camp Look gram was given: Piano solo. Arthur btainod by the mixing of pigments,
Cottage with Acre of Land at Pleasantville.
out. Whore Acres.
Brown: piano duet, Bernice Vinal in many cases attractive and durable
Mrs. William Bernard of Boston Arthur Brown: reading, Cora Peters shades—as durable as the paint
Horses of all description—Saddle, Driving
has arrived at her summer cottage son; contralto solo. Della Simmons; itself—can he obtained.
For an
and Team Horses
Welikeil. at Shore Acres.
extremely
economical,
yet
satisfac

soprano solo, Margaret Henderson
Mrs. Fanny Smith and son. Percy of Tiie remainder of the evening was de tory ‘Cold Water Paint’ for exterior
■Whitinsville. Mass., are in town for voted to bridge." Those from out of the following formula Is suggested:
‘‘Dissolve 12 pounds of salt and
a few weeks.
town to attend tiie wedding were
Mr. and Mrs. Parker Morse and their son, Arthur Brown of Boston 6 ounces of powdered alum in about
friends of Worcester. Mass., are Mis. Abbie Creed ami daughter Ber 4 gallons of Hot water. Add 1 quart
guests of Mrs. Morse's mother, Mrs. nice of Boston and Mrs.. Margare of molasses. Make a thick cream bv
thoroughly mixing 50 pounds (1 sack)
Mary Cassie.
23 TILLSON AVENUE, TEL. 4-W ROCKLAND
Roscoe of Worcester.
of hydrated linve, or 38 pounds
Mr. and Mrs. Waiter Birnie and
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Greenlaw
friends arrived Friday and are guests daughter Rita and son Alfred were (bi bushel) of fresh quicklime,
carefully slaked and screened, with
of Mrs." Margaret Birnie.
guests over the Fourth of Mr. and
Herbert Cassie arrived Saturday Airs. Blanchard Greenlaw at Camden about 7 gallons of hot water. Add the
clear solution to the lime, stirring
and will spend the vacation with his
Mr. and Mrs. Josiah Reynolds and vigorously.
Thin to desired con
parents. Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Cassie.
“Oh, Yes, We Have No Bananas,
son Wyvan of Ixrrton. Ya.. who wer sistency.
Flftvius Ames and Mr. Faber of guests of Mr. and Airs. Alfred Ray
• For an intoh r paint the follow
At
the Waldoboro Garage in Maine,
Whitinsville, Mass., arrived Satur inoiid. have returned to their home.
ing non-rubljintr formula will prove
But
we have new cars and old cars
day.
satisfactory:
Dr. Mills and party of 18 arrived
A hero must die at the right time
‘•Dissolve 3 pounds of glue in about
And
cows, hens and horses, ‘
Saturday from Worcester. Mass., anil in order to acquire a monument.
2 gallons waters Make a thick cream
And tractors to' help with the grain;'
are ail his summer home at Granite
of 50 pounds <1 sack) of hydrated
Island.
i lime and about 7 gallons of water, or
We have the Best Service Station
Muriel Chilles returned Saturday
Many a man’s wife, dresses styl carefully slake 38 pounds (V2 bushel)
And half of the Fords in the nation;
from Portland where slie attended ishly because iiis creditors esc afford of quicklime straining the soft paste
the Drew-Hanson wedding. Enroute it.
through a tine screen. Add the glue
But, Yes, We Have No Bananas
she visited relatives at Waldoboro
solution to the lime, stirring con
At
the Waldoboro Garage in Maine.”
stantly.
Thin
to
desired
consistency.
Miss Phyllis Delano of Rockland
After working Hie political boss tor
“In the application of ‘Cold Water
Is a guest of her grandparents, Mr. u job a tnan can afford to take it
If you think our spring poet is putting one over on
Paint’ there are a few simple rules
and Mrs. Herbert Delano.
easy.
to be observed. It should he applied
Mrs. Percy McLaughlin of Danforth
you Look Over This List !
is the guest of her parents, Mr. and
Till- palmist lias no use foi the thin, for the beat results are obtained
4
Rambling
Ford
Touring Cars in fine trim—1925.
when
the
application
is
so
thin
that
Mrs. Daniel Gross.
man who is afraid to show his hand.
the surface to which it is applied
Mis. Ida Jones of California Js in
2
1926
Ford
Coupes
that can show ’em dust.
may he* easily seen through the film
town for the summer. Her daughter
when
it
is
wet.
‘
Cold
Water
Paint
’
1
1923
Ford
Coupe
that
can still ramble.
FOR
Alta is expected this month and will
can he applied easily and satisfac
make the trip from California via
A
little
beauty
of
a
Ford
4-Door
Sedan.
torily with a large brush. When
the Panama Canal.
using a brush do not attempt to
Ford
i
on
Trucks,
in
excellent
condition,
late models
.l-amesGi ay of Portland is tlie guest
brush out the coating as is done
of his father. Arthur Gray.
A
spiffy
Ford
Depot
Wagon,
newly
painted.
with oil paint, hut simply spread
Meta Ingfson. who lias been
it on as evenly and as quickly as
I Essex Coach—the chance of a lifetime.
teaching in New York, and her sister
possible.
Bonn, who has been teaching in Fal
1 7-Passenger Studebaker—will make you grin.
Call
mouth. Mass., are spending the sum
A bargain in Dodge Touring Cars—prices right.
You have learned everything es
mer vacation with their patents, Mr.
sential about the youth if you know
and Mrs. Sidney Ingersoll.
JUST RIGHT FOR AFTER THE 4th HAYING
whether lie calls himself a college
ROCKLAND
Miss Sara Hunker entertained at
TEL. 792
2
Horse Mowing Machines—will work like a charm.
student
or
a
college
man.
bridge Tuesday evening
I Horse Hay Rake—saves time and labor.
Thursday evening at 8 o'clock the
golden wedding of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
I cheap Hay Rack—just what you need.
A. Brown was celebrated at the home
The Well-Known Phychologist
AND HORSES! HORSES!! HORSES!!!
of their nieces. Mrs. Carrie Cassie
Phychic- Medium
Rockland
17 Bay View Square
and Mrs. Ida Creed, in the presence
Neat
little Driving Horses—Sturdy Work Horses
Solves your problems. Tells you
Tel. 194-J
of about 80 guests. The rooms were
how to be successful. Gives ad
AND SOME GOOD OLD WAGONS
yery attractively decorated witli gold,
vice on all affairs of life—love,
Jiite and blue. The couple of 50
ALL KINDS OF
Road
Wagons—Farm Wagons—Truck Wagons
courtship, marriage, 'health, busi
|ars of wedded life together preness.
All
affairs
sacred
and
con

All in A-l Condition
pted a beautiful picture.
Mrs
MASON WORK
fidential. A proper solution of
pwu wore a gown of black and
»
And
Those
Colorful New Fords
your affairs may he the turning
Day or Contract
»e georgette with pink roses.
A
Delight
.to
the
Eye and Pocketbook
point
hi
your
life.
Headings
daily,
TiiS^^’.' ic recipients of many beauti
except Sundays; $1.00 to ladies.
ful gTw. als, a large purse of gold.
All
sold
by
CEMENT BLOCKS AND POSTS
Hours 1 P. M. to 5 P. M.
Kelt esnkients were served which in
C
OR
SALE
Wednesdays
and
Fridays
till
7.30
cluded a large wedding-like male
27 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND
by Mrs. George Banks. Rev Albert
---------------------------------------------- #,rlt
67-tf
O. Henderson addressed the bride

ICE! ICE! ICE!

LOANS

Simmons’ Values

GEORGE M. SIMMONS

ICE

P. L. HAVENER

FRANK E. GRAY

PROF. ELLISON

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.

nin

KITCHEN
CUPBOARD

Cleanly Screened and Uniformly Sized Crush sd
Stone For Concrete Construction and Repairing
Driveways, Walks, Cellar Floors, Etc.

Bt NELLIE MAXWELL
************************

French, Italian Dishes

HE musical names given some
of our homely dishes by our for
Price Delivered in City Limits $2.25 per ton
eign cousins make them so inter
Other
Points in Knox County Based on Mileage
esting that they even taste better
because of them.
Old-fashioned
mush from cornmeal Is called poTelephone Orders to 428 Rockland
lento. Could it possibly taste as
common as mush? On Friday they
serve bnccala. which is just our or
dinary codfish, but so disguised
that its best friend would hardly
CEMENT, SAND AND BUILDING SUPPLIES
recognize it.
TELEPHONE 428
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Baccala.—Freshen a pound and
a half of codfish by soaking over
78-33
night.
Cut into serving sized
Huoiiiiriiiiniinnnniiiii
ITTI1
pieces and fry ten minutes in a
little olive oil. For the sauce add
a little olive oil to the saucepan
For Sale
witli a clove of garlic, one chopped
FOR SALE—;Three-bu tier Glenwood gas
onion, one sliced green pepper, one
stoVe with oven, in good condition. Call 10
bay leaf and two cloves: cook five
1 V I VV LANE
I..IIVV ....
OU* JW.
HV
STANLEY
<»r 'IL.I
Tel 295
HO 85
minutes, then add a small piece of
Lost and Found
FOR SALE Two work horses, price right.
butter, one-half pint of tomatoes,
MRS A B. CROCKE'TT. 754 Main Si Tel.
LOST Tire on rim between Rockland and 224-W
salt nnd pepper. Put Into the fish
HO 82
and cover closely, let simmer two Camden 29 440. THOMAS PISH MARKET
FOR SALE Power boat, with or without
HO* It
Irawl gear.
Price reasonable. If sod at
hours, adding wuter ns the moisture
LOST Cretonne cushion between Rockland
dries out.
Serve with hot corn and Owl’s Head. Notify COURIER GAZETTE onve. Tel. !»5.»-R or call a 25 SPKI\'E ST
____________________________________ HO 82
80*11
meal mush.
FOR SALE 4New milch cow
ERNEST L.
Roguone.—Few people like kid
LOST On, street Thursday evening, pair STAR RETT, Wa~ren. Tel 1-13.________79 81
lasses, tortoiseshell rims, in soft leather
neys, for they are so often poorly
FOR SALE—Tires, tubes, slightly used di
urge.ss ease. Reward. Return to COVRIERprepared. Split and cut away all
AZETTE UFFIM E.
79*81 rect from Boston: 1 Antique kettle, holds 50
or
75 gallons.
HARRY BB.NOV1TCH. 12
the white in a veal or beef kidney,
LOST Diamond shape pin, green and sli Rankin St., Rockland.
79*81
cut the kidneys Into cubes and drop
er, Initials TV 8.” BFRDELL STROl’T, at
SALE
78-80
them into boiling water; cook one Fi5iller-Cobb-Davis.
Washington, Me.; covered witli hard wood;
minute. As they turn white drain
FOUND—Send to The
for its social about 60 acres; also 1 portable steam saw
lunin arrivals of summer visitors, summer mill, boiler 65 h. p., capacity about 20.000
nnd place a frying pan and cook
oclal occasions, etc.
74-tf per day. Apply to JOHN BROWN, Thomaston.
In olive oil fifteen minutes. Now put
FOUND Pa r of glasses. MARY EVAN Me.________________________________ 79-tf
them into a casserole and cover
79-81
KY, 34 Old County road.
FOR SALE—Second-hand Worcester Buck
with a sauce like the one used for
eye mowing machine. FRANK b PAY80N,
hucealu, witli tiie addition of mure
Box 14. Warren. Tel. Wa-ren 13-11.
79*81
Summer Cottages and Board FOR SALE
garlic. Cover and cook slowly for
Farm of J. W. Skinner In
severfll hours. Serve with rice or
If you have a cottage to let or desire sum 8ea*smont, Ho acres, 8 room house. CO ft.
polenta.
ner boarders advertise the fact la this pa bam, carriage house and wood shed, all under

T

ROCKLAND & ROCKPORT LIME CORP.

In Everybody’s Column

Sheep’s Kidney en Brochette.—

Take six sheep's kidneys, cut
through the center, remove the
white veins and fat. Wash well,
cover with boiling water and let
stand five minutes, then wipe dry.
Cut one-fourth of u pound of ba
con Into slices half the size of tiie
kidney, pluce u piece of kidney on
a skewer, then a piece of bacon
and another piece of kidney. Place
on a broiler, haste with fat and
cook over a hot fire five minutes.
Scalopin (Seasoned Veal.)—Cook
a thin slice of veal (pounded thin)
in olive oil, seuson with salt and
pepper; when nearly done add a
tablespoouful of vinegar.
Serve
hot.
(©. 1927. Western Newspaper Union.)

•er where thousands will read of it
TO LET Furnished house at Holiday
Hea. il
Call 386 23 or Write MRS FRED
fERRK K. Owl’s Head. Maine.
79*81
TO LET Cottage on Spruce Head Island
ir month of July. MRS. T. L. MAKER.
Spruce Head. Tel. 8T3-3.
75-If
TO LET—Furnished summer noutt tor seaon or month at Martinsville, Me. Ogier
lace
Three acres, water piped to house,
lemical toilet; tine view of the ocean and
wonderful place for children. Apply to H.
MASON. 15 Prospect St. North Leoninster Mass.
66-tf
FOR SALE or TO LET At Megunticook
Lake—four room furnished cottage; new twoar garage and row boat: good location. L.
V. THURSTON. Tel. 1182-MK.
6G-tf
FOR SALE—Cottage lots on shore of Me'tinticook Lake. Apply to DR. S. TIBBETTS.
3-A Elm St., Camden.
66-tf

one roof. (!ood fields, flue lawn with maple
shade trees. On good road. Must be so’d to
settle estate. If taken at once will Include
all personal property on the place. One mile
to church, school and stores. GEORGE F.
SKINNER, Adntr, North Waldoboro, Me.
_____________ 78*81
FOR SALE—Buiik touring car, has been
run 26,009 miles. Tires, paint and upholstery
In perfect condition. .M. E. WEBBER, Thom’
»«*<>»•
78-80
FOR SALE—The Crockett house, 69 North
Maki St.. Apply M. R. PILLSBURY, Se
curity Trust Co.
77-8*
FOR SALE—One horse jigger and rack, alm<»*t new
K. F WIGHT, Warren.
76 tf
FOR SALE—Lumber and wood. 4 foot
board slabs $6.50; stove length $H; stave
slabs $6.50; 15 bundles shims $1. L. A.
PACKARD, Thom,as ton. R. F. I).
76-tf
FOR SALE—Several acres of grass; ala*)
one ton of good hay. W. A. RIPLEY, Rockville Tel. 352-5.
7-.tf

Wanted

FOR SALE—At once, a two-story building
and land at Highlands, Blackington’s Corner,
501 Old County road.
First story can be
used as store or two-car garage ; rent on 2nd
floor nicely furnished ; will sell land and build
ing alone or furnished. J. H. SLMONTON
45 (Tiestnut St. (’amden.
ml
FOR SALE--300 pairs men's Moccasin toe
composition sole and heel work shoes special
$3 48. McLAlN’8 SHOE STORE.
66-tf
FOR SALE—Mens Storm King rubber
boots, special $3.95.
McLAIN’S SHOE
STORE, next to Perry’s Market.
66-tf
FOR SALE—Jewett touring car. used only
for personal car, has been run 10,000 miles.
Looks like new. in perfect condition. J. T.
GAY. Waldoboro.
68-1f

WALDOBORO
Paul Rowe has returned to Auburn
after spending a week at his home
Tiie little old lady on the lawn of
Mrs Dora Howard Yorke, who re
ceived
such
flattering
notices
through the press of Maine and Mas
sachusetts. is again attracting much
attention from tourists. She is atractively gowned in silk with pais
ley shawl and dainty old-time bon
net.
Miss Dorothy Rowe is spending her
vacation at her home here.
Mr .and Mrs. Harold (Hidden have
moved into one of Mrs. Louise Bliss
Miller’s apartments on Church street
Mrs. H. E. Connell of Providence
R. I., is the guest of her sister, Mrs
O. E. Ludwig.
Mrs C. B. Stahl attended the gradu
ation of her sister. Mrs. Gladys Hahn
from the Nurses Training School o:
the State Street Hospital in Portland
last week.
Mr .and Mrs. Roby Wylie hav
opened their cottage at Martin
Point for the season.
('. H. Dow. Mrs. Fannie Rilty and
Miss Minnie Riley of Beachmont
Mass, are guests at H. K. Crowell’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving ‘Moody and
family motored to Houlton Sunday
Mrs. Moody and the children will re
main for a visit of several weeks.
Miss Mary Burns of Boston is vis
iting her mother, Mrs. Fannie Burns
Fred Jackson, traffic officer in the
down town section, is off duty on ac
count of illness.
The Good Luck Rebekah Lodg
furnished an excellent 4upper in tl
Odd Fellows dining hall last week
These suppers are to be given on the
last Thursday of each month.
Miss Katharine Oliver and Miss
Helen Oliver of Portland are visiting
Mrs. L. H. Weston.
Charles Morse of Quincy. Mass, h
been the guest of his grandparent
Mr. and Mrs. Eli Osier.
Miss Hazel Palmer of Keene. N
H. Royal Hoyt of New York, Ge »rge
Jenks of Lawrence*. Mass.. Miss He
en Bond. Mrs. D. Ferris of B iffalo,
N. Y.. and Mrs. Isidore Holtses spent
the weekend and holiday with Mr
I. S. Bailey at the Gay camp. Mar
tin’s Point.

WANTED- Rock and cement work, cellar
vail built and repaired; a’so all kinds of
awn work.
BENJAMIN knowlt.»n
t
Brewster F . Tel. 467 M
80-85
WANTED—Men and women. Full or part
hue to sell nationally known line ladles’ and
;entlemen’s silk hosiery.
Permanent nnd
•rofltable connection for producers.
Sales
epresen tat Ives wanted for Rockland, Tltomston and Warren; RockjKirt and Camden:
Vi.ialhaveu and North Haven: Union. Write
. <). B. 238 Rockland tor particulars. 80*82
WANTED Housekeeper in family of 4w »
r.quire at 18 GREEN ST., Tliontason. Tel.
>7-2.
80-88
WANTED At (Mice—wpil:ress at ELM ...
ST. . F°R SALE—Dry »„fi (tiled slabs. »8; dry
RESTAVRAiNT in C laden. Apply
•
- person.'J*™ "o?‘. "Iso •““her. T. J. CAKBOLL.
in
80-82 iTeIRockland. I*. O. Thomaston.

-------------------------------

WANTED Cigar maker, experienced man or
voman.
Steady emplovmeiuit. J. W. A.
T<;AR CO. Rockland.
79 tf
WANTED A: Once—Two dark yellow male
haggy kittens. One pure white female shag
at. year o\l
LAKE VIEW FARM. Hosmer
Pand road. Tel. 153-11 Camden, Me
79*84
WANTED 4’<»(>k for a fami y of live p« rtons, until Nov 1st. Apply to MISS .STR /C?
are Fuller-Cobb-Davis. Rockland.
. • 30
WANTED Work horse around 1300, de
criptlon and price in tl st letter. R. F. D. 1 .
BOX 33. Thomaston, Me.
79 81
WANTED Strong woman to cook for three
adults and two fanners, two tabes; also some
eneral housework. Address WILLIAM DAKHOW. Bristol Road. Damariscotta, stating
xpe.ience. references and wages desired.
78*80
WANTED By experienced nurse position
vitli invalid, best care, go any where. Ref•tences must be. exchanged. Address EXI’E
UENCED NURSE. 65 Sabattus St.. Lewiston.
Me.
77*80
WANTED Experienced girl for general
musework
MRS. HARRY BERMAN
25
Maple street.
76-tf
WANTED Nurse maid would like cases,
fel 37-W. 80 CRESCENT ST.
78*80
WANTED Braided rug makers.
Home
vork. Only experienced makers who will furdsh good work need apply. OID SPARKIAWK MILKS. South Portland, Me
63 87
WANTED—Best shaggy cats and kittens In
<11 colors. LAKE VIEW FARM. Hosmer Pond
oad. Camden. Me. Tel. 153-11.
60*89

66-tf

FOR SALE—Player piano rolls, 250 of them,
high grade music, all regular $1 to $3 value,
25c to 50c per roll while they last. V. F.
STI’DLEY, INC.. Music Dept., 283 Main 8t..
Rockland.
66-tf
FOR SALE—Eight room house at 129
Rankin St. with 10 acres of land and two
barns. EDWARD J. UELLIER. Tel. 43-M.
FOR SALE—Carpenter tools. • MRS. I.
NEWTON MORGAN, South Thomaston, Me.

FOR SALE—Six second-naud pianos In
INC

good condition.
V. F STUDLEY.
Music Dept , Rockland. Maine.

66-t’f

THE SKOWHEGAN INDEPENDENT~RE?
PORTER Is for sale at J. F. CARVER'S,

Rockland

iQ9«*v

FARMS, COUNTRY HUMtb, CUIlAiita
and estates; up-to-date-property, la the gar
den spof of Maine—Penobscot Bay
Writs
os what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Bel
fast. Maine.
66-tf

To Let

TO LET Two light housekeeping rooms at
M FULTON ST. Tel. 733 M
80*82
TO LET -Cottage. 6 rooms, at Cooper’s
Beach for July. C. O. BORGER.SON
Tel
“1-12.
86*42
TO LET 44umme.- camp at Spruce Head.
TEL. 853-11, South Thomaston.
80-82
TO LET Furnished front room, modem
conveniences. Inquire at 103 NORTH uMAlN
ST________ T9-tf
FOR SALE Male Irish setter imps. $25,
Miscellaneous
ran Is. reiit e.-isl; German slie|4ieril pnllce:
exira ijnod. »2',. Ill PLEASANT ST Tel
81
NOTICE Tills is to notify all persons tint M-W.
ifter this day arid date I will be respoitsih e
FOR SALE .Eighteen tons atandlng hay.
or no biUs not of my personal contrac ing t'ABb (). NELSON, :.1O Llmerimk kt. Tel
A STUDLEY. Glencove, July 5. 1927
»H-W.__________
;9.S|
80*82
FOR RENT - Furnished house with garage
PAYING POSXION OPEN to represen:a tor July and August. Apply CHAAIRER OF
Ive of character. Take orders shoes-hosle y COMMERCE.
79*81
Ilrect to wearer. Good income. Permanent.
TO LET—Furnished room. MARY W1GGI-N
Write now.
TANNERS SHOE MFG. CO.. SPEAR.
33 Linierock St
78*80
26 C St.. Boston, Mass.
78*86
FOR RENT- Cottage at Crescent Beach for
NOTICE—After this date 1 will pay no bi’ls the season, electric lights, running hot and
contracted hi m.v name by anyone except cold water and bath room ; all in first class
mvseif.
CHESTER T. CLARK, Rockland, condition. Inquire of proprietors at CRESTHE OUTDOOR CODE
Maine. June 28. 1927.
77-82 < ENT BEACH INN._______
75-1r
TO LET The cellar of the Havener block,
Help save trees and wild flowers.
PUBLIC CONVEYANCE-Aew Studebaker
<edan anywhere—anytime. Reasonable rates. HAUVt'^L""" ,,f ,l,e A * '•
Protect the birds and game.
Tel. connection.
V. P. 11ALL, Rockland.
Keep the highways beautiful.
Let’s go.
79*lt s.T? L^T—Eight room two story house at 90
Pick up the picnic rubbish.
FUR STORAGE AND REPAIR—l-rotertlnB Mechanic St. Newly painted and papered;
Put out your fire: then bury It.
ll8hts. WALTER E SNOW.
your fur coat in summer means prolonging Tel. 373-W.
74-tf
its goods for the next winter. Storage means
Be sure you are right—bat don’t complete protection, including burglary. We
TO LET—In Thomaston, on car line and
be too sure that everybody else is have a greater interest in your furs than Atlantic Highway. 10 minutes walk from Law
merely selling them to you. Your continuous rence Portland Cement Co. Plant, 4 new
wrong.
patronage depends oh the service that you apartments of 5 rooms each; modem con
get from the furs and ourselves after you veniences; garage, good cellars. e4c.r For par
buy them. We are fully prepared for any ticulars Inquire of W J. ROBERTSON on the
work on your furs that you may be planning. premises ,»-7-9 Broadway or lumber yard. 29
Let us do it now so you won’t have to wait in (tleason St., Thbniaston. '
74-tf
the fall
FULL&R-COBB'DAVIS.
66-tf ,, ™, SFT ?ne
room and kitchenette
ct> for Bght housekeeping. H. B
WANTED--Pure white shaggy kittens with
In excellent condition by the side
72-tf
eyes. Pay $10.00 to $5.00 each. LAKE BART ER. Tel. 25 or 526-R.
of the road is soon to be sold. blue
VIEW FARM. Tel. 153-11 Camden. Maine
v.T,°
*-^T
—
Furnished room In private home.
Good house, ell and shed; good
ahi •^
—— breakfast
»re«kf - if
- desired.
- - - ‘ Call 2 J U
Will
barn. Plenty of -good land. All
LADIES—Reliable stock of balr goods si •»4 RANKIN ST.
in very good order. By the side of the Rockland Hair Store, 236 Main 8t. Mali
TO LET—Tain tenements. I and 5 rooms
what road?
Why—the Atlantc orders solicited. HELEN C. RHODES. 66-tf each, electric lights, riming water, convenient
rgL^!,eroe* Qoarrles and cement plant. TEL.
BARKER’S POEMS—A copy in excellent
Highway—just midway on the
68-tf
for sale. Also s copy of “Beginright
between
Rockland
and condition
nlags of Colonial Maine." R. T. PATTEN.
TO LET—Furnished room also furnished
Thomaston.
Skowhegan
41-tf apartment. Inquire at 14 MASONIC ST.
LAWNMOWERS SHARPENED, overhauled _______________ 6i-»*
and put In first class condition, called for
TO LET—Sturt al 19 Ttllaim -Are. Auulv
W. J. COAKLEY
and delivered, (’all 791 for prompt service 10 GEORGE M SIMMONS, Tel. 4 W.
5».|f
368 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.
66 tf
FOR RENT—Farm house runiLshed. n«•
74-tf
neeled Io lake, goud bathing, boating anj Ash
ing. WILLIAM RANSOM, Rockland, Maine.

A Little Homestead

rs’-tr

NEW HOMES
FOR SALE
New Five Room Bungalows and
Six Room Colonial Homes now
under construction, containing ev«ry modern convenience. Attrac
tive prices. Cash or easy terms as
RENT.

EASTERN
REAL ESTATE CO.
32 UNION ST.
ROCKLAND
Tel. 818—819
7S-8O
M-tf

MOVING
Local or Long Distance
Moving and Hauling of All Kindt,
Anywhere, Any Place—Teams or
Trucks
.

H H. STOVER & CO.
32 UNION 8T.
ROCKLAND
Tel. 818 or 819

88-tf

)

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm hat
faithfully served the fami
lies of Knox County.
Lady Attendant
Tel. Day 450; Night, 781-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.
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Stusocim (
tu <4(1 it am to personal notes recording de- is
pxrtures and arrivals, this department espe-j’
daily desires information of social happenings. parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by 1
mall or telephone will toe gladly received.
I

TELEPHONE .

770

Admiral and Mrs. A. S. Snow and 1
Miss Mabel iSnow arrive today from
Brookline, Mass, and will be at the
>N. F. Cobb residence, Beach street.
Miss Annie Frost of Lynn, Mass,
and her niece, Miss Kila Frost of
Attleboro, Mass, are stopping at Mrs.
Alice 'Rodney’s, Masonic street.

Every-Other-Day

HONORS FOR CURTIS

SPECIAL SELLING

Flannel Dresses

Bowdoin Confers Degree of
’ j LL. D. Upon Distinguished
1 Publisher.

nine

a g®
CAVALIER

I.ot« of nice things are 'being said
about the veteran publisher Cyrus H.
K. Curtis these days, and deservedly
so. Here is an editorial which appiared in Monday's Portland Even
ing Express:

Botany Flannel $15.00 Value

Cyrus 11. K. Curtis, upon whom
. | Bowdoin conferred the honorary de! gree of LL. D. this week, Is among
Lthe first of living sons of Maine, and
Harry Young and little son Hen
■ we have tin idea that no one would
ry of Southboro. Mass., were guests
11 quarrel with us were we to name him
over the weekend of his sisters, the
■ as first. The recognition that lias
.»ut»ses Young, .xinii Main street.
• thus been accorded him by the State's
■ olili st college, is therefore no more
Mrs. Ernest Young and son Ernest
I than the conventions require. It -beof Bost6n are occupying their cottage
■ longs to him, as everyone will agree.
at Battery Beach.
■
Mr. Curtis is among the foremost
! publishers of the country, probably
Mrs. <’. F. Snow is at Bar Harbor,
! the first, and lie has acquired wealth
Colors: Green, Blue ,Tan and Rose. Sizes 16 to 40.
attending the American Legion Aux
j in tiie business to which lie lias deiliary convention.
! voted Ills life. But this Is merely inj eidental to the career of tills great
Nathan Berlinwsky is home from
! son of Maine.
New York on a veation.
i| Not wealth, but service, is the only
! j criterion by which the worthiness of
Capt. and Mrs. A. F. Pillsbury of
•Un honorary college degree may lie
San Francisco are expected here next
! I determined, and Mr. Curtis has
week for a visit of a month or more.
served his country and his State as
few men have done. He has done
Opportunity Class will meet Thins,
this primarily by the dissemination
day evening with Mrs. Charles Whit
of intelligence through the widely
more, 63 Granite slreet.
circulated and high class publications
which he has established and which
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney I. Snow of
Miss Mabelle Spring, who teachoa
will continue to serve long after their
THE
DAYS
COMING
Philadelphia are at Tenant's Har in Fall River, sailed Saturday for
I
founder has passed from active par
MONSTER AIRSHIP
A HEALTHY SECTION
bor.
Europe.
ticipation in the affairs of earth.
When Passengers Will Fly This is one service that Mr. Curtis
New Englanders Live Longest— One Just Designed Will Be Twice As.
Miss Antoinette Bates of New
E. H. Dickey was home from Wa
From Now
. has Performed and the greatest, The
Tuberculosis Rate Is Low.
Large As the Los Angeles.
castle spent the weekend in town as terville for the weekend anil holi
from rsiew York lo San promotion of intelligence and thhe dis
guest of Miss Bernadette Snow.
day.
♦
f
semination of knowledge are the chief
Francisco.
New England is the healthiest seeThe Goodyear Tire & Rubber
means by which the condition of any
Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Beverage
Miss Alice Sno.v is home from
tion of the entire United States, ae- Company of Akron, Ohio, was)
Transcontinental passenger service people may be bettered. Those con
were home from Boston over the
Rochester, N. Y., for tiie summer.
tributing to that end are rendering cording to figures compiled by the awarded first prize in the navy’s de- I
by
air
from
New
York
to
San
Fran

SOUTH THOMASTON GRANGE HALL
weekend.
New England Conference on Tuber- s’^n cempetitiun lor a new airship
cisco will be in operation in a short the highest possible service.
Mr. and Mrs. E.'ncot F. Ginn of
Maine people are naturally more
of 6,5(I0’,OGO cubic ft et gls capacity. ]
time
if
plans
being
made
by
two
Miss Mildred Green of New York
Portland were guests for the week
FRIDAY AFTERNOON AND EVENING, JULY 8
directly interested in what Mr. Curtis culosis. The average length of life
The new airship, which will cost
end at Mrs. Ginn’s brothers. Leland and Damariscotta Is visiting her airplane companies having air mail has done and Is doing for this, ills in the New England .States is 48.9 about $5,000,000 and take about three |
!
contracts
materialize,
it
was
di$cousin, It. A. Webster.
Blackington, of West Meadows.
years
as
compared
with
only
44.9
MUSIC BY KIRK'S ORCHESTRA—SUPPER C 0 CLOCK
years to complete, will be capable of I
| closed in Washington Monday. It is native 'State. Among all the dis
for the entire United States Regis
Charles L. Robinson is spending a ; asserted that the plane can save tinguished sons of Maine who have tration Area. The statistical data carrying live airplanes, a crew of*
A Hearty Welcome, a Fine Supper and a Good Time is Assured.
Miss Bertha Piper of Medford Hill
won fame and fortune in other parts
45 officers and men, and fly at a speed ,
side, Mass., is the guest of her week of his annual vacation inBos- I three days over the time of the
80-81
upon which these figures ore based
ton, incidentally sizing up the Na-’| fastest trains going to the West of the nation, none, we think we may was obtained by Frank Kiernan of of 80 miles an hour. She will be 720!
aunt, Mrs. Carl Cassen.
Coast
say.
has
taken
as
great
personal
in

feet long and 135 feet in diameter
tional League prospects.
The Boeing Air Transport. Inc., and terest in her welfare, in her cultural Massachusetts, President of the Con and her primary duty will be to co- '
KaMoeh class of the First Baptit
ference.
the
National
Air
Transport,
Inc.,
development
and
in
her
material
ad

operate
with the fleet, in contrast'her normal equipment and crew, will’craft, which will be ni ne than twice
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Gatreau and
Sunday school will picnic witli Mrs
"New England’s industrial and
E. L. Morris, 373 Old County Road. two children of Lynn, Mass., were ' whiclt now transport the mail from vancement. Wherever he lias seen a playground features are eclipsed by lo the Los Angeles which by virtue, be about 12.500 statute miles at 50 as large as the Los Angeles. The
Wednesday afternoon if pleasant; if guests of Mr. and Mi s. Robert W. | Chciago to San Francisco and front need that he could supply, he has its health-giving properties.” Mr. of the Versailles treaty can not be knots, sufficient to take her from prize, however, cannot be given to
New York to Chicago, respectively. helped. He has don* this quietly
used for military purposes.
Die eas^ coast to Hawaii and return. , the company which receives the
-stormy, Thursday. Those who have Hussey over the weekend.
are the companies contemplating the and without ostentation, as one fa- Kiernan said. “Not only does the
The new ship will be about 15 per | At her maximum speed of 80 miles,' contract to build the ship.
not been solicited please take cake
average
person
live
longer
in
this
coast-to-coast
passenger
service.
miliar with the type of man that he
sandwiches, or money.
Also take
,eent longer than the D.s Angeles and! her radius would be about 700 miles.
Miss Roberta Willis and brother
A second award of $5,000 was apBy the middle of July, the Boeing is. would expect. The gift of the section of the country, but New Eng about 50 per cent greater in diame- i and if she should be inflated with
dishes. Any members of the class James left Saturday for Boston
proyad for purchase of the design
company,
which
is
now
building
land
has
a
lower
death
rate
for
tuber

City Hall organ is an example of this,
' seeing this Item, and not having where they spent the Fourth with
| ter. All of the knowledge gained I hydrogen her radius at 50 knots
modern pursuit planes for the. army, the Bowdoin organ is another. These culosis than the rate for the entire
submitted by W. Watters Pagon, of
been notified, please consider this their sister, Mrs. I’ercy Nichols’.
navy and marine corps, will offer the I may lie the two outstanding contri United’States. In 1920 the death rate through operation < f the Los An* | would be increased to about 17,000 Baltimore, while the design of Dr.
an invitation to attend.
geles
and
the
wrecked
Shenandoah
miles.
opportunity of flying from Chicago butions that Mr. Curtis has made from this dread disease for New
Jbhannes Schwengler, of Stretlitz,
James Fletcher of Marlboro, Mass,
to San Francisco in 22 hours, as to our cultural progress, but the list England [was 107.8 per 1100,000 of will be reflected in her construction.
A prize of $50,000 is carried with Germany,
was
given
honorable
has
been
visiting
Misses
Ada
and
Under the average conditions the
The Young Woman’s Missionary
against more than 60 hours by the of others would he a long one.
the award for the design of the great mention.
population, compared with 114.2 for
cruising range of the dirigible, when
society, connected with the Littlefield Alena Young.
I
fastest train.
Mr. Curtis comes here and lives the United States registration area. inflated wi h helium and carrying
Memorial Free Baptist church, will
George P. Tidmarsh. of the Boeing
The family of Capt. Israel Snow company, said the rate charge for with us during fhe summer months. The effectiveness • of the campaign
meet Thursday evening with Miss
,WH)e out tuberculosis in New Eng.
Mabel Seavey, 101 North Main gtreof. and friends picnicked at the King passengers would he between 10 anil Instead of isolating himself in sotpq
dom of Metinic yesterday. The steam 15 cents a mile. The planes are exclusive summer resort, lie mingles ind is seen in the fact that this fig><• dropped to 79.4 in 1925, while the
with .our people, associates intimate
Miss Margaret Rose and Mrs. J yacht Firefly served is means of Boeing built and have the advantage
ly with our business men and educa ate for the entire country wtas re
R. V. F. A.
Frank Keyes of Worcester, Mass., transportation.
over the department's mail plane of
tors anil is constantly familiarizing duced to 90.6. This_ decrease is all
—
ate visiting Mr. and Mrs. E. II. Cam
being equipped with the new Pratt
WEDNESDAY
EVG., JULY 5
himself
with
our
problems.
We
say
the more remarkable when it is con
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll L. Boardman and Whitney "wasp" 100 horsepower,
eron for two weeks.
SPEAR HALL
have returned from a fortnight's va air-cooled radial engine, itself a our problems, but he is constantly sidered that it was effected in only
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY
*. CLARK’S 6-PIECE ORCHESTRA
cation visit spent with Mr. Board saving of 600 pounds over the water- showing that he regards himself as ifivo years.”
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lambert and man's relatives in Jefferson.
included in that possessive, although' '• In announcing their figures the
POPULAR
PRICES
*
cooled
Liberty.
son John, of Washington, I). C. are
1 he Biggest Picture of the Last Decade
By using the "wasp." space for technically the resident of another Conference said that too little stress
the guests for a few days of Mrs.
S. II. Mills of Montpelier, Vt. nnd two passengers in a cockpit compar state.
fclli been laid on the fact that New
Lambert's aunt. Miss Delia Jackson.
He can and has done much for us JSng'land is the healthiest section of
George E. Mills of Barre were week- able to a small coupe has been
North Main street.
o.id guests of their sister. Mrs. Sarah made available; the remainder of and we perhaps can do little for him the entire country.
It was also
F. Sylvester, at the home of her the cargo space Is given over to the except to show, as Bowdoin has re pointed out that the exceptionally low
Mrs. Elvira Mitchell who has been daughter, Mrs. James W. Emery, mail.
cently done, that we esteem anil death rate and the long average
quite seriously ill, is now much im Limerock street. Fred H. Hall of
The National Air Transport will honor him and cherish his regard for length of life are of distinct eco
proved.
weekend place in service between New York our people more highly even than nomic benefit 'to the New England
Vlnalhaven was also
Grange Hall
guest of the Emery's.
anil Chicago a fleet of Douglas air any largeness he can bestow.
States.
SOUTH THOMASTON
Charles: Montgomery lias returned
mall planes, which it bought at
Despite the already low death rate
to Warren having spent tiie week
PERRY-DEAN
auction from the government several
from tuberculosis in this section of
GOLD
SEAL
PLAN
end and holiday at tiie home of III*
days ago. These, planes are con
the country, efforts are being made
FRIDAY EVENING
niece.Mrs. Roger Radis. Broad
At 8 o'clock Sunday morning Earl structed solely to carry mail and
b\; the New England Conference to
way.
C. Perry anil Miss Lillian H. Dean, no space is available for passengers. B. P. W. Has Certification make this rate even less from year to
Kirk’s Orchestra
both of litis city, were united in mir- However, the company has one Ford
Method For Girls Entering year. Likewise the Conference is
James Savage and his mother of riage at the tastefully decorated | all-metal, three-engined passenger
striving to make New England even
Dancing 8.30
Waterbury. Conn have been spend home of the bride, Bay View Square, plane, capable of carrying ten per
Employment.
healthier than it is at present.
ils ceremony was performed by sons, and ten Travel-air cabin
ing a few days in the city.
Coed Roads—Come On Down
Rev. O. W. Stuart of the Littlefield biplanes, whiclt can carry at least
56-T-tf
A unique plan for the certifica
It is thought
Alton Ingraham of Boston spent Memorial Church In the presence of four persons each.
tion
of
young
giris
entering
the
bus

the
immediate
families
and
the
couj
the
National
Air
Transport
will
run
the weekend witli relatives in West
pie left at once on a honeymoon trip ' these and other passenger ships iness world so that the prospective
" Rockport.
employer will have some guarantee
through tlte Cape Coil region. Upon parallel witli the mail planes,
Winter Harbor, Me.
Mrs. Henry A. Rueter has returned their retifrn they will reside at 176 , Connections may be made at Salt of the type of employee he is get
150 Rooms, singly or ensuite with
Broadway,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Maurice
B
Lake'
City
witli
the
Western
Aitting
will
he
presented
f
r
discussion
to Boston after a week's visit with
/
bath
Mrs. E. K. Glover and Mrs. J. Fred Perry moving float there to the fine J Express, which operates an air mall- at the convention of the National
Knight. She was the recipient of apartments in Hie Coui ier-Gazette | passenger route between that city Federation of Business ahd Profes
Special Weekend Rates
,
and Los Angeles. Fare between the sional Women’s Clubs in Oakland
many social attentions while in the block.
The groom Is a son of Maurice B. two cities Is $75. Rapid air trans Calif., July 17 to 23 by the educa
city.
Lobs'.er Shore Dinners
Perry and Is on the staff of tlje portation to the west coast also will tion committee of that organization
NOW PLAYING x
Daily
Perry
market,
Foodlanil.
The
bride
is
be
available
lo
all
New
England,
as
of which Miss Hester M. Smith of
Mr. and Mrs. Ensign OLis are at
a
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
the
Colonial
Air
Transport
now
CLARA BOW
COLF, TENNIS, DANCING,
Denver, Colorado, is chairman.
their Cooper's Reach cottage for the
O. Dean and has been employed at operates a scheduled mail and pas
SWIMMING
summer.
The project, which is known as
WAKNER 15KOS ?’ '
1
the Woolwortll store. They have a senger airway from Boston to Now the Gold Seal Plan, was proposed by
‘
Rough
House Rcsie”
For reservations write
Mrs. Elmer S. Rird is spending a wide circle of friends who wislt York, at wliich latter city connec Miss Jessie Lee Hall of New York
F. K. LEACH, Mgr.
‘THE COLLEGIANS"
tions could lie made with the planes
week with her sister. Mrs. Delia Sul them every happiness.
City, nnd provides, in brief, for the
79-90
flying to Cleveland anil Chicago.
livan, Orono.
affixing
of
a
gold
seal
or
some
other
INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Community Chest Campaign Next
Other passenger air routes now
significant Insignia to the diploma
30-81 running witli scheduled air mail reg
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Wight arc Week—July 11-15.
of
a
student
who
finished
a
four
WED.-THURS.
ularity are: Colorado Airways, Inc.,
home from Washington, D. C., for
high school course, taken up I
Very special price reductions are between Cheyenne and Pueblo. Col., years
AOUlPM /exon ... IliSl l. LAS8V
the summer and are occupying their
subjects that fit her for entrance into '
residence on Claremont street. They offered by Fuller-Cobb-Davis on the $15 a round trip; Pacific Air Trans-, the business world, attained a c in-I
find our cool climate a welcome large lot of merchandise left in the port, from Seattle lo Los Angeles, menda.ble yearly average—probably
NOW PLAYING
change from the excessive heat at wholesale paper department which is 1.073 miles, for $132 one way; Stout 80 per cent, who spells accurately, is j
being closed out. Inquire at Base Air So vices, between Detroit and a good English student, and whose,
KEN MAYNARD
tiie National Capitol.
ment
Department.
Fuller-Cobb- Grand Rapids, tiie only company
issuing commutation hooks of ten morale has won the conimendaticn ' THE LAND BEYOND THE LAW
79-80
Directed
C
SJ- A
Mrs. Anltii Wooley Spear and D.ivis.
of school authorities.
COMEDY
NEWS
trips at $160 a book.
daughter Roberta of Mt.. Vernon, N.
The provision is that this gold seal,
There
are
numerous
other
contract
Y., are at Pleasant Beach for tiie
Plano lessons. Special attention air mail routes already in existence be presented by representatives of
WED.-THURS.
Bess Meredyth
month of July.
given to beginners. Alice Fuller. Tel. that do not carry passengers but the education-committee of the Na-[
106-M.
73-tf
tional
Federation
of
Business
and
have
plans
for
doing
so
in
the
future.
Miss Mapion Norton is attending
Several other contract lines will be Professional Women’s clubs only af
Rates summer school. Miss Margar
After a man gets nttrried he has opened before the summer is over, ter intimate consultation with the
et Snow is attending summer school
at Massachusetts Intitute of Tech get busy and prepare, for tomorrow, including the New York-Atlanta school authorities and the* .knowledge
route, on which Washington is a that the pupil selected for his priv
not affurd.
nology.
relay point.
ilege. meets the approval of those
The grim Meorish-Spanish castle of Don Jose, a proud grandee,
officials.
Tel. 659-W
273 South Main St.
Mr. and Mr. A. II. Price of Bath
who returns from the wars to find his Wife, Beatrice, with Leandro,
The theory of the sponsors of the
WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE
spent the weekend and holiday witli
plan is that the student will be given
RUSSIA?
her lever. His wife, he casts from him; the lover he entombs Ly
relatives in V.
Rockport.
Mr.
Ideal Beauty Shoppe
an incentive io reach a certain stan
and Mrs. Price It ve lately returned
ETHEL M. BLACKINGTON
budding a stone wall whcVe Leandro is hid g. Five yea-s iaier,
Would you like to see Russia and dard because she will know that it
from an uncomnit ily successful fish
Marcel Waving and Facial Beauty
he is stabbed by a jealous woman, and he tu ns to his ten y?aring expedition at Nictons Lake
I yet not go inside the frontiers of the means a more advantageous position
Culture
old sen, Juan, and commands him: 4 Destroy women cr they will
where they caught their full allow
!
Soviet
Republic?
I
know
many
Amerj
when
she
goes
out
into
the
business
ROCKLAND, ME.
ance of salmon and trouf the first
destroy you !”
' icans who have expressed the strange | world, and moreover that she will
73-tf
, desire. To go to Russia has seemed . remain in school in order to secure
day on the lake.
j like flirting with forbidden politics the diploma with its significant gold
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Easton and
Afternoons, 25c; Evenings, 25c, 35 ; Children, 10c
! and yet the fascination of Russian seal without which she cannot hope!
daughter Vera are visiting relatives
; life, wliich we have felt from the day to secure desirable employment at'
In Wollpston, Mass.
LET’S GO!
! we first held Tolstoi or Turgeniev or the start.
! Gorkv in our hands, is a fascination
It is believed, also, that the adtp- '
TODAY
Rev. Dr. and Mrs. Charles A
I of which no political theories can tion of this plan will tend to raise
See
Page
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Moore of Bangor were weekend
rob us. I seem to have been there the standard of some employment i
guests in the city, being registered
today for I am in Latvia, with IRsa agenci™, who after the employeri1
V. P. H.
A picturesque, co'orful picture
• the Thorndike Hotel. From here
as my center. When I drive I hire
been convinced of the w nil
76-T-S-tf
they went to Buck’s Harbor. They
ranging from Italy to the Sa
not an auto but a drosehe with a | „[ the gold seal will prefer to deal
will spend the summer in Randolph
‘coachman dressed in the old Czarist 1 on|v wlth holders of this seal It Is
hara, filled with every element
... H.
I uniform which is described in Anna anticipated, too. that it will lend
of entertainment.
I Karenina. .When I buy something eventually to raise the standard of
—Also—
in a store, I must ask for it in Rus the business colleges, which will na
It is not often th it three college de
DON’T ASK US
sian. when 1 read tiie news I must turally want to produce students
grees come to one family—the same
—IN—
| I.tty a paper printed in Russian. The worthy of the gold seal. Lastly it is
month, but such was tiie case in the
ASK
ANYONE
!
costumes
are
Russian,
many
of
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family of Oliver L. Hall, formerly of
expected to create a favorable re
old Russian laws still survive, and
With
this city, now residing in Hampden.
action towards tiie Federation on the
the
people
I
meet
all
have
that
It has already been noted that the de
part of the employers of the coun
delightful
countenance
of
wonder,
as
NORMAN KERRY
gree of Master of Arts was conferred
if they thought the world was made try, since it will tend to give the
upon Mr. Hall, who is editor of the
Anil
employer adequate service for val
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Are
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dreamers.
If
I
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a
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agent
Bangor Commercial. Miss Marian
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for Lativa, I would advertise to the ,
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from 'Wellesley College, and Miss Le
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Campaign
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atmosphere and feel the romance of
nora Edith Hall, who graduated at
COMEDY
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80-81
old Russia.
the same time from Colby College,
each received the degree of Bachelor
I ot Arts. Both are daughters of Mr.
And the Talking Picture, Byrd’s Hop-off
Hall.
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THOMAS BAILEY ALDRICH MEMORIAL
Portsmouth Sight-Place Open To Tourists and Visitors
For Its Twentieth Season.
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A review from the columns of this
Annually at this season the Thom- reproductions but at length the paper of some of the events which
pattern
was
designed
on
the
proper
as Bailey Aldrich Memorial at
Interested Rockland and vicinity for
Portsmouth, begins to attract the colored background and the birds
were painted in by Mrs. Thomas three weeks ending July 1. 1902.
notice of visitors to that historic Bailey Aldrich and her son. A por
• • • •
New Hampshire town, as well as the tion of the wall paper has been left
Charles E. Meservey, who had lieen
tide of tourists passing through it. unpainted that it may be completed elected grand patron of tne Grand
First opened In 1908. the Memorial by the grandson of the room’s early Chapter, O. E. S., was tendered a re
has each year been visited by an occupant. On the back of a chair ception by Golden Bod Chapter, with
increasing number of sight-seers hangs the coat made by Tom many visitors.
who are both surprised and delighted Bailey’s mother as a part of a
The Republican county convention
by
and
for by its attractions. The place is now uniform for the company of soldier was held at the Court House, witlt N.
open for the season of 1927 and al boys which figured In the play of It. 1 ustman of Warren us chairman,
ready has registered a ’tiger num Tom and his chums. Twenty-five of and E. A. Winslow of Rockland.
Colds
Headache
ber of visitors titan in the same pe these regimentals are said to have George W. Fish of Union ar.d Hany
riod of any previous year. James W. been the fruits of the mother's busy C. I’casc of Appleton as secretary.
Pain
Toothache
Hannon, for 35 years associated with fingers. In the other rooms minute These nominations were made: Slate I
. , ,
the Aldrich family, and the owner of details have been faithfully carried
itor. Reuel Robinson of Camden:
the famous Chase house, adjoining out under the direction of Mrs tSen
register
of
deeds.
Frank It. Miller of
the Memorial, is the curator, a po Aldrich, and the old furniture is Rockland; sheriff. William J. Caddy
DOES NOT AFFECT THE HEART
sition in which be lias so. ved since in its accustomed place.
In telling of her first visit to the of St. George; county commissioner,
tlte place was dedicated.
Fred E. Burkett ot Union; county
The following story of the "Nutter house, she recently said that the
whole Interior and style of the treasurer, Charles M. Harrington of
House.'
’
which
supplies
the
chief
.Accept only “Bayer” package
feature of the Memorial, appeared ' Quaint New England house was so Rockland; county attorney, Frank il.
in the Portsmouth Daily Chronicle: 1 different from that of her own New Ingraham of Rookport.
which contains proven directions.
Claremont Commanriery, K. T. went
• • • •
York home that It made a lastHandy “Bayer” boxes of 12 tablets
“Nutter House.” on Court street. I lng Impression upon her. She was to Bath on its St. John's Day pil
Also bottles of 24 and 100—Druggists.
charmingly described in “The Story I charmed with the low-celled rooms grimage.
Aspirin Is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoacetlcictdester of Sallcyllcaeld
.1. Fred Mi’Williatns, formerly of
of a Bad Boy” and in which the ! with their big fireplaces, the great
youthful days and many of the vaca four-poster beds and the other Rod land, was elected superintend
tions and holidays of Thomas Bailey furniture so typical of New Eng ent of tiie electric light ami street
THIS REFERENDUM A MENACE
Aldrich were spent, is opened to land towns of similar date. but i railway company iu Meridian. Miss.
Henry C. Chatto, letter carrier on
summer visitors from about June 20 quite different from the black walnut
and the upholstered furniture Mien the Highland route was transferred
to September 25.
The house was formerly owned In vogue In New York and the high- to Route 2 at the center of the city.
If Gasoline Tax Does Not Stand the State’s Highway Pro
and occupied by Thomas Darling celled, furnace-heated rooms of her Alvah Babbidge took Mr. Chatto's
route.
Bailey, grandfather of Thomas Bailey childhood experience.
gram Will Go Blooey.
• * • *
Arthur S. Littlefield and S. T. Kim
Aldrich and the "Grandfather Nutter"
of the story, the name Nutter being
These first impressions she never ball were nominated by the Republi
cans as candidates for representatives
Disruption of tiie highway program ' gasoline tax is paid by visitors to the maiden name of Aldrich's grand forgot, and when the city of Ports to Legislature.
is seriously threatened by gasoline ' our State and this tax in turn pays mother and borrowed for use in the mouth. in 1907, announced its inten
William G. Cooper, a hero of the
tax referendum, State officials say 'approximately one-third of our higlt- book to shield from publicity the tion to purchase the "Nutter House."
members of the family then living which had been out of the family for Zulu war, was a visitor in Knox
and a two-year tie-up on new con- | way bills. This is the only method
in the old house. To give the reader 40 years, as a memorial to Thomas County.
struction would seem to be the inevi- by which our visitors can share equitHarry T. Baker, assistant instructor
a picture of the house as it appeared Bailey Aldrich, with other members
table outcome.
| ably in the burden of our roads.
in the days. of young Tom Bailey of of the family she volunteered to in English at Wesleyan University,
It never looked better for a splen- I Otherwise our road money must be the story mentioned, and as it looks
reinstall the original furnishings and received the degree of A. M.
did season for people to come to secured directly from citizens of today to the pilgrim visiting Ports arrange them. A fund of $10,000 was
The Democratic County convention
Maine. The bookings in practically Maine without regard to the benefit mouth. no better words can be soon raised by public subscription, was presided over by Franklin Trusevery section are way ahead of last they may derive either from the se|ectcd than those from Chapter V. the house was purchased and Mrs. sell of Ft. George, with W. .M. Staples
year. At a meeting of the publicity highways or the visitors.
of the book.
Aldrich began her task. In a com of Washington. G. Ivan Young of
New Hampshire and Vermont, our
committee that has the spending of
“The Nutter house has been in paratively short time the kitchen in Cushing and C. S. Watson of 'St.
the $50,000 appropriated by the last nearest neighbors and competitors, our family nearly 100 years ar.d is which "Kitty Collins" held sway was George as secretaries. The nomina
Legislature, it was found that the in have recognized the equity of this an honor to the builder, supposing arranged, with the original Kitty as tions were: State Senator, Lindley
quiries for this year are 15 per cent provision with the establishment of durability to be the merit. Such director-in-eharge.
M. Staples of IWashington; sheriff, A.
a three-cent gasoline tax and we timber and such workmanship do
ahead of last year at this time.
In the parlor that Tom Bailey said J. Tolman of Rockland, (nominated
like
to
think
that
Maine
highways
To offset this additional cent the
not often come together in houses was opened only on special occasions on fifth ballot); county attorney.
legis ature last winter entirely threw and Maine scenery are worth a cent built nowadays.
and that smelled strongly of center Philip Howard of Rockland; register
extra
each
16
miles.
• • • •
down the bars for tourists so that
table, the family portraits keep of deeds, Clarence E. Paul of Rock
Fifteen
states
have
now
provided
people coming from any State can
"Imagine a low-studded structure, guard over the piano. The sitting port; county commissioner. Redding for
at
least
a
four
cent
tax
on
gaso

stay as long as they want without
with a wide hall running through room, in which the family group ton R. Morton of Friendship; county
registering their car providing their line. These are conspicuously states the middle. At your right as you gathered after supper, while "Grand treasurer, D. M. Murphy of Rockland.
with
a
recreational
appeal
in
both
enter stands a tall, black mahogany father Nutter" read the local news
car was registered in the state from
• • • •
clock. On each side of the hall are paper, the chambers, each with its
which they came. This has been the East ar.d the South.
Rockland tendered an elaborate
Thirty per cent of our highway doors opening into large rooms, touches characteristic of the indi
most favorably received. There have
been many write-ups from Massachu budget, or more than $3,500,000, is wainscoted and rich ln wood carv vidual who inhabited it. the blue reception to H. W„ A. B. and E. P.
setts. New Jersey, New York and now provided by direct tax upon all ings about the mantlepieces and chintz room, always kept closed Ricker, the new owners of the reseve al other states commending the property of our citizens, without cornices. The walls are covered with except when company was expected junevated Bay Point Hotel. The
Maine for this liberality. As 1 ear regard to their utilization of our pictured paper representing land afford a picture of the home life in event was sponsored by the Board of
as we can figure, about 40 per cent roads. This seems a substantial rec scapes and sea views. There are a New England town of more than Trade and the welcome was extend
of the gas tax comes from non-resi ognition of the benefit of improved neither grates nor stoves In these half a century ago, rarely if ever ed by Hon. William T. Cobb. The
highways to property in our State quaint chambers, but splendid open surpassed in any of the old-time hotel was to be managed by Almon C.
dents.
Senator Spiers is stressing tiie fact ind about as large a share of the chimney places, with room enough houses that have been preserved Judd.
Robert S. Edwards was appointed
that the gas tax in Massachusetts burd • i as general property should for the corpulent backlog to turn Since the barn in which the real
over comfortably on the polished theatre of the story was held has chemist by the Rockland & Rockport
was vetoed. Gov. Fuller favors the bear.
A bond issue simply deferred the andirons. A wide staircase leads disappeared, the liberty has been Lime Corporation.
gas tax but the reason that he vetoed
Arthur L. Orne was elected senior
the act was because they reduced the evil day when it must finally he de from the hall to the second story, taken of Installing this feature in
regis rations so low that the state termined whether the bill would be which is arranged much like the the attic so loved by Tom Bailey for vice commander of the Maine De
rainy day reading.
partment, S. of V.
would receive much less money by paid by the automobile user or the first. Over this is the garret."
The two large elms which shaded
"Nutter House" was always the
Harry Freeman, deckhand on the
the new method of taxation than average tax-payer. More than one
under the former, That is the rea- million dollars is required this year the house when Tom Bailey was symbol of home to Thomas Bailey steamer Mt. Desert, was struck by a
son for the veto. Forty-flvc of the for interest a: d rct’rement of bonds. a boy have disappeared, but the old Aldrich. Here his early years of fun crate of furniture and a bad gash
48 Htatcs now have gas tax. Fifteen The Legislature was also obliged to garden at the rear of the house still and frolic were spent. And here In was inflicted on his face, laying the
has a place for every flower men- later years, as a series of vivid flesh bare to the ja »v bone.
have four cent gas tax a d many consider that a bond issue required a
Congressman Charles E. Littlefield
have higher tax than four cents. constitutional amendment. This ne tiontd in Mr. Aldrich’s poems. At ooyliood memories, these experiences
the side of the garden is to be seen were written down for other children was renominated by the Second Dis
Maine would be unable to take up cessitated delay and the hazard of a
a
fireproof
building
erected
by
mem

in
“
The
Story
of
a
Bad
Boy.
”
—
From
trict convention in Lewiston.
all of our Federal Aid which we get referendum while with the gasoline bers of the family, in which the
the Portsmouth (N. II.) Daily Chron
The Frost cottage near Halfway
free if this additional cent does not tax these might be avoided.
large
collection
of
pictures,
manu

icle.
Point, owned by F. Ernest Holman,
A referendum upon the gasoline
go into effect as a law. for our new
scripts.
books
and
other
articles
of
was destroyed by fire.
construction program is dependent on tax at this time means practically a interest relating to or treasured by
AID TO WASHING
The High School paper, “Whims.”
the one and three-quarters cent of suspension of state highway construc- the poet are arranged Among these
was issued, with Miss Marion N.
the gas tax going for this item.
^on
next two years since only is the table upon which “The Story of
Women On Farms Are Now Letting Cobb as editor in chief. Ensign Otis
* • •
$1,000,000 is available at this time.
a Bad Boy” was written, with a rec
Electric Motors Do the Work.
was business manager.
In the course of an address which This will soon be exhausted and few ord in Aldrich s handwriting pasted
Henry K. Crocker was promoted to
Gov. Brewster delivered before a further funds are in sight. The con on the inside of the drawer. Glass
The comparatively simple process 2d lieutenant in the University of
Maine Pomona Grange after the Leg sequence of such action is for the cases and shelves contain many
determination of citizens of Maine things of historical interest, curios of generating electricity on the farm Mai: e cadets.
islative session, he said: .
* * * *
who realize something of the im from the Orient, and first editions, has brought to the women of rural
Fred C. Simmons fractured one of
Maine is in the best position in its portance of the orderly development and on the walls are framed photo communities the advantage of motor liis legs while wrestling.
The commencement exercises of
history in relation to its roads, with of our highways in the progress of graphs, most of them autographed driven washing machines.
Rockland High School were held in
15 years of constructive progress be our State.
and letters from men of note in
Appreciating
the
difficulty
of
selec

Farwell Opera House. The partici
hind. and the most liberal provision
many countries.
The names of
of the last legislature to take care
Matthew Arnold. Oliver Wendell tion from the numerous makes, the pants on the program were: Saluta
A SQUARE MEAL
years.
Holmes. William Cullen Bryant. United States Department of Agri tory, Raphael S. Sherman: essay.
Frances May McLain; essay. Lulu
Tiie increasing importance of ade
What is a square meal? Is it a Ralph Waldo Emerson, Walt Whit culture has prepared a special article
quate maintenance was recognized
man. Longfellow. Tennyson. Brown offering helpful suggestions, together Achorn: essay. Lottie M. Condon:
by the provision of mote than $2,000,- mere fantastical term or does the ing. Keats, Shelley, Swinburne. Wat with the warning that any machine oration. Wilbur S. Cross; poem.
000 in each of the next two years, word square have some real mean son. Leigh Hunt and Edwin Booth of any type must have prompt and Mabel Trainer; history. Blanche Bal
lard: prophecy. Harold C. Haskell:
of the program for the next two ing?
hold prominent places.
thorough care.
• • • •
valedictory, (’harles M. Chapin. The
This is $200,000 in excess of the
"When
buying
a
machine."
the
de

Having been asked this question
The interior of the house, however, partment advises, “consider the shape od«* was written by John Tibbetts.
amount used for this purpose a year
ago. The early spring and the late Miss Avery the foods extension spe in no way reflects the atmosphere of and size in relation to your room The members of the class not includ
ending of the Legislature did not cialist of the Extension Service of a museum. It is decidedly a housp space. The machine should be of cor ed above were Minnie E. Achorn,
catch the H’ghway Department un the College of Agriculture said that that has been lived in and, to the rect height for the operator and. if it Fred G. Campbell, Elmer C. Davis.
awares. The reconditioning program the term "square meals” has a real casual observer, might be occupied is to be used as a working surface Walter O. Frost. Mary E. Hall, Fran
at the present time, with the mem between washings, should liaVe a ces A. Hanrahan. Walter C. Larra
has been in full swing for a month. meaning.
The sum of $92,000 was spent in April
A square meal Involves four points, bers of the family out for a few flat top. Simple and strong construc bee, Eva M. Lothrop, Bessie M. Manof this year to put the roads in shape j first the food should be adapted, sec moments. Not only have the original tion is advisable. Be sure a manu son. William A. McLain, Lottie I.
tor the summer, as compared with nnd it should be simply and attrac articles of furniture been restored facturer's repair service is easily Mcl^aughlin. Grace E. Perry, Martha
$24,000 a year ago. The first warrant tively served, th’rd the ease of prepa to the rooms, but many small available. Moveable parts should he J. Rankin. Mary E. SulHvan, John F.
in May was five times the amount of ration .and clearing away and fourth personal belongings to the drawers light and easy to handle, the water Whitney, Ida M. Winslow, Ephraim
of the dressers, the sideboard and outlet practical and the motor located P. Colson. Martha A. Hall. Harold L.
the first warrant in May a year ago. the erst.
jKarl, Maude A. Smith, Lena E.
In spite of these increased expendi
A square meal should provide those the closets.
where It will not get wet.
To lovers of the "Bad Boy” the
tures the maintenance account on substances needed to keep people in
“Above all, give the machine good Thorndike. Alice G. Webb and Ethel
May first showed a balance of $1,177,- the best physical condition and to little room of which he speaks so care. Follow directions in regard to R. Weeks.
Dr. T. E. Tibbetts contracted with
000, or $300,000 more titan the bal furnish sufficient energy for the work I lovingly ln telling of his arrival at the weight of clothes to lie put in at
to be done. In other words it should ‘ the "Nutter House" after a Journey one time. Clean and oil regularly and C. E. Gouldlng for the construction
ance of ..lay 1. 1026.
.of a cottage at Ash Point.
Substantially larger sums are also be adapted to the needs of the groups from New Orleans, is the center of dry after each use.”
interest. “Nothing among my new
Dr. Walter \’. H.inscom was elected
available for second and third class being ser ved.
I president of the Maine Homeopathic
roads.
A square meal should Ibe simply surroundings," he said, "gave me more
' Medical Society.
The only problem is in connection but attractively served so that lt will satisfaction than the cosy sleeping
I William N. Benner. Jr., was build
with State highway construction, for be appealing and inviting. It should apartment that had been prepared
for myself. It was the hall room
ing the foundation for a new house
which only $1,000,000 Is available, un be so planned that it can be prepared
over the front door. I had never
!on the Old County road.
less the new gasoline tax law lakes and cleared .away with the least pos
before had a chamber all to myself,
Dr. Walter M. Spear was elected
effect. No citizen can bp criticised
’X V. ..........
V ... X- of HIHV
sible V.expenditure
time and VHClh,.
energy and this one was a marvel of neat
'second vice president of the Maine
for seeking a referendum upon any | on the part of the homemaker. And
ness and comfort.
Pretty chintz
Medical Association.
law of which he does not approve, but fourth, the square meal is one that curtains hung at the window and
I
• * * ♦
It ks desirable that there should be , can be served at reasonable cost and a patch quilt of more colors than
These births were recorded:
a full understanding of the conse- 1 witiiin the allowance of money .al’ot- were In Joseph’s coat covered the
Thomaston. June 17, to Mr. and
que ces in juch an important matter ted for the purchase of food,
little truckle bed
The pattern of
Mrs. Henry P. Moran, a daughter.
as our roads.
J Tlius the old question of a square the wall paper left nothing to be
Warren. June 11. to Mr. and Mrs.
The increased tax on gasoline meal has been answered. Hundreds desired in that line. On a gray back
Oliver LH»hy, a daughter.
means that $1,000,000 additional will of women in Maine today are taking ground were small bunches of leaves,
I Deer Isle, June 9. to Mr. and Mrs.
be available for construction of our part in the square meals for health unlike any that ever grew In the
Everett Thompson, a son.
trunk-line roads, since it will en- contest being conducted by the Ex- world; and on every other bunch
i Rockland, June 21. to Mr. and Mrs.
enable us to secure $309,000 of Fed- tension Service and the County Farm perched a yellow bird, pitted with
Lucien K. Green, a daughter—Lelia
eral funds that otherwise cannot be Bureaus Cooperating, which aims to crimson spots. That no such bird
kitchen rush
Speed.
eneoYu age the four principals as ever existed did. not detract from
taken up.
1 Rockland. June 21. ty Mr. and Mrs.
Approximately < m•-third of the pointed out by Miss Avery.
my admiration of each one. There
Russel, H. Mero, a son—Harold Irvwere two hundred and sixty-eight
ir.g.
Cooks 2/4 to 5
of these birds in all, not counting
'Roeklard. June 23. to Mr. find Mrs.
those split in two where the wall
Otis Sylvester, a daughter.
j paper was badly joined.’’
Sunset. June 20, to Mr. and Mrs.
After enumerating the various JT'OR hurried mothers, there is no
articles of furniture, the hoy names
breakfast that compares with Fred Lufkin, a daughter.
Stonington. June 20, to Mr. and
with enthusiasm the books on the Quick Quaker. It’s faster than plain
Mrs. Jesse Hamblin, a daughter.
two shelves over the bed. In the toast.
Rockland. June 27, to Capt. and
restoration of the room the books
No breakfast rush, no fuss, no
Mis. John Vetterling. a son.
have been put back upon the shelves,
bother.
Cushing. June 26., to Mr. and Mrs.
the many colored quilt Is still upon
Provides the excellently balanced
the bed. Even Tom Bailey himself breakfast ration of protein, carbo- |Fr^<1 Geyer, a daugnter.
would see no difference between his hydrates and vitamines — plus the ’ * ush nK' lun<>
,o JIr- and Mrsroom of today and the retreat of his "bulk” to make laxatives less often i Dewev Malon«’. 1 d-'Ughter.
Rockland. June 24, to Mr. and .Mrs.
.boyhood.
needed—that doctors urge for every.
John Kendall, a daughter.
The wail paper presented the one today.
Rockland. June 20, to Mr. and Mrs.
greatest problem to those who ar
All the rich Quaker flavor is there.
ranged the room as It was in the You will like it.
Edwin French, a son—Geprge Edwin.
old time, for in these days of modern
Your grocer has Quick Quaker_
w all coverings of more artistic If not
The marriages for the three weeks
also Quaker Oats as you have always
more striking desiptt. no paper to
known them.
were:
coincide with the memory of those ,
MatlnicuK June 6. Edwin H. Ripley
who knew that described by Tom '
•
a
•
and Carrie E. Abbott.
Bailey could be found In fact even,
Rockland. June 10. Edwin A
Bulk tea is not sifted like Salada.
the manufacturer* fell short in their,
Knowlton and Hattie H. King.

SAY “BAYER ASPIRIN” and INSIST 1
Proved safe

BODY BY FISHER
FOUR-WHEEL BRAKES
40 H. P. L-HEAP SIXCYLINDER ENGINE
CRANKCASE VENT1U
AT1ON
DUAL AIR CLEANING
OIL FILTER
only 3 to 4 oil changes a year
Harmonic Balancer
Two-Way Cooling
Three-Way Pressure
Lubrication
Honed Cylinders
High-Velocity, Hot-Section
Manifold
Silent Timing Chain
Full Automatic Spark
Control
Thermostatic Charging
Control
Balloon Tires
Balloon-Geared Steering
Double-Offset, Low-Gravity
Frame
lli-Inch Wheelbase
Fasy Shift Transmisslon
Twin-Beam Headlights,
Controlled From Steering
Wheel
Chromium PermanentLustre Plating
Duco Finish
Bumpers Front and Rear
Rear Vision Mirror

prescribed by physicians

millions

Neuritis

Neuralgia

Lumbago
Rheumatism

3

TWO-DOOR

3^

that
Quick Quaker
in
minutes

Free from Dust

"SALADA"
tea

.

f J|,

1/ p.

SEDAN .JgJJk.

F. O. B. Lansing. Other models at similarly
reduced prices. In ocklition to its low pricey
OUUmohik’s delivered prices include the low*
at handlint and ^noncinj charges available.

You can look all around...you can hunt all you
like...but you’ll find no other such car at any
such price!

Three weeks ago this famous Otdsmobile Six
was $950—and more than worth it. It was
$1000 value—and it is today. But General Mo
tors has again upset tradition. Cldsmohile has
again kept faith with its policy pledged to
progress.
We offer you and everyone in this community
such a value as we never expected to present—

§
5=

Oldsmobile—the same fine Oldsmobile Six—
with all the known factors of motor car merit
including crankcase ventilation, oil filter, air
cleaner and /our-srheel brakes—now at $875
for a quality closed car.
Match this price for all these features!

MUNSEY MOTOR COMPANY
18 SCHOOL ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

I

Camden, June —. George C. Bov. den Frederick W. Webb; essay, Arlie A.
and Annie G. Wade.
, j Stanley: valedictory, Rene E. Fuller.
Rockport, June 13, Robert 'W. | The H. F. Kalloch Co. and Albert
Studley and Miss V. Mabel Young. | J. Rawley contracted to build an ad
dition to the Masonic building at
Thomaston, June 18. Nelson Spear I
Tenant’s Harbor.
of Cushing and Maud Hysler of Wal- I
Mary P.. wife of Capt. W. J. Lerdoboro.
mond died in Thomaston at the age
Rockland. June 18. Levi W. Berry' of 55.
of Machias and Flora A. Lord of J Thomaston High School gradua
Rockland.
tion: Salutatory, Mary MdPhail; ora
Rockland. June 18. Frank E. Poland ’ tion, Wilbert Snow; essay. Mie Bur
of Washington and Grace D. Ludwig ton: history. Jennie Rider: essay,
Sadie Linnell; school history. Edna
of Rockland.
Camden, June 11 Fred Gilchrest Watts: essay. Ethel Nichols, prophe
cy. Jennie Smith: will. Pearl Peasl?e;
and Carrie Babbidge.
valedictory, Edith Wilson.
Cambridge, Mass., June 16. William
Lucy A., wife of Percy Montgomery,
B. Smith of Boston and Miss Edith
died *n Thomaston, aged 68.
Alice Green of Rockland.
Rockland, June 25, John W. Thomas
The interest you have to pay on
and Malvina A. Brimigion.
Rockland. June 25. Ira G. Larrabee borrowed trouble is usury.
and Edith E. Robbins.
Waldoboro. June 17. Maynard *O.
Creamer of 'Waldoboro and Mary L.
Davis of Warren.
Camden. June 14. Arthur R. Clough
and Neflie Carter.
Camden, June 25, Alfred Edson
Norris of Boston and Edna Waldron
of Camden.
Sunset, June 25. Alvin iW. Rokes
of Rockland and Ethel B. Lufkin of
Sunset.
Thomaston, June 25. Reddington A.
Robbins and Fannie M. Holbrook.
Liberty, June 25, Harry Lenfest of
Washington and Lottie Light of
Liberty.
Camden. June 21. Burton C. Rand
and Margaret May Tripp.
Vinalhaven. June 25. Herbert A.
MdNicol and Mary Pease.
Liberty,' June 15, Harry Milton Len
fest of Washington and V'iolet Es
telle Light of Liberty.
Atlantic. June 25. Timothy Barbour
of Stonington and Eva Maud Stanley
of Atlantic.
Camden. June 28. Joseph Pooler of
Fairfield and Sadie Thorndike of
Camden.
Union. June 28, Isaac Starrett of
Warren and Mrs. Grace Brackett of
Union.
Warren. June 26. Frederick E. Mank
of Portland and Angie B. Jameson of
Warren.
Vinalhaven. June 30. Eugene A.
Barter of Union and Lena Belle
Sellers of Vinalhaven.
Vinalhaven, June 30. Thomas E.
Dyer and Mary A. La wry.

FISHERMEN!
Write for quotations for Second
hand—

Tight-bottom Barrels
In carloads, for shipping
Mackerel, in Icc-water.

Fresh

Henry A. Thorndike
P. O. Box 43.

NEWPORT, R. I.
79-84

H. M. de ROCHEMONT

PLUMBING. HEATING
106 Pleasant Street,
Rockland
Telephone 244-W

LOOK

OUXPRICEHST

• • ♦ •

Jenness, young son of 'Wallace F.
Keller, fell overboard near Dailey’s
boat wharf, Camden and was rescued
by M-. Dailey as he was going down
the third time.
The town of Lincolnville held a
centennial celebration, tiie address
being delivered hy Thomas A. Hunt
of Camden.
Tiie graduates of Vinalhaven High
School were Laura Snowman, Mabel
Carlon, Sylvia Clarke. Goldie Mills,
Charles Webster ar.d Harry Sanborn.
Graduation exercises were omitted.
Rockport fHigh School graduated a
class of nine. The program: Saluta
tory. Howard A. Tri bo u; first essay,
Josephine -S. Buzzeil; oration. Leverne A. Patterson: essay. Katie L.
Wellman; poem. Julia M. Miller;
essay. Charles C. Buzzeil; history,
Wesley F. Leland; prophecy, Carrie
M. Paul.
Camden High School graduation:
Salutatory, Nina M. Messer: essay,
P»oy A. Fuller; essay, Andrew B.
Sides; history. Pearl Cooper: essay.
Grace H. Kirk: prophecy. .Howard T.
Leland: oration. Robie H. Went
worth: poem, Don C. Tiffany; essay,

You’ll see not only prices that are right—to the
penny—but merchandise picked for its down
right excellence. Millwork, lumber, roofing—
any building material can be had here to
better advantage. For instance, we sell—

SHEETROCK
—the fireproof wallboard because it’s
simply the best there is. Pure gypsum rock,
in broad, high sheets, between tough papers.
Saws and nails like lumber. Never warps,
buckles, cracks. Insulates. Perfect for decora
tion. Stop and look at a sample, or telephone—

W. H. GLOVER CO.
Contraciors
453 MAIN ST.

TEL. 14

ROCKLAND

